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The City of Post Falls, Idaho

Chapter 1. Executive Summary
Introduction
The City of Post Falls provides a comprehensive parks, recreation, and open space system that greatly
contributes to the quality of life in the City of Post Falls and the surrounding community. In order to plan
into the future of this valuable parks and recreation system, the City of Post Falls Parks and Recreation
Department embarked on a planning process to develop this Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
Development of this plan took place from January through October 2012 and included an extensive
public input process, needs assessment, and services inventory and analysis. The Master Plan provides a
framework to respond to the evolving needs of this growing community and identifies priority areas for
implementation.

Purpose of Plan
The purpose of the Parks and Recreation Master Plan is to:
 Provide a guide in planning for and providing parks and recreation services, programs, and
facilities for the next 5 to 10 years.
 Articulate strategies to address current and future needs and interests.
Throughout the planning process, members of the community repeatedly voiced their support for the
value and benefits of Post Falls’ parks and recreation system. This plan will help the City of Post Falls
manage its valuable community parks and recreation assets now and into the future.

Benefits of Parks and Recreation






Physical activity makes people healthier and increases with access to parks.
Contact with the natural world improves physical and psychological health.
Residential and commercial property values increase.
Value is added to the community through economic development and tourism.
Trees improve air quality, act as natural air conditioners, and assist with storm water control
and erosion.
 Crime and juvenile delinquency are reduced.
 Stable neighborhoods and strong communities are created.
Source: The Trust for Public Land, “The Benefits of Parks: Why America Needs More City Parks and Open Space,”
January 11, 2003.

Contents of the Plan
The Master Plan consists of six chapters.
1.
Executive Summary
2.
The Planning Context
3.
Our Community and Identified Needs
4.
What We Have Now – Inventory and Level of Service Analysis
5.
How We Manage – Operations and Oversight
6.
Recommendations and Implementation Plan
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The first chapter is the Executive Summary. Chapters 2‐4 provide a review of the planning process and
context, the needs assessment (which included a statistically‐valid survey), and the existing inventory
and level of service analysis. Chapter 5 focuses on topics including administration, programs and
services, marketing, and planning. The final chapter details the plan recommendations and
implementation plan.

Summary of Findings
Following are highlights of findings identified through the master planning process that have helped
shape the Master Plan recommendations.

Community Profile and Needs
While growth has slowed from the previous decade, the population of Post Falls is projected to more
than double from 2010 to 2030, increasing from 27,574 to 60,492 residents. The Parks and Recreation
Department will need to proactively plan to respond to population growth while maintaining and
upgrading current parks and facilities.
The 2012 Parks and Recreation Survey provides valuable community feedback to help tailor services to
strategically meet community interests and needs. Eighty‐three percent (83%) of survey respondents
indicated that the availability of local parks and recreation opportunities were important or extremely
important. The survey results also identified outdoor recreation, special events, and athletic leagues as
program priorities. Trails and a community center rated as high priorities of facilities to add or expand.
Interest in new amenities including a splash pad and dog park was also identified. Continued emphasis
on partnerships and collaborative efforts was highlighted as important.

Inventory and Analysis
The park and recreation system in Post Falls is well‐maintained and
diverse with a total of 27 existing park locations and 2 indoor
facilities. Falls Park, Q’emiln Park, and Centennial Trail were rated
the most important facilities according the Parks and Recreation
Master Plan Survey results. However, Centennial Trail and Kiwanis
Park had the highest frequency of use.
A majority of the developed parks are neighborhood parks and are
less than 10 acres in size. Schools also provide recreation in the
community through partnerships and use of their multi‐use fields,
ballfields, and playgrounds. Other alternative providers that provide
parks include Kootenai County and some homeowner associations.
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The Level of Service analysis found that:
 Overall, the level of service to all components
is good; however, service to the outer edges of
Post Falls is lower.
 There are sections of the City (especially in the
northeast) where there is no service and (in
the southeast) where access to fields is below
the threshold.
Perspective B: Walkable Access to All Components

Walkability and connectivity of trails was identified as
an opportunity for improvement. There is currently a heavy reliance on the use of bike lanes as opposed
to off‐street trails. While this may be adequate for commuters and adult cyclists, it is not the ideal for
recreational trail users, particularly those with children. Other trails in the study area are disconnected
and tend to be in newer subdivisions. A stronger trail connectivity including north/south trail
connections to Centennial Trail is desired.
River access is important to the Post Falls community. There is great potential to celebrate this natural
resource by better highlighting access points to the river and identifying opportunities to expand public
access and connectivity between river parks.
There is potential for improved or an increased number of school facility partnerships. School
partnerships can increase the level of service for playgrounds and fields, but would require some
upgrades to existing fields as well as a maintenance plan. Since the City of Post Falls only offers two
small indoor recreation facilities – the Tree House and the Trailhead Pavilion in Q’emiln Park – expanded
partnerships with the school facilities for shared use of gyms and multi‐purpose rooms should also be
explored.
(Note: The map above is provided for reference only. See Master Plan Appendix H for larger versions of maps.)

Management
The Parks and Recreation Department provides a diversity of services through four divisions –
recreation, park, urban forestry, and cemetery. The department is supported by two citizen advisory
groups – the Urban Forestry Commission and the Parks and Recreation Commission – and countless
dedicated volunteers.
Community expectations for quality are high and without consistent funding, the department will be
challenged to maintain a quality level of service over the long‐term. The department is continually
striving to expand efficiencies and identify opportunities for cost recovery through fees and charges and
alternative funding. In fact, the cost recovery of the department’s total operations budget has increased
over the last three years to 36 percent. This percentage is on par with, or slightly higher than, parks and
recreation agencies across the nation.
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A focus has been placed on revenue generation opportunities from programs offered through the
Recreation Division. Leadership of the department has remained committed to generating enough
revenue to cover the direct expenses for recreation programs and has successfully done so over the past
two years. The department has achieved over 200 percent recovery of direct recreation program
expenses through revenue including fees and charges. However, adequate tax subsidy will continue to
remain essential to maintain a quality public parks and recreation system over time. Setting cost
recovery goals will be important in the future.

Programs
The Recreation Division provides programs for all ages with over 50 different sport leagues, classes, and
special events offered to the community each year. In 2011, the department’s total program enrollment
was 7,350, a slight increase from the 2010 enrollment of 7,113. Feedback gathered during the master
plan process indicated that the Parks and Recreation Department continues to meet or exceed
expectations for actively engaging younger children. Areas for expansion included teen programming
and the opportunity to serve the special needs population. The desire to engage teens has generated
interest both within Post Falls and across the county. The survey results also identify additional areas of
focus.

Themes of Master Plan
There are several themes that emerged from the planning process that are woven through the Parks
and Recreation Master Plan recommendations. These guiding themes include:
 Highlighting unique natural features of Post Falls and outdoor recreation opportunities
 Improving trail connections with a focus on the Centennial Trail
 Preserving open space along the Spokane River and on the prairie
 Proactively planning for additional parks as the City grows
 Keeping maintenance and upgrades to existing parks a high priority
 Leveraging resources through partnerships and alternative funding
In addition, the 2012 Post Falls Parks and Recreation Survey results identified five top community issues
on which parks and recreation should focus:
 Positive activities for youth
 Affordability of programs
 Maintaining what we have
 Reducing crime and vandalism
 Promoting healthy, active lifestyles
These themes provide a framework for the Master Plan recommendations.
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Opportunities and Challenges
There is a growing trend in the United States in which public leaders recognize that public recreation
facilities and related “quality of life” amenities are not secondary services provided by governmental
agencies, but are in fact integral to creating communities where people want to live and visit. These
services should be seen as investments in the long‐term vitality and economic sustainability of any
vibrant and attractive community. The City of Post Falls Parks and Recreation Department recognizes
these factors and seeks to continue making improvements to its park and recreation system, enhancing
the community for years to come.
However, growing demand and shrinking resources will continue to be a challenge for parks and
recreation services in Post Falls, as it is with cities across the country. With strong leadership and a
guiding vision, the City of Post Falls has a unique opportunity to maximize operational sustainability by:
 Balancing new construction with maintenance and repair of existing facilities.
 Proactively responding to changing demographics, emerging trends, and changing priorities.
 Maintaining the emphasis on customer service.
 Collaborating to more efficiently deliver quality services.

Recommendations – Goals and Objectives
The Parks and Recreation Master Plan recommendations are shaped by extensive public input, a needs
assessment, and sound planning practices. Master Plan Goals and Objectives are summarized below.
There are a total of seven (7) recommended goals and 20 objectives. Chapter 6 includes detailed actions
steps for each of the objectives, along with an implementation plan that identifies responsibility,
financial impact, and timing.
Over the next 5 to 10 years, many influences will have an impact on the success of this plan. Funding
availability, staff resources, and political and community support will play significant roles in the
implementation process.

GOAL 1: Maintain a high quality, diverse, and balanced park and open space system.
Objectives:
1.1.
In existing parks, upgrade aging park components, add new improvements, and provide quality
maintenance per community expectations, departmental standards, budget parameters, and the
Park Capital Improvement Program.
1.2.

Continue to acquire parkland to maintain the established level of service standard and to
preserve open space along the Spokane River and on the Rathdrum Prairie.

1.3.

Facilitate planning efforts that respond to the community’s demands for new facilities including
a Community Center and an Outdoor Athletic Sports Complex.

1.4.

Offer a diversity of park facilities to meet the needs and interests of the community and
encourage “buy‐in” from special interest groups in the development of specialized facilities such
as skate parks, rock climbing, kayaking, disc golf, BMX tracks, etc.

The City of Post Falls, Idaho 5
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1.5.

Effectively design and manage parks with consideration for operation and maintenance costs.

1.6.

When adding new parks or trails needed to maintain the established level of service, develop a
minimum design and equipment standard so that privately developed parks or playgrounds (i.e.,
as required in SmartCode neighborhoods) are consistent with those developed by the City.

GOAL 2: Strengthen sense of community through community gathering spaces and events.
Objective:
2.1.
Offer adequate public space for community gatherings and special events as well as facilities for
large sporting events and indoor activities.

GOAL 3: Emphasize the unique attributes of Post Falls’ parks and open space to create
community identity and attract tourism and economic growth.
Objectives:
3.1.
Highlight the positive and unique qualities of the Spokane River parks and promote the outdoor
recreational opportunities they offer to bolster the “Idaho’s River City” brand.
3.2.

Reinforce the importance of preserving open space on the Rathdrum Prairie to be used for
recreational opportunities as well as for land application of reclaimed water.

GOAL 4: Provide a safe and well‐connected recreational trail system.
Objectives:
4.1.
Plan and develop a trail system that links existing trails, using railroad corridors where possible,
and when off‐street corridors are not available, utilizes arterial and collector street right‐of‐
ways to complete the trail system.
4.2.

Encourage and promote pedestrian and bicycle activities by promoting cycling as a viable
alternate mode of transportation within Post Falls and to reach other communities.

GOAL 5: Strategically provide recreation programs and services in response to community
interests and needs.
Objective:
5.1.
Tailor recreation programs based on community survey results and customer feedback.

GOAL 6: Raise awareness of parks and recreation services through proactive marketing and
communication.
Objective:
6.1.
Develop a coordinated marketing plan to promote unique recreation opportunities in Post Falls.
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GOAL 7: Incorporate best management and planning practices to ensure quality services and
efficient use of resources.
Objectives:
7.1. Continue to incorporate the new 2010 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and
guidelines in parks and recreation facilities and services.
7.2.

Maintain updated planning documents and inventory of City owned and managed land, parks,
and facilities to facilitate the ongoing management of City resources.

7.3.

Provide park and recreation facilities and services that promote environmentally sensitive design
principles and practices.

7.4.

Enhance financial management tools to effectively track and manage costs to deliver services.

7.5.

Expand partnerships to encourage joint development of facilities and programs.

7.6.

Expand the use of alternative funding through sponsorships, volunteers, grants, and donations.

7.7.

Expand revenue generation opportunities as appropriate at parks and facilities (e.g., rentals,
concessions, etc.).
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Chapter 2. The Planning Context
This chapter provides context for the plan by highlighting the vision and mission of the City and Parks
and Recreation Department, other related plans, and the methodology and timeline for the master
planning process.

A. Purpose of this Plan
The Parks and Recreation Master Plan will guide the City of Post Falls and the Parks and Recreation
Department in planning for and delivering parks and recreation services for the next five to ten years.
The plan provides a framework to respond to the evolving needs of the growing community and
identifies priority areas for implementation.

B. Vision and Mission
The City of Post Falls and the Parks and Recreation Department are guided by the following mission and
values statements. These provide an important framework for this Master Plan.

City of Post Falls – Mission
To provide leadership, support common community values, promote citizen involvement, and provide
services which ensure a superior quality of life.

Values







Community
Leadership
Environment
Economic development
Diversity
Accountability

Parks and Recreation Department – Mission
To provide exceptional recreational services, facilities, and parks
to our customers and the citizens of Post Falls.

C. Relationship to Other Plans
This is the first Parks and Recreation Master Plan for the City of Post Falls. This plan is informed by and
relates to other City plans including the 2010 Post Falls Comprehensive Plan and the 2010 Development
Impact Fee Study. The Post Falls Strategic Plan process ran concurrent to the master planning process,
and information was shared from the public input process. In addition, various Post Falls Pedestrian/Bike
studies were consulted as part of this planning process. (See Planning section of Chapter 5 for additional
information on select plans and studies.)
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In addition, many City and Parks and Recreation Department documents and studies were reviewed
including financial information, the Capital Improvement Plan, annual reports, and past community
surveys. References to these plans and documents are made in relevant sections of this plan.

D. Methodology and Timeline of Planning Process
This project has been guided by a Steering Committee made up of stakeholders and key staff that met
with the GreenPlay consultant team and provided input throughout the planning process. This
collaborative effort fully utilized the consultant’s expertise and incorporated local knowledge and
institutional history. The project consisted of the following phases and tasks.

PHASE 1: INFORMATION GATHERING

February‐April 2012

Community & Stakeholder Input Process
1. Conducted public meeting and focus groups
2. Held staff focus groups and stakeholder interviews
3. Received guidance from staff project team
Survey
1. Conducted statistically‐valid random survey of Post Falls residents
2. Provided additional open web‐based survey
Inventory and Assessment of Existing Facilities and Services
1. Conducted inventory and analysis of parks and recreation facilities and services
2. Identified key issues and opportunities
Demographic and Trends Analysis
1. Analyzed City demographics and population projections
2. Identified parks and recreation‐related trends

PHASE 2: FINDINGS & VISIONING

May‐June 2012

1. Presented key findings to staff, public, and City Council
2. Validated findings
3. Identified focus areas for recommendations

PHASE 3: PLAN DEVELOPMENT

July‐September 2012

1. Developed Draft Master Plan
2. Presented Draft Master Plan to staff, City Council, and public
3. Refined plan based on feedback

PLAN ADOPTION
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Chapter 3. Our Community and Identified Needs
Understanding community demographics and needs is an important component of planning for future
parks and recreation services and facilities in Post Falls. This chapter of the Parks and Recreation Master
Plan first provides a demographic overview of Post Falls. Then, it highlights results of the statistically‐
valid survey and the public process. Next, parks and recreation trends impacting Post Falls are
summarized. The chapter concludes with a summary of key findings.

A. Community Profile and Demographics
The demographic profile for the City of Post Falls was created using
ESRI Business Information Solutions based on 2010 U.S. Census data
and population projections from the Post Falls Planning Department.
This report compares the City of Post Falls, Kootenai County, and the
State of Idaho in the following areas: household income, age, race,
and education.

Population Growth
Continues:
While population growth
has slowed, Post Falls is
forecast to grow by around
10,000 new residents from
2010 to 2020.

Total population, as illustrated in Table 1, shows a steady increase in
population for the City. The 2010 Post Falls population was 27,574 according to the U.S. Census. The
Post Falls Planning Department is projecting a 2.5 percent annual growth rate from 2010 to 2017 and
forecasts a 2012 population of 29,062. From 2018 to 2032, the Planning Department anticipates an
increase in the annual growth rate to 4.8 percent.
The City calculated the projected growth rate in the following manner. The 2.5 percent rate is based on
the growth rate from 2010 to 2012. The 4.8 percent is the growth rate from the 2000 (17,247) census to
2010 census (27,574) population numbers. It is important to note that the 4.8 percent growth rate is
lower than the 1950 to 2010 annual average growth rate. Each year, staff plans to adjust the five year
growth rate based on the experienced and most recent growth patterns.
It is also important to note that the City of Post Falls draws participation in programs and services from a
larger service area. According to ESRI (2010), the population of the study area of this Master Plan that
extends beyond the City boundaries includes approximately 34,991 people.
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Table 1: Post Falls Population Trend (2000‐2020)
37,848

40,000
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000

31,297

27,574
19,716

15,000
10,000
5,000
0
2000

2010

2015

2020

Source: 2000 and 2010 populations provided by ESRI; 2015 and 2020 projections provided by Post Falls Planning
Department

Age

Younger Population:

For planning purposes, it is important to understand how age in Post Falls
Post Falls has higher
compares with Kootenai County and the State of Idaho. As shown in Figure 1
percentages
of children
below, when compared to the County and the State, Post Falls has slightly
14 years and under than
higher percentages of population in the younger age cohort (0‐14) as well as the
the State and County.
25‐44 age cohort. The median age for Post Falls is 33.2 years, lower than both
the County (38.8) and the State (34.6). Park and recreational amenities popular
with young families commonly include playgrounds, athletic fields, and recreation facilities. As Post Falls
continues to grow, keeping a balance of active and passive park and recreation amenities for all ages will
continue to be important.
Figure 1: 2010 Age Distribution Comparisons – Post Falls, County, State
16.0%

14.7%

Post Falls

13.6%

14.0%

12.5%

Kootenai

12.0%

Idaho

10.0%

10.0%
8.0%

8.6%

8.5%
7.7%
6.9%

6.7%
6.0%

6.0%
4.0%

3.4%

2.0%

1.1%

0.0%
0 ‐ 4 5 ‐ 9 10 ‐ 14 15 ‐ 19 20 ‐ 24 25 ‐ 34 35 ‐ 44 45 ‐ 54 55 ‐ 64 65 ‐ 74 75 ‐ 84
Source: ESRI Business Information Solutions 2010 Demographic Summary
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The following age breakdown is used to separate the population into age sensitive user groups.


Under 5 years: This group represents users of preschool programs and facilities. As trails and
open space users, this age group is often in strollers. These individuals are the future
participants in youth activities.



5 to 14 years: This group represents current youth program participants.



15 to 24 years: This group represents teen/young adult program participants moving out of the
youth programs and into adult programs. Members of this age group are often seasonal
employment seekers.



25 to 34 years: This group represents potential adult program participants. Many in this age
group are beginning long‐term relationships and establishing families.



35 to 54 years: This group represents users of a wide range of adult programming and park
facilities. Their characteristics extend from having children using preschool and youth programs
to becoming empty nesters.



55 to 64 years: This group represents users of older adult programming approaching retirement
or already retired and typically enjoying grandchildren.



65 years plus: Nationally, this group will be increasing dramatically. Pew Research reports that
by the time all Baby Boomers turn 65 in 2030, 15 percent of the nation’s population will be at
least that old. Recreation centers, senior centers, and senior programs can be a significant link in
the health care system. This group ranges from very healthy, active seniors to more physically
inactive seniors.

Race
According to ESRI, there is less ethnic diversity in Post Falls when compared to the State. Table 2
illustrates the percentages of population in each race. White Alone is the highest ranking cohort for all
three geographic areas.
Table 2: 2011 Race/Ethnicity Comparisons – Post Falls, County, State
Race
City of Post
Kootenai
Falls
County
White Alone
94.0%
94.5%
Black Alone
.4%
.3%
American Indian Alone
.9%
1.3%
Asian Alone or Pacific Islander Alone
.7%
.7%
Pacific Islander Alone
.1%
.1%
Some Other Race Alone
1.0%
.8%
Two or More Races
2.8%
2.4%
Hispanic Origin
4.6%
3.8%

State of Idaho
89.1%
.6%
1.4%
1.2%
.1%
5.1%
2.5%
11.2%

Source: ESRI Business Information Solutions 2010 Demographic Summary
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Education
As shown in Table 3, ESRI estimates that the highest educational attainment level for residents in Post
Falls is high school graduates (33.9%), followed by the 27.5 percent of the population who have
attended some college. These percentages are very similar to the County. However, slightly higher
percentages of the state’s population as a whole have bachelor’s degree or higher.
According to a new U.S. Census Bureau study, education levels had a more effect on earnings over a 40‐
year span in the workforce than any other demographic factor, such as gender, race, and Hispanic origin.
This often translates to the ability to pay for recreation services.
Table 3: 2010 Education Attainment Comparisons – Post Falls, County, and State
Education Attainment
City of Post
Kootenai County
State of Idaho
Falls
Less than 9th grade
2.7%
2.4%
4.4%
9th to 12th grade, no diploma
6.9%
6.9%
7.4%
High school graduate
33.9%
30.2%
28.6%
Some college, no degree
27.5%
28.1%
25.9%
Associate's degree
11.4%
10.5%
8.8%
Bachelor's degree
13.3%
15.4%
17.3%
Graduate or professional degree
4.4%
6.5%
7.6%
Source: ESRI Business Information Solutions 2010 Demographic Summary

Household Income

Trend Toward
According to ESRI Business Information Solutions, the estimated
“Staycations”
median household income for the City of Post Falls is $48,533;
Families are looking for
higher than the County ($47,538) and lower than the State
opportunities to take time
($49,899). A comparison of household income, as shown in Figure
2, illustrates that 49.2 percent of residents in the Post Falls earn
off and enjoy recreation
household incomes in the $35,000‐$74,999 categories. When
opportunities closer to
compared to the County and the State, household income is
home.
slightly lower in Post Falls in the $100,000+ cohorts. According to
ESRI, in 2010, the annual average amount spent on
entertainment and recreation by household in Post Falls is $2,710. This amount does not include travel.
In the current economic climate, there is a trend
toward “staycations” where residents stay closer to
home to recreate in their leisure time, often making
use of parks and recreation facilities and services.
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Figure 2: 2010 Households by Income Comparison – Post Falls, County, State
30.0%
26.9%

Post Falls

25.0%

Kootenai

22.3%

Idaho
20.0%

15.0%
11.9%

12.4%

9.9%

10.0%
8.2%

5.9%

5.0%
1.1%

1.4%

0.0%
< $15,000 $15,000 ‐ $25,000 ‐ $35,000 ‐ $50,000 ‐ $75,000 ‐ $100,000 ‐ $150,000 ‐ $200,000+
24,999
$34,999 $49,999 $74,999 $99,999 $149,999 $199,999
Source: ESRI Business Information Solutions 2010 Market Profile

Population Forecasts
Although we can never really know the future with certainty, it is helpful to make assumptions about it
for planning purposes. Table 4 contains population estimates and percentage change for the City of Post
Falls as projected by the Post Falls Planning Department. Steady population increases from 2010‐2030
are projected.
Table 4: Post Falls Population Projections and Percent Change (2000‐2030)
ESRI
Population
Percent Change
2000 Population
19,716
2010 Population
27,574
40%
2015 Estimated
31,297
14%
2020 Projected
37,848
21%
2025 Projected
47,848
26%
2030 Projected
60,492
26%
Source: 2000 and 2010 populations provided by ESRI; 2015 ‐2030 projections provided by Post Falls Planning
Department
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Demographic Trend Analysis Summary
In summary, key demographic trends to reference for future planning efforts of the Post Falls Parks and
Recreation Department are as follows:
 The 2010 U.S. Census indicates the estimated population in Post Falls was 27,574.
 The median age for Post Falls is 33.2, lower than both the County (38.8) and the State (34.6).
When compared to the County and State, Post Falls has slightly higher percentages of
population in the younger age cohort (0‐14) as well as the 25‐44 age groups.
 Median household income for the City of Post Falls is $48,533; higher than the County ($47,538)
and lower than the State ($49,899).
 The highest percentage of residents in Post Falls fall into the educational attainment category of
high school graduates (33.9%), followed by 27.5 percent of the population who attended some
college.
 Population change in Post Falls is projected to show an overall increase during the next five
years. The population of Post Falls is projected to more than double from 2010 to 2030,
increasing from 27,574 to 60,492.

B. Statistically‐Valid Survey Results
The purpose of the statistically‐valid survey was to gather public feedback on parks, recreation, open
space and trails, programs, and services provided by the Post Falls Parks and Recreation Department in
order to assist in the creation of this Parks and Recreation Master Plan. Emphasis was put on gaining
community input on satisfaction levels, needs, and priorities for planning efforts.
The Parks and Recreation Survey was conducted in the spring of 2012. The sample size for the random
survey was 413, resulting in a response rate of 10.1 percent (of the estimated 4,091 households in Post
Falls that received a mail survey).
Following are highlights of the survey results. The full 2012 Parks and Recreation Survey Report is found
in Appendix A.

Community Values
Top Issues on Which Parks and Recreation Should Focus
 Positive activities for youth
 Affordability of programs
 Maintaining what we have
 Reducing crime and vandalism
 Promoting healthy, active lifestyles

Current Parks, Trails, and Recreation Facilities
Importance of Parks and Recreation
 83% of survey respondents indicated that the availability of local parks and recreation
opportunities were important or extremely important to their household
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Facilities of Highest Importance
 Q’emiln Park
 Centennial Trail
 Falls Park
Highest Usage Frequency
 Centennial Trail (average of 14 times per year)
 Kiwanis Park (8)
 Falls Park, Q’emiln Park, and Other Parks (7)
Reasons for Not Using Programs and Facilities
 No time/other personal issues (60%)
 Not aware of programs or facilities (30%)
 Price/user fees (23%)
Areas Needing Improvement
 Not aware of programs or facilities (30%)
 Don’t have the programs I want (30%)
 Lack of facilities and amenities (27%)
 Price/user fees (27%)

Future Recreation Facilities and Amenities
Additions, Expansions, or Improvements
Highest Priorities
 Pedestrian/bike paths and trails
 Community center
 Splash pad
2nd Tier Priorities
 Dog park
 Community gardens
 Outdoor sports fields/courts
 Open space/conservation land
 Playgrounds
Community Center
 A majority (61%) said adding a community center was important as Post Falls grows.
Facilities with Highest Proportion of Needs Not Being Met
 Skate park
 Tree House
 Disc golf
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Program, Activities, and Special Events
Priorities for Additions, Expansions, or Improvements
 Outdoor recreation
 Special events
 Athletic leagues
 Family programs
 Fitness and wellness programs
Programs with Highest Proportion of Needs Not Being Met
 Education
 Teen programs
 Athletic leagues
 Fitness and wellness programs
 Pre‐school programs

Trails and Open Space
Top Open Space Objectives
 Preserve scenic views
 Preserve open space along the river
 Preserve wildlife habitat
Strong support was expressed for protecting and preserving the Prairie through parks and open space,
with 83 percent of survey respondents rating it as highly important.

Financial Choices and Fees
Fees
The majority of survey respondents indicated that facility and program fees are either acceptable or
they did not know.
Potential impact of fee increases
 Moderate fee increases would have little to no impact to a majority (56%)
 About 1 in 5, however, said that moderate increases would limit participation significantly
Taxes
A majority of survey respondents (72%) indicated that they would accept at least a small increase in
property tax to support additional recreation opportunities.
Top Priorities for Future Spending
 Maintain and improve current Post Falls parks
 Increase access along the river
 Expand recreational trail connections
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Figure 3: Survey Results – Future Funding Priorities
Maintain and improve
current Post Falls parks

77%

Increase public access along the river

51%

Expand recreational trail connections

46%

Add an outdoor athletic sports complex

39%

Add more parks

24%

Add gym space in partnership
with School Dist./other groups

21%

Expand adventure/extreme
sport amenities

18%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percent Responding

C. Community and Stakeholder Input
In addition to the statistically‐valid survey, several community and stakeholder input opportunities were
provided to gain valuable feedback about the current state and the future of parks and recreation in
Post Falls. The process that was undertaken to gain valuable insight to the needs and desires of the
community included:






Community focus groups
1. Commissions
2. Outdoor and Adventure Recreation
3. Recreation
4. School District
5. Youth
6. Sports/Athletics
7. Regional Parks and Recreation Directors
Staff focus groups
Stakeholder interviews
Public meetings

“Parks and Recreation is the most
valuable part of Post Falls. It is the
part of Post Falls that makes living
here so great!”
‐Comment from public meeting participant,
February 15, 2012

The notes from the seven community focus groups and the first public meeting held in February 2012
are found in Appendix B.
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The following is an overview of the community opinions from the face‐to‐face meetings held in February
2012.
Community Input
Focus group and public meeting participants were asked a variety of questions regarding Post Falls’
parks and recreation facilities, programs, and services. Themes from the responses to questions about
current strengths, issues/needs/problems, and opportunities that the Department of Parks and
Recreation can address are in the summarized in the boxes that follow.

Strengths









Unique topography and access to river
and natural environment
Outdoor recreation opportunities (e.g,
rock climbing, hiking, water recreation)
Quantity and variety of parks
Quality and diversity of programs and
services
Youth programs
Professional and responsive staff
Existing partnerships
Cost efficient

Issues/Needs/Problems








Limited availability of indoor
recreation spaces
Lack of trail connections
Regional demand for ballfields
Lack of new amenities such as a dog
park and splash pad
Some gaps in park distribution
Capital and operational funding to
keep up with park improvements and
growing demands
Lack of awareness of services

Opportunities for Improvements









Promote and expand access to unique outdoor recreation opportunities (e.g., river
recreation, rock climbing, etc.)
Enhance trail connectivity and Centennial Trail
Market and create awareness of unique assets (climbing, river recreation, etc.)
Expand teen recreation opportunities
Pursue partnerships for shared facility use for athletic fields, indoor recreation spaces (e.g.,
schools, non‐profit organizations)
Improve existing parks – “maintain what you have”
Preserve open space (e.g., prairie and along river)
Expand alternative funding sources

Residents were very appreciative of the recreation services provided by the Department of Parks and
Recreation and felt they contributed to the quality of life in the community. They identified the
following values of parks and recreation in the community.
 Promoting healthy lifestyles
 Building a sense of community
 Enhancing the local economy through attracting visitors and increasing property values
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D. Trends
The following are key national parks and recreation trends. The Parks and Recreation Department
should evaluate these along with evolving local, state, and national trends to help shape future planning
efforts.
Some of the top ten athletic activities ranked by total participation include exercise walking, exercising
with equipment, camping, swimming, and working out at athletic clubs.
 The most common programs offered in communities are holiday events and other special
events; fitness programs; educational programs; day camps and summer camps; mind‐
body/balance programs such as yoga, tai chi, Pilates, and martial arts; and youth sports teams.
 Fitness, educational, teen, mind body balance, and active adults programs were listed at the top
of the ten programs parks and recreation departments are planning to add within the next three
years.
 Adventure sports – including triathlons, adventure racing, backpacking, climbing, kayaking, and
rafting – showed significant growth in 2010, up 2.3 percent in participation as a group.
 Sixty‐eight percent (68%) of public park and recreation agencies offer nature‐based
programming, and 61% have nature‐based facilities. The most common facilities include nature
parks/preserves, self‐guided nature trails, outdoor classrooms, and nature centers.
 National trends in the delivery of parks and recreation systems reflect more partnerships and
contractual agreements reaching out to the edges of the community to support specialized
services.
 Web‐based niche
Outdoor recreation consistently ranked high in the
marketing tools are
2012 Post Falls Parks and Recreation Survey:
becoming more
1st in Top Three Priorities to be Added, Expanded, or Improved
popular for agencies
1st in Frequency of Use (average of 14 times in past year)
2nd in Needs Being Met
to use as a means of
promoting programs
and services,
especially when targeting younger populations.
See Appendix C for more detailed trends information.

E. Summary
While population growth has slowed from the previous decade, the population of Post Falls is projected
to more than double from 2010 to 2030, increasing from 27,574 to 60,492.The Parks and Recreation
Department will need to proactively plan to respond to population growth while maintaining and
upgrading current parks and facilities.
The 2012 Parks and Recreation Survey provides valuable community feedback to help tailor services to
strategically meet community interests and needs. The survey results identified outdoor recreation,
special events, and athletic leagues as program priorities. Trails and a community center rated as high
facility priorities to add or expand. Interest in new amenities including a splash pad and dog park was
also identified. Continued emphasis on partnerships and collaborative efforts was identified as
important by staff and community members.
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Chapter 4. What We Have Now – Inventory and Level of Service

Analysis
This chapter provides an overview of the Post Falls parks and recreation inventory and Level of Service
analysis. Analytical maps are used to better understand accessibility throughout the parks and
recreation system. The chapter concludes with a summary of key findings.

A. Inventory
Overview
Post Falls is a community of around 30,000 people that is gradually transforming from a smaller town
into a city. According to the City’s Comprehensive Plan, Post Falls’ location between Spokane and Coeur
d’Alene is one of the key contributing factors to the City’s growth, as well as housing availability,
continued job growth, and the City’s unique geology and geography. Post Falls sits at the edge of the
Rathdrum Prairie, a glacial‐outwash plain, and on top of the Rathdrum aquifer. This location offers
distinctive natural features such as the Spokane River, an important recreation resource, as well as
mountains, prairie, and forests. The City’s parks, green spaces, trails, and recreational opportunities are
also contributing factors to a high standard of living.
The parks and recreation system in the City of Post Falls can be thought of as an infrastructure that
serves the health and well‐being of people. A detailed inventory of assets in Post Falls was conducted in
February of 2012. Assets include all lands and facilities, as well as the individual components within
them, which provide parks and recreation services in Post Falls. An individual component is an element
used by people to enjoy a park or recreational experience, such as a developed park amenity like a
playground or athletic field, or a natural area, or trail. Refer to the Outdoor and Indoor Inventory
Summary Charts in Appendix D for a complete inventory of parks and facilities.

Inventory Description
Overall, the park system in Post Falls is well‐maintained and contains a total of 27 existing parks and 2
indoor facilities. A majority of the developed parks are neighborhood parks and are less than 10 acres in
size. Schools also provide recreation in the community through partnerships and use of their multi‐use
fields, ballfields, and playgrounds. Other alternative providers include Kootenai County, Avista Utilities,
homeowner association (HOA) pocket parks, and the Boys and Girls Club.
For a more detailed description of the park and recreation system
sites, including photographs, see the Inventory Description in
Appendix E.

Level 1 Park: an active facility
representing a more developed park
with sports fields and courts.
Level 2 Park: a more passive park that
includes elements such as open space
and trails.

The City’s current Level of Service (LOS) and standard is 16 acres of
parkland per 1000 people (broken down by 6 acres per person for
Level 1 parks and 10 acres per person for Level 2). Refer to Appendix
F for a list of park types and acreage. Based on 2012 Geographic Information System (GIS) data, the
system has added about 25.4 acres of Level 2 parks during the past year (4th Street Trailhead, City Hall,
Community Gardens, and Cemetery). By 2020, 40 additional acres of Level 1 park acres will be needed
and 255 acres of Level 2 acreage will be needed to maintain ratios of parkland per 1,000 people.
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Inventory Methodology

Component: an element that draws
The inventory for this Master Plan was conducted using Composite
users to a place to engage in an
Values Methodology (CVM). Each component in the inventory was
activity or experience. In this study,
given a score based on its apparent fit for its intended purpose, as
components are physical assets
follows:
within the community that provide a
 Score of 1 = The component does not meet expectations for
parks and recreation experience.
its intended purpose at this particular location.
 Score of 2 = The component meets expectations for its
intended purpose at this location.
 Score of 3 = The component exceeds normal expectations for its intended purpose at this
location.
These scores were used in the analyses that follow.
In addition, certain amenities were evaluated on a site‐wide or facility‐wide basis, and this was used to
adjust the value of components. These are called modifiers. For example, the overall presence of
restrooms or drinking fountains in a park was evaluated rather than the location and functionality of
each one. This assessment was then used to adjust the value of the components within the park. Refer
to GRASP® History and LOS Methodology in Appendix G for a complete description of the GRASP®
inventory process and explanation of the analysis.

Capacities Analysis
One of the traditional tools for evaluating service for parks and
recreation is capacity analysis. This analysis compares the quantity
of assets to population. Table 5 shows the current capacities for
selected components in Post Falls. This table can be used in
conjunction with other information, such as input from focus
groups, staff, and the general public, to determine whether or not
the current capacities are adequate for specific components.

Modifiers: amenities that enhance
or support the use and enjoyment
of a place such as benches, shade,
restrooms, and drinking fountains
that enhance the comfort and
convenience of a place. Also, the
overall attractiveness of a place due
to its design and ambience is a
modifier.

Currently, the City is meeting its population standard for picnic
shelters, but is falling slightly short of meeting the standard for disc golf, basketball, open turf, picnic
grounds, tennis, and volleyball. The City has population standards for ballfields and rectangular field
types; however, this study did not differentiate field types. Therefore, comparisons cannot be made to
these standards.
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Table 5: Capacities for LOS for Community Components

Capacities LOS for Community Components

Avista

25

School District

26

Other

53

Total

480

2

4

9

1

10

5

3

4

2

1

3

2

2

1

4

5

Recreational Trails
(in miles) All Trails

10

Volleyball

8

Water Access, All

6

Tennis

MP Field, all sizes

1

Shelters

Loop Walk

6.5

Community Garden

Horseshoes

5

81

Playground, all
sizes

Disc Golf

295

Post Falls/Avista

Picnic Grounds

Basketball

City of Post Falls

Open Turf

Ballfield

Draft: March 2012
2012 GIS Acres #

Post Falls, Idaho

INVENTORY
2
1
3

2
1

8

6.5

1

0.03

8

10

12

2

1

1

4

7

12

5
1

6

22

5

16

0.76

0.17

6

38.58

CURRENT RATIO PER POPULATION
CURRENT POPULATION 2012

29,062

Current Ratio per 1000 Population
Population per component

16.52

0.28

0.22

61

3,633

4,471 29,062

Post Falls Parks and Recreation

PROJECTED POPULATION - 2017*

Total # needed to m aintain current ratio
of all existing facilities at projected
population

Number that should be added to achieve
current ratio at projected population

0.34

0.41

0.14

0.24

0.41

0.03

2,906

2,422

7,266

4,152

2,422

29,062

4,000

500

3,500 20,000

1

0.55

0.21

1.33

1,321 5,812 1,816

4,844

753

1,500 4,000

4,500

32,881

543

9

7

1

9

11

14

5

8

14

1

25

6

18

7

44

63

1

1

0

1

1

2

1

1

2

0

3

1

2

1

5

Note: 29,062 is the forecast population for 2012.
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B. Level of Service Analysis
Measuring Service
For planning purposes, it is useful to measure the value that the parks and recreation system provides to
the public. There are many ways to measure this, and no single one is suited to all purposes. Each
approach considers a fixed set of attributes, such as acres of park land or miles of trail, and each
produces a number or value that is called the “Level of Service” (LOS). By using a variety of tools and
instruments (and multiple LOS measurements), it is possible to get a clear sense of how the parks and
recreation system really functions.
LOS may be computed for individual parts of the system as well as the whole. For example, it is possible
to determine LOS measurements just for indoor facilities, or for only facilities that serve a particular
segment of the population such as playgrounds.
In this report, the terms “Level of Service” and LOS are used to refer to the results of any given approach
to measuring service. As a result, there is no single standard for LOS that will be used to prescribe
recommendations, but rather a series of measurements that can be used together to plan for delivering
parks and recreation services to the citizens of Post Falls.

Analytical Maps
The analysis of parks and recreation used for this Master Plan evaluates service in a variety of ways. In
some cases, geographic information has been processed using computer technology to generate “smart
maps” that help describe how Post Falls is being served by the parks and recreation system. These
analytical maps are called Perspectives, because each one provides a certain perspective on the way
service is being provided in Post Falls.
Five Perspective Maps have been produced to evaluate LOS in Post Falls:
 Perspective Map A – Access to All Components: This map shows LOS when all components in
the inventory are included within a one mile service area. However, to place a premium on
walkable access, service values were doubled for any components within a walkable distance
(1/2 mile was used) of a given location.
 Perspective Map B – Walkable Access to All Components: This map is similar to Perspective A,
but represents the overall LOS when only components within a 10‐minute walk (1/2 mile) are
considered. Major barriers to walking, such as highways, were taken into consideration when
creating this map.
 Perspective Map C – Walkable Access to All Components Threshold Analysis with Population
Density Consideration: This map is similar to Perspective B, but represents values above or
below a threshold value. Population density is factored in, so that LOS is displayed only for those
areas that are 2 persons or greater per acre in population density based on US Census Blocks.
Major barriers to walking, such as the river and highways, were taken into consideration when
creating this map.
 Perspective Map D‐ Access to Fields: This map shows LOS when all fields (diamond and
rectangle) in the inventory are included within a one mile service area. However, to place a
premium on walkable access, service values were doubled for any field components within a
walkable distance (1/2 mile was used) of a given location.
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Perspective Map E –Walkable Access to Playgrounds: This map is similar to Perspective B, but
represents the overall LOS when only playground components within a 10‐minute walk (1/2
mile) are considered. Major barriers to walking, such as highways, were taken into consideration
when creating this map.

Thumbnails of each of Perspective Map are shown in this section. Some details may not be legible at this
size, but larger versions of the maps can be found in Appendix H.
Heat Maps
One of the ways to analyze LOS is through the use of “heat maps,” included on each Perspective Map.
On heat maps, the LOS available to a person at any given location is represented by an orange tone.
Where the orange tone is darker, the available LOS is higher. Locations on the map with a grey tone
have no service.
Heat maps can be produced from any set of components in the inventory. For example, in Perspective E
the intent was to measure the relative LOS for playgrounds, so a heat map was generated using only
playgrounds in the inventory.
Table 6 below shows comparisons for some statistics derived from the heat maps.
Table 6: Comparative Results for Perspectives (P) ‐ A, B, D, E
P‐B:
P‐D:
P‐A: All Walkability Fields
63%
45%
71%
Percent of Area with Service

Avg. LOS per Acre
(For served area only)

169

90

14

P‐E:
Playgrounds
21%

13

Note: Percent of Area with Service and Avg. LOS per Acre are not calculated for P‐C, see P‐B for results of
Walkability

Threshold Maps
The purple and yellow inset map found on each Perspective shows where LOS values on the heat maps
are above or below a certain threshold. The threshold may vary from one Perspective to another. For
example, in Perspective A and B, a threshold of 89.3 was used. This threshold value represents the
average GRASP® value for a park in Post Falls system. A GRASP® value is calculated by combining a park’s
component scores and modifier values. Any point on the map where the LOS is at or above that value is
shown in purple, and any point where the LOS is less than 89.3. Values that are greater than zero are
shown in yellow. All other areas have a score of zero and are shown in grey.
For Perspectives D and E, the threshold used is 4.8, which is the equivalent to having access to one
component, either a playground or field depending on the Perspective.
Table 7 shows the percentage of the study area that falls above or below the threshold in the each
version of the Threshold Maps. The numbers do not add up to 100% because they do not include areas
with no service.
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Table 7: Percentages of Coverage on Threshold Maps

Perspective A ‐ Access to All Components
Perspective B ‐ Walkable Access to All Components
Perspective D‐ Access to Fields
Perspective E ‐ Access to Playgrounds

Percent Total
Area Above
Zero But Below
Threshold
30%
42%
12%
0%

Percent
Total Area
Above
Threshold
41%
21%
34%
21%

Note: Percentages are not calculated for P‐C, see P‐B for results of Walkability

Post Falls Level of Service Map Analysis
An LOS analysis of Perspective Maps A‐E follows.
Access to All Components
From the analyses, it is evident that overall
coverage for service in Post Falls is good,
especially for developed residential areas.
There are areas on the outer edges of the City
where service is below the threshold. (Refer
to Threshold/Perspective A: Access to All
Components.)

Perspective A: Access to All Components

Walkable Access to All Components
Overall, the walkable Level of Service (LOS) in
the City is good as well, especially in the
center of the City and along the river;
however, there are large areas where the
LOS is below the threshold or has no service
at all. Further investigation is needed into
these areas. It is possible that these low
service or no‐service areas are served by
small private or HOA parks. (Refer to
threshold inset map from Perspective B:
Walkable Access to All Components.)
Perspective B: Walkable Access to All Components
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Note on Perspective Map C: Walkable Access
to All Components Threshold Analysis with
Population Density Consideration, the
Threshold map is filtered to show only serviced
areas with population density greater than
two persons per acre. Several areas of yellow
remain except for a few areas of purple found
in the center and southwest parts of the City.
Concern arises where there is no service to
populations with a density greater than two
people per acre.

Threshold/Perspective C: Walkable Access to All Components
Threshold Analysis with Population Density Consideration

Access to Fields
Access to fields within the Post Falls study area is
typically above the threshold, which is equivalent to
having access to one type of field within one mile.
There are sections of the City, especially in the
southeast, where service is below the threshold and
sections of the City in the northeast where there is no
service. Staff believes that the system is heavy with
rectangular fields and lacks diamonds or baseball and
softball fields. (Refer to Threshold/Perspective D:
Access to Fields.)

Threshold/Perspective D: Access to Fields

Walkable Access to Playgrounds
Note on Perspective Map E –Walkable Access to
Playgrounds , the Threshold map is filtered to show
only walkable (1/2 mile) serviced areas with population
density greater than one child (age 14 or under) per
acre. Several areas above the threshold exist
throughout the City (shown in purple). However,
concern arises where there is no service to populations
with a density greater than one child per acre, shown
in the gray shaded areas. However, where there is
walkable service to areas with population density
greater than one child per acre, the service is above
the threshold.
Threshold/Perspective E: Walkable Access to Playgrounds
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While useful as one tool, thresholds have some limitations. The simplified color scheme of threshold
maps make them easy to read, but unlike heat maps (with the orange shades), it is not possible to tell
the relative value of one point on the map to another. Distribution of service can be better understood
by using the heat maps and threshold maps together. For this reason, they have been displayed
adjacent to one another.
It cannot be determined how much above or below the threshold a given location is from the threshold
map. Also, threshold maps are not intended to show what the value at a given location ought to be. It
may be perfectly acceptable for areas with low population or land uses such as agriculture, airports,
industrial parks, etc. to fall below the threshold.
At the same time, areas in yellow on the threshold maps can be considered areas of opportunity. The
yellow color indicates that there is at least one component serving that location. It is likely that such
components are located within lands and facilities that the Parks and Recreation Department controls,
influences, or can work with in partnership. By adding, upgrading, or otherwise enhancing components
within those lands and facilities, service can often be increased without the need to acquire new lands.

Trailshed Analysis
The Post Falls system
contains one main
trail, Centennial Trail,
as well as outlying
smaller trails that tend
to be disconnected
and located in
subdivisions. This
Centennial Trailshed
analysis looks at only
the Centennial
trailshed (1/2 mile
buffer surrounding
Centennial Trail)
which covers a
relatively small
percentage of the
study area. The
following statistics are
based on the three main sections of the Centennial Trail, which includes the main detached, off‐street
trail, on‐street bike lanes, and on‐street signage. What these observations reveal is that Post Falls has
the potential to have an effective alternative transportation system that promotes active access to the
parks and recreation system. It would be beneficial for the City of Post Falls to coordinate any plans for
alternative transportation with the goal of improving access to the components and destinations listed
in the tables below.
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Table 8: Statistics for Post Falls Centennial Trail

TRAILSHED

Centennial Trail

TRAIL
TOTAL
LENGTH
(IN
MILES)

Post Falls
Indoor
Facility

Post Falls
Outdoor
Location

12.45

3

13

School

Alternative
Provider
Outdoor
Location

Total
Components In
Inventory

5

8

150.5

Water Feature

Water Access, All

Volleyball

Trailhead (within

Tennis

Sledding Hill

Skate Park

Shelter, All Sizes

Playground, all

Picnic Grounds

Passive Node

Other, Active

Open Water

Open Turf

Natural Area

MP Field, all sizes

Loop Walk

Horseshoes

Garden, Display

Garden,

Event Space

Educational

Disc Golf

Concessions

Climbing Feature

Basketball

Ballfield

Table 9: Components Falling Within Centennial Trailshed*

2 2 30 2 1 8 2 1 2 2 5 2 6 2 9 4 8 4 4 15 1 1 2 2 3 14 3
*Accessibility is based on 1/2 mile proximity to the Centennial Trail. Some components and locations are technically
within a 1/2 mile but are located south of the river without direct access from the trail and therefore were not
included. It was assumed that all components associated with a location within 1/2 mile of the trail are accessible
(i.e., If you can access a park from the trail you can access all its components even if the component is not located
within 1/2 mile of the trail).

River Access Analysis
River access along the Spokane River is limited. There is only one developed river access park site above
the dam, but it has limited parking. Other access points include points owned by the City, as well as
other providers, including the County and Avista. While there are several other access points along the
river, there is still great potential for improving access to the River.
Figure 4: River Access
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GRASP® Index
The capacities table is based purely on the quantity of assets without regard to quality or functionality.
Using this approach, higher LOS is achieved only by adding assets, regardless of the condition or quality
of those assets. As a best practice, the LOS provided by assets should be based on their quality as well as
their quantity.
The authors of this report have developed a tool that incorporates both quantity and quality for any
given set of assets into a single indicator called the GRASP® Index (GRASP® stands for Geo‐Referenced
Amenities Standards Process). The GRASP® Index can move up or down over time as either quantity or
quality changes. For example, if all of the playgrounds in a community are allowed to deteriorate over
time, but none are added or taken away, the LOS provided by the playgrounds decreases. Similarly, if all
of the playgrounds are replaced with new and better ones, but no additional playgrounds are added, the
LOS increases even though the per‐capita quantity of playgrounds did not change.
This is especially useful in communities where the sustainability of the parks and recreation system over
time is important. In the past, the focus was on maintaining adequate capacity as population growth
occurred. Today, many communities have seen population growth slow. The focus in such communities
has shifted to maintaining current LOS as components age or become obsolete, or as needs change. The
GRASP® Index can be used to track LOS under such conditions over time.
The following table shows the GRASP® Indices for the same components as shown in the Capacities
Table.
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Table 10: Current GRASP® Index

Projected Community Components GRASP® Index 2017
Current
Population
2012
Total
GRASP®
Community
Score per
component
type

29,062

GRASP®
score per
1000
population
(GRASP®
Index)

Projected
Population
2017*
Total
GRASP®
score
needed at
projected
population

32,881

Additional
GRASP®
score
needed

Ballfield

28.05

0.97

32

3.7

Basketball

27.5

0.95

31.1

3.6

7.2

0.25

8.1

0.9

42.7

1.47

48.3

5.6

4.4

0.15

5.0

0.6

47.8

1.64

54.1

6.3

47.5

1.63

53.7

6.2

16.4

0.56

18.6

2.2

40.8

1.40

46.2

5.4

57.6

1.98

65.2

7.6

130.8

4.50

148.0

17.2

4.8

0.17

5.4

0.6

Tennis

43.2

1.49

48.9

5.7

Volleyball
Water
Access, all

28.8

0.99

32.6

3.8

84.8

2.92

96

11.1

Disc Golf
Ed. Exp
Gardens,
Community
Loop Walk
MP Field, all
sizes
Open Turf
Picnic
Grounds
Playground,
all sizes
Shelter, all
sizes
Skate Park

Note: 29,062 is the forecast population for 2012.

Comparative Data
Table 11 provides comparative data from other communities. It is intended to show the range of results
for some of the analyses that have been used in this study and where Post Falls lies within those ranges.
Because every community is unique, there are no standard or “correct” numbers for these. However, it
is useful to note that Post Falls lies within the ranges and is tied with Palm Springs for the highest
average number of components per site.
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Table 11: Comparative Values from Other Communities

STATE
NC
IN
CA
UT
CO
VT
NH
ID

CITY
As hevi l l e
Bl oomi ngton
Pa l m Spri ngs
South Jorda n
Evergreen PRD
Es s ex
Keene
Pos t Fa l l s

YEAR
2007
2010
2006
2011
2011
2011
2011

POPULATION
75,948
72,032
50,663
44,276
22,736
28,858
23,409
29,062

STUDY AREA SIZE (Acres )
27,027
15,001
60,442
14,081
48,154
25,230
23,868
24,928

# OF SITES
(Pa rks ,
AVG. #
Fa ci l ti es ,
TOTAL # OF COMPONENTS
etc.)
COMPONENTS
per SITE
58
378
6.5
45
258
5.7
16
123
7.7
48
172
3.6
28
170
6.1
47
153
3.3
42
193
4.6
35
271
7.7

TOTAL
GRASP®
VALUE
(Enti re
Sys tem)
1043
2125
1030
1578
902
895
1000
1005

GRASP®
INDEX
14
30
20
36
40
31
43
36

% of TOTAL AVG. LOS
AVG.
AREA w/LOS PER ACRE
SCORE/SITE
>0
SERVED
18.0
77
322.9
47.2
99
197.4
64.4
62
85.5
32.9
44
29.8
32.2
100
539.7
19.0
72
11.0
23.8
89
125.0
28.7
71
169.0

Note: 29,062 is the forecast 2012 population for Post Falls.

C. Summary
The areas mentioned above in the Post Falls Level of Service Map Analysis where service is below the
threshold are addressed in the recommendations of this plan. Additionally, areas with no walkable
service, especially those with population density greater than two persons per acre, are also addressed.
Recommendations may include, but are not limited to, adding or improving components, and/or
modifiers, such as restrooms and parking. Refer to the Inventory Description in Appendix E for a more
detailed list of possible upgrades and additions for each park.
Below is a summary of the key findings for Perspectives A‐E.
 Overall, the level of service to all components is good; however, service to the outer edges of
Post Falls is below threshold.
 Concerns arise where there is no walkable service to populations with a density greater than
two people per acre.
 There are sections of the City, especially in the northeast where there is no service and in the
southeast, where access to fields is below the threshold.
 Areas where there is no walkable playground service to populations with a density greater than
one child per acre also deserve attention.
Walkability and connectivity of trails is identified as an opportunity for improvement in this analysis.
Currently, there is a heavy reliance on the use of bike lanes and street signage as opposed to off‐street
paths. While this situation can be adequate for commuters and adult cyclists, it is not the ideal situation
for recreational trail users – particularly children. The Centennial trail runs along the interstate and away
from the River in some locations. Other trails in the study area are disconnected and tend to be in newer
subdivisions. A stronger overall connection, as well as a stronger north/south trail connection to
Centennial Trail is desired.
River access is important to the Post Falls community. There is great potential to explore celebrating this
natural resource by increasing and/or better highlighting access points to the river.
The potential for improved or an increased number of school facility partnerships is also great in the
Post Falls system. School partnerships can increase the Level of Service for playgrounds and fields, but
would require some upgrades to existing fields. Since the City of Post Falls only offers two small indoor
recreation facilities – the Tree House and the Trailhead Pavilion in Q’emiln Park that combined offer
three multi‐purpose rooms – expanded partnerships with the school s for shared use of gyms and multi‐
purpose rooms should also be explored.
Parks and Recreation Master Plan
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Chapter 5. How We Manage – Operations and Oversight
This chapter first provides an overview of the Department of Parks and Recreation, then reviews areas
of operation including programs and services, marketing, planning, and finances.

A. Department Overview
The department is made up of four operational divisions plus administration. Those divisions are
recreation, park, urban forestry, and cemetery.
Figure 5: Organizational Chart – Post Falls Parks and Recreation Department

As of May 2011, the staff consisted of 17 full‐time employee positions, 15 seasonal maintenance
employees, and numerous recreational part‐time (average 70 – 90 per season) employees. For a
department this size with the number of programs offered, it is atypical that of the 17 full‐time
employees, only two are exempt. With this structure, the management team is to be commended for
managing staff time and keeping overtime to a minimum.
The Post Falls Parks and Recreation Department is supported by two citizen advisory groups: the Urban
Forestry Commission and the Parks and Recreation Commission. Each commission consists of seven
members that are appointed by the Mayor for three‐year terms.
Note: The National Recreation and Park Association published an Operating Ratio Study in July 2009.
Data from this study was used as a comparison or benchmark for select City of Post Falls parks and
recreation data. A comparison table is found in Appendix L.
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Recreation Division
The Recreation Division provides year‐round programming for all ages. Program options range from
sports to arts and include special events and one day outings as part of the program mix. The 2012
National Citizen Survey for the City of Post Falls indicated that recreation opportunities in the City were
rated positively, as were services related to parks and recreation. City parks and recreation programs or
classes were rated similar to the benchmark communities, while recreation centers or facilities were
rated below the benchmark. The ratings for City parks and recreation centers or facilities have improved
since the last survey in 2010.

Park Division
The Park Division is responsible for maintenance of all assigned land and does 80 percent of park‐related
construction. The City parkland currently totals 438 acres. Of that acreage, 281 is passive use or open
space. In addition to the parkland, the department is also responsible for 18 additional maintenance
sites totaling approximately 30 acres. Since 1993 the City has averaged one new park every one and a
half (1 ½) years, with the average construction time for a park of three years.

Urban Forestry
The Urban Forestry Division was created in 1995 and has grown from a grant funded, part‐time position
to a full‐time position. The division works with an Urban Forestry Commission and is responsible for
trees in the City’s right of way and on City property and reviews commercial and residential subdivision
tree planting plans. It is the department’s desire to educate the public regarding the value of trees and
to ensure that the right tree is planted in the right spot.
The Urban Forestry Division provides the City of Post Falls with an in‐house “tree expert” to manage the
valuable tree infrastructure. The success of this program is best highlighted by the reduced loss of
trees, thousand of trees added to the City, and a diverse City tree canopy.
The City of Post Falls has been recognized as a Tree City USA for 15 years and received the growth award
in 10 of those years. It has also worked with neighboring communities to ensure a uniform public
education message and process.

Cemetery
The Cemetery Division is responsible for the operation of Evergreen Cemetery. This is the City’s only
cemetery and is made up of a total of 19 acres, 11 of which are developed. The cemetery has been
around since the late 1800s and contains many historic markers. The cemetery continues to allow for
up‐right monuments which increase its overall operational cost.
The City has approximately 500 lots and niches for sale and another 20 veteran lots and 337 veteran
niches. This division averages 72 burials per year, and lot sales average 86 per year. At the current rate,
the developed cemetery will be at build out by 2016 and the whole site will be built out by 2043.
In the next couple of years, the City will need to begin the process for expansion of the cemetery. This
expansion will be done in phases and will need to address future trends in the cemetery and funeral
business. Current trends include increased percentage of cremations versus burials generating a
demand for more niche spaces for urns (above ground and indoor glass face niches), indoor/covered
space, artwork, and scatter gardens.
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The department has been focusing on ways to increase revenue for the operation of this division. In
addition to lot and liner sales, the City has added monument sales. Because of this addition, cemetery
revenues are averaging $150,000 per year, up 300% from five years ago.

B. Programs and Services
The Recreation Division provides a variety of programs for all ages with over 50 different sport leagues,
classes, and special events offered to the community each year. The Department of Parks and
Recreation is known for, and receives high praises for, their “introduction” level recreation programs.
Youth and parents alike spoke fondly of being able to “try out” a particular activity through skill building
and fun activities during the focus group sessions held as part of the planning process for this Master
Plan.
While the department offers a wide range of programming, their niche market is youth ages 6 to 12. The
department has a strong partnership with the Post Falls Public School District. With limited facilities of
their own, the department is able to utilize recreation spaces in schools across Post Falls after school
programming has ended. This partnership allows the department to meet some of the community’s
recreation needs through existing public facilities. The department is able to utilize both indoor and
outdoor school spaces and is responsible for all aspects of the program, from registration to fee
collection to staffing and curriculum.

Program Participation Trends
In 2011, the department’s total program enrollment was 7,350, a slight increase from the 2010
enrollment of 7,113. The department anticipates a continued growth of 7 to 10 percent in 2012. And
while the department’s enrollment meets or exceeds the minimum class registration, the results from
the National Citizen Survey provides a slightly different perspective. According to the survey, the
proportion of residents who had participated in a recreation program or class had decreased compared
to the previous Citizen Survey. In addition, resident use of the Post Falls’ parks and recreation facilities
was much smaller than the percent of users in comparison jurisdictions. This may be in part to the
limited availability of indoor spaces to hold recreation programs year round.
Feedback gathered during the master plan process indicated that the Parks and Recreation Department
continues to meet or exceed expectations for its ability to actively engage younger children. Areas for
expansion included teen programming and the opportunity to serve the special needs population. The
desire to engage teens has generated interest both within Post Falls and across the county. A new
soccer program targeting 12 to 14 year olds has been launched to target this age group in the larger
county and the Post Falls Parks and Recreation Department is a part of this effort.

C. Marketing
The Department of Parks and Recreation uses several methods to communicate
and market department services. The quarterly Activity Guide is available in
print and on the City’s website. Activity Guides are available at different
locations including the Chamber of Commerce, library, and City Hall. Other
printed marketing materials include announcements of upcoming activities
printed at the bottom of elementary school lunch menus. (Note: middle schools
and high schools do not currently allow distribution of flyers.)
Parks and Recreation Master Plan
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Electronic communication includes e‐blasts, online registration, and QR codes for online information and
registration. Department staff also manages social media efforts including Facebook and Twitter.
The 2012 Parks and Recreation Survey results provide some insights into communication patterns.
Survey respondents indicated that they get information about Post Falls’ parks and recreation services
through a variety of methods:
 Activity Guide (77%)
 Word of mouth (43%)
 Coeur d’Alene Press (36%)
 Internet/website (25%)
When asked how people would prefer to receive information, the Activity Guide topped the list (42%),
followed by email from the City (17%). However, the second highest reason survey respondents gave for
not using programs and services was that they were not aware of what was available.
There are many opportunities to expand creative marketing and communication efforts to raise
awareness of the unique outdoor recreation opportunities in Post Falls to promote active lifestyles and
attract tourism and economic development. A strategic marketing plan that includes multiple
approaches including print and electronic media, signage, and cross marketing would help raise the
profile of Post Falls recreational opportunities.

D. Planning
Planning for Parks and Recreation is part of a multi‐departmental endeavor that is greatly influenced by
a range of City of Post Falls plans, ordinances, and procedures relating to the growth, land use, public
safety, finances, and management of the City.
The following long‐ range planning and regulatory documents currently guide City management and
leaders in the growth and development of City parks.

Comprehensive Plan
The 2010 Post Falls Comprehensive Plan addresses parks in Chapter 5‐ Natural Resources, Parks, and
Greenspace. A goal statement specifically relating to parks states: “Using the desires and values of Post
Falls citizens, strive to provide exceptional recreational programs and facilities. The Post Falls’ park
program will provide a full range of recreation opportunities and park facilities.”
Parkland categories identified in the plan include the following:
 Playground/Mini‐Park
 Neighborhood Parks
 Community Parks
 Specialty Parks
 Linear Parks
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Standards for park size and walking distance are discussed for the Playground, Neighborhood Park, and
Community Park categories. These standards should be reviewed for consistency with other City
documents and the recommended standards in the Parks and Recreation Master Plan. For example, the
Comprehensive Plan describes playgrounds (mini‐parks) as being two acres or smaller and within five
minutes walking time of residents (approx. ¼ mile). The SmartCode requires all new neighborhoods to
have a tot‐lot within 800 feet of all residential lots, with no minimum size or equipment standard. The
standard used in this Parks and Recreation Master Plan is a playground within ½ mile walking distance.
The importance of meeting accessibility requirements, providing public access to the Spokane River,
acquiring additional access to the river when possible, and the need for a well‐designed and regionally
connected trail and green space system are also expressed in the Parks and Green Space section of the
plan.
Many of the policies listed in Chapter 5 of the Comprehensive Plan are still relevant and will be re‐
emphasized in this Parks and Recreation Master Plan.

SmartCode
SmartCode is the mandatory land use code for all land annexed into the City. It is also mandatory for
lands located within the City Center (south of I‐90) as designated on the zoning map. Other parts of the
city could request to be rezoned to SmartCode, but this has not happened to date and requires Design
Review Committee and/or Council approval.
A five percent (5%) Civic Space dedication for public use is required for each Neighborhood Plan based
upon the amount of urbanized (developed) area in the neighborhood plan. Civic Space can be a Park,
Green, Square, Plaza, Playground, or a Community Garden depending upon the SmartCode zone and as
defined in Table 13 of the code. A playground is required within 800 feet of every residential lot in a
SmartCode neighborhood and may be part of a larger Park or Green. There is no minimum or maximum
size for playgrounds and no standard for design or equipment. Other Civic Space types within
SmartCode are for unstructured recreation and will help meet the level of service standard for Level Two
(passive) parkland. Since there is no requirement for developing active parks in the SmartCode, the City
will still need to supplement park development to meet the level of service for Level One parks.
Overall, the civic space requirements of the SmartCode zoning will have some positive impact on park
development for the City of Post Falls. The five percent mandatory land dedication and the playground
requirements will reduce the City’s land acquisition needs and provide some park development required
to maintain the level of service standard for parkland as the City grows. However, minimum design and
equipment standards should be adopted for all public parks to ensure they meet the Park and
Recreation Department’s standards.

Impact Fees
The parks and recreation impact fee is based on the Parks and Recreation Capital Improvement Plan,
which is derived from the City of Post Falls’ adopted level of service for park facilities and Indoor
Recreation Facility space. Components include both land and improvements, and the fee is only
calculated for residential development. Based on infrastructure needs for land and improvements of
Level One parks, indoor recreation facility space, and the average household size by type of unit in Post
Falls; the maximum allowable parks and recreation impact fee for an average‐size single family detached
unit is $1,429 and $1,171 for multifamily/other unit, according to the Development Impact Fee Study
completed in 2011.
Parks and Recreation Master Plan
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The primary funding source for park and recreation capital improvements is development impact fees.
The City collects an average of $200‐250,000 in park and recreation impact fees per year and has used
the revenue for park and indoor facility development and land acquisition. Impact fees are assessed
with each building permit and are based upon the cost to maintain six acres of Level One (active)
parkland per thousand population, and .334 square feet per person of indoor recreation space. For Level
Two land, the City anticipates obtaining all required land and improvements from sources such as
annexation, public use easements, and/or dedications by development. Therefore, no costs for Level
Two land or improvements are included in the fees.
A Capital Improvement Plan has been adopted and represents the cost of future improvements and
acquisition necessary to maintain the level of service for all parks and recreation facilities.
Currently, impact fees are assessed at $1,171 per multi‐family unit, $1,284 for a 0‐3 bedroom single‐
family unit and $1,923 for a single‐family unit with four or more bedrooms. These fees are calculated
using a net level of service and infrastructure cost per person that is multiplied by the persons per
housing unit (derived from number of bedrooms).
The 2010 Development Impact Fee Study, conducted by Tischler‐Bise Consultants projects the parks and
recreation development impact fees to net almost $1.2 million over the next five years. Because the City
anticipates obtaining Level Two parkland and improvements from non‐City sources, projected fee
revenue is anticipated to cover 49 percent of the total estimated parks capital costs (when including
Level Two parkland and improvement costs).

Pedestrian and Bicycle Connectivity Plan
The City Engineering Division led a cross‐departmental effort to plan for future pedestrian and
bike/multi‐use trail facilities. These plans delineate future and existing trails (Class I and Class II) and
future and existing sidewalks located along collector and arterial streets. Priority projects are highlighted
and numbered on the plans and a corresponding spreadsheet details the estimated cost.
A priority includes completing sections of the Centennial Trail as a Class I Trail and providing north/south
bike lane connections to/from the Centennial Trail, primarily within the city core. Additional trail
improvements are shown along Highway 41, crossing under I‐90. This project is currently funded by the
Post Falls Urban Renewal Agency and is under review by the City. All other proposed bike and pedestrian
projects are presently un‐funded.
In western Post Falls, an interesting proposed trail project utilizes an abandoned irrigation canal that
closely parallels the Spokane River in a loop off of the Centennial Trail.

E. Finances
The department’s financial position allows support of its four areas of service delivery (recreation,
cemetery, urban forestry, parks) and meets current demands for amenities, classes, and access to
maintained public parks/open spaces. However, with population growth projected for Post Falls, it is
anticipated that this would mean an increase in demand for recreation programming as well as new
parkland. With this potential growth, the department would have to absorb the necessary operating and
maintenance costs that accompany this new development and increase in programming. This increased
demand for services and facilities will put more financial pressure on the department over time and will
require long‐term organizational sustainability strategies.
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To specifically address an organizational strategy for increasing revenue, the department has adopted a
Policy for Establishing Fees and Charges. Leading this policy is a Statement of Philosophy:
The underlying principle of financing public park and recreation programs is to offer an efficient,
balanced program of services and facilities ensuring that all citizens have equal opportunity and
choice of participation. Since the demand upon the Department is greater than the tax revenues
available to support all of the demand, it is necessary to charge fees for selected programs,
services and facilities, particularly in instances where such a program, service or facility is directly
consumed by the individual for one’s own personal benefit.
By establishing a policy led by this guiding philosophy, the department is able to establish a set of fees
that can be adjusted for market condition and for targeted consumers. The department is able to
implement a range of fees, from admission to user fees. The policy also encourages earned income
opportunities and the department remains focused on additional ways to supplement its revenue
stream and actively seeks mission‐aligned, private sector partners for sponsorship opportunities.
The department currently operates with a
budget that supports program delivery,
cemetery operations, urban forestry, and
parks maintenance. According to the
survey conducted for this Master Plan,
respondents are satisfied with the existing
system’s condition and program offerings;
however, there is significant interest in
more river access points and more trail
connections. The survey also highlighted
the desire for additional amenities like a
community center and a splash pad. In
addition, anticipated growth of the
community will create a demand for more
parks.
Community expectations for quality are high and without the additional identified funding, the
department will be challenged to maintain a quality level of service over the long‐term. The department
is also being challenged by City leadership to raise more revenue.
The total department cost recovery (ratio of operating budget generated from fees and alternative
funding to tax subsidy) including all divisions has been rising since 2009, reaching a high of 36 percent in
2011, as shown in Figure 6. This percentage is on par with or slightly higher than many parks and
recreation agencies across the nation.
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Figure 6: Department Expenses and Revenues (’08‐’11)
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While the department is responsible for the four areas of service, a focus has been placed on revenue
generation opportunities from programs offered through the Recreation Division. The leadership of the
department has remained committed to generating enough revenue to cover the direct expenses for
recreation programs and has successfully done so over the past two years. The department has achieved
over 200 percent recovery of direct recreation program expenses through revenue including fees and
charges.
Recent budget activities within the City of Post Falls indicate an appreciation for this revenue approach
and a continued emphasis on greater cost recovery. However, special attention should be given to
providing program scholarships to ensure that services are financially accessible to residents. Currently,
the scholarship funding is not able to meet the demand.
The department continues to explore opportunities seek additional program partners for increased
indoor space. Partnerships for facility use should be further explored with the new Boys & Girls Club, the
Post Falls Senior Center, the Jacklin Arts and Cultural Center, and additional school sites.
The department also launched an online registration system with hopes of increasing outreach and
engagement and relying less on printed materials. In addition to generating new revenue sources, the
department also continues to examine opportunities to reduce expenses.
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F. Summary
The Parks and Recreation Master Plan positions the City of Post Falls to effectively plan for and manage
the parks and recreation system. Staff will continue to creatively provide quality services and manage
the budget pressures to meet growing needs with limited resources. Further refinement of the City’s
resource allocation philosophy and cost recovery policy will help staff better manage services. Clear
planning policies and collaborative efforts between many stakeholder groups will result in enhancing
Posts Falls as a place where people want to live, work, and play.
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Chapter 6. Recommendations and Implementation Plan
The Parks and Recreation Master Plan recommendations and implementation plan are outlined in this
section. This Plan will guide the Post Falls Park and Recreation Department in planning for and managing
parks and recreation services, programs, and facilities for the next 5 to 10 years. These
recommendations evolved from the planning process that included extensive analysis and input from
staff, community members, and City leadership.

A. Overview
This Parks and Recreation Master Plan provides a guiding mechanism to meet existing and future
community needs. The strength of this plan stems from extensive research, community involvement,
analysis of needs, and public review that forms the basis for the recommendations it contains. The Plan
contains goals for the Parks and Recreation Department that:
 Focus on consistently meeting and exceeding resident expectations.
 Use innovative ideas and methods to successfully meet challenges posed by budgetary, facility,
and staffing limitations.
 Provide a system that benefits residents by providing diverse recreation opportunities to all
ages.
 Are guided by a stewardship approach to providing high‐quality facilities, both existing and
future, through judicious use of public funds.
 Foster cooperation and partnerships with alternative providers in providing recreational services
and facilities.
 Facilitate a proactive planning process guided by community needs and executable strategies
and establish a process for reviewing and updating this document regularly.
This Plan is designed to serve as a decision‐making tool for the City to help set priorities for
implementation to maintain the level of service for parks and recreation facilities and services. The
following Implementation Plan chart summarizes the plan recommendations and identifies timing and
financial impact where appropriate. (Note: Dollar amounts identified in the Financial Impact column of
the implementation plan chart are based on 2012 dollars.) The implementation plan is subject to further
study and annual review, and should be part of the budget development and work plan each year.
This Plan is intended to focus on short and medium‐term priorities in the next 5 to 10 years. Long‐term
priorities are also identified to guide planning efforts beyond 10 years. The implementation plan is
based on the following time framework for short, medium, and long‐term priorities:
 Short‐term: 0‐5 years (2012‐2016)
 Mid‐Term: 5‐10 years (2017‐2021)
 Long‐term: 10 years and beyond (2022‐2032)
 Ongoing
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B. Master Plan Recommendations
GOAL 1: Maintain a high quality, diverse, and balanced park and open space system.
Objectives:
1.1.
In existing parks, upgrade aging park components, add new improvements, and provide quality
maintenance per community expectations, departmental standards, budget parameters, and the
Park Capital Improvement Program.
Actions:
a. Upgrade playgrounds at Falls Park and Q’emilin Parks.
 Consider themes for playgrounds, such as nature, water, or tree house.
b. Prepare design and cost estimate for improving BLM Pump House property.
 Consider adding a boat launch.
c. Improve access to Black Bay Park (steps/paths) and add playground.
 Develop an attractive entry into park with signage and streetscape improvements.
 Develop into a destination park with a diversity of components for all ages.
 Relocate sledding hill.
 Add a day boat dock.
d. Add a day boat dock to Kiwanis Park.
e. Implement improvements to Corbin Park per site master plan.
 Expand trails and improve access and comfort facilities at boat launch area.
 Upgrade aging park components.
f. Address disc golf users’ damage of natural resources and user conflicts at Corbin Park.
g. Add sound buffering and screening plantings within the Arboretum along I‐90 or work with the
Idaho Transportation Department to look for funding for a sound wall.
 Add pathways and seating within the Arboretum.
h. Install shelters in Beck Park, Woodbridge Park, Park in the Meadows, and Chase Fields.
i. Maintain and enhance views of the gorge and WWP Bridge from the overlooks in Falls Park and
I‐90.
 Consider relocating overlooks to better viewing locations.
 Consider enhancing lighting in Falls Park to increase safety, usage, and visibility of falls.
j. Pave and improve the parking area at Hilde Kellogg Park.
k. Improve safety and access at the overlook areas in Q’emiln Park.
l. Pave the parking area at Sportsman Park, adding shade trees. Work with local baseball
organizations to raise funds for upgrades to bleachers, dugouts, and score booths.
m. Enhance tree plantings in Beck Park, Syringa Park, and Park in the Meadows to increase shade
and wind protection.
n. Add parking area landscaping and screening along Poleline Ave. at tennis courts.
o. Improve signage at Treaty Rock Park and way finding signage from the City Center to the park.
p. Look for opportunities to add new components in response to community interests such as a
dog park and splash park.
q. Implement ADA accessibility improvements through the parks and recreation system as
applicable. (Also see Objective 7.1.)
r. Reinforce the priority for maintaining and upgrading existing parks as expressed by community
stakeholder and survey input.
s. When using portable restrooms, install decorative screens.
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1.2.

Continue to acquire parkland to maintain the established level of service standard and to
preserve open space along the Spokane River and on the Rathdrum Prairie.
Actions:
a. Identify land acquisition opportunities in the east and west areas of Post Falls identified as gaps
in neighborhood park availability.
b. Look for opportunities to preserve public open space on the Spokane River.
 Maintain open discussions with existing church camps along the river with regard to
their long range plans and/or partnering opportunities.
 Consider conservation easements and living trusts along the river.
 Look for acquisition opportunities on the Spokane River.
c. Obtain parkland upon annexation for residential development commensurate with projected
population increases and level of service parkland standards.
d. Continue to acquire open space on the Rathdrum Prairie that is contiguous with existing City‐
owned acreage.
e. Consider acquisition of land for a park or public plaza within the City Center to establish a
community gathering place.
 Consider including interactive water features. (Splash pads rated high in the 2012 Parks
and Recreation Survey.)
f. Consider parcels less than two acres to provide park service in the northeast where there is
currently a gap.
g. Be responsive to opportunities to acquire parkland as they arise. (For example, if the park level
of service relies on private providers, the potential removal of private parkland acres may have a
negative impact on the overall community level of service and should be evaluated.)
h. Develop neighborhood parks within walking distance (ideally ½ mile) of all residential
neighborhoods and provide interest for all age groups within the park.

1.3.

Facilitate planning efforts that respond to the community’s demands for new facilities including
a community center and an outdoor athletic sports complex.
Actions:
a. Prepare a feasibility study for an outdoor athletic sports complex. Study should address
community need, market analysis, operating/business plan, financing options, partnership
opportunities, and optimal location and timing.
b. Prepare a feasibility study for a community center. Study should include public input, desired
program, operating/business plan, partnership opportunities, location options, and timing.
c. Look for opportunities to partner with other organizations or public agencies.

1.4.

Offer a diversity of park facilities to meet the needs and interests of the community’s youth and
encourage “buy‐in” from special interest groups in the development of specialized facilities such
as skate parks, rock climbing, kayaking, disc golf, BMX tracks, etc.
Actions:
a. Work with special interest groups in the community to raise funds and help plan for specialized
park facilities.
b. Look for opportunities to partner in the development of facilities where youth can “hang out”
and engage in positive activities.
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1.5.

Effectively design and manage parks with consideration for operation and maintenance costs.
Actions:
a. Incorporate the following policies and best practices in park designs as applicable.
 Park design and master plans, either by City or by developers, must be reviewed with
considerations for the long‐term cost of maintenance.
 Maintenance and functionality should be given equal weight to aesthetics when
reviewing park design.
 Consider more natural plantings as opposed to large areas of turf and ornamental
planting beds, when appropriate.
 Prepare an operating impact statement for all future park developments to assist in
decision‐making.
 Balance neighborhood/resident desires with community needs in the design process.
b. Focus on improving areas of maintenance of current parks based on community input.

1.6.

When adding new parks or trails needed to maintain the established level of service, develop a
minimum design and equipment standard so that privately developed parks or playgrounds (i.e.,
as required in SmartCode neighborhoods) are consistent with those developed by the City.
Actions:
a. Develop minimum design standards for park and trail design and equipment, such as playground
equipment, site furnishings, and signage.
b. Work with Community Development to amend the SmartCode to be more specific in
requirements and design standards for various Civic Spaces.
c. Work closely with Community Planning to ensure developers are aware of requirements and
that City plans and regulations are consistent.
d. Establish a policy and agreements for acceptance of park ownership and maintenance
responsibilities when the City is asked to accept parks dedicated and constructed by others.

GOAL 2: Strengthen sense of community through community gathering spaces and events.
Objectives:
2.1.
Offer adequate public space for community gatherings and special events as well as facilities for
large sporting events and indoor activities.
Actions:
a. Consider expanding or establishing areas that will host large events (in addition to Q’emiln Park)
as the community grows.
b. Consider a partnership with the Post Falls School District to build an auditorium for large indoor
events.
c. Continue to offer and expand community events such as Post Falls Days and community
parades. Track the value of the planning and operational support to be able to quantify the
effort.
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GOAL 3: Emphasize the unique attributes of Post Falls’ parks and open space to create
community identity and attract tourism and economic growth.
Objectives:
3.1.
Highlight the positive and unique qualities of the Spokane River parks and promote the outdoor
recreational opportunities they offer to bolster the “Idaho’s River City” brand.
Actions:
a. Work with the Chamber of Commerce and Tourism Bureau to market the recreational
opportunities within the waterfront parks through the department’s website, social media
outlets, recreational publications, and other media sources. (Also see Goal 7.)
b. Focus on promoting recreational opportunities that are unique to Post Falls, such as rock
climbing, river kayaking, rafting, and other water sports.
c. Reinforce Post Falls’ connection to the river by working with special interest outdoor recreation
groups and entrepreneurs to offer water‐related programs, classes, and tours that generate
interest and revenue within the community.
d. Develop the Corbin ditch trail to take advantage of river views and connect to other future
riverside trails.
e. Work with community leaders and economic development groups to attract outdoor recreation‐
related businesses in the City Center, close to recreation opportunities.
f. Enhance open space partnership with Avista to expand supervised public access to islands
owned by Avista for recreational opportunities (e.g., nature walks and special events such
triathlons).
g. Investigate routes and event requirements appropriate for race events (e.g., triathlons, etc.).
(Q’emiln Park would be a good location to start events due to parking capacity.)
h. Coordinate efforts with Kootenai County and Idaho Department of Fish and Game and to help
protect existing wildlife corridors.
3.2.

Reinforce the importance of preserving open space on the Rathdrum Prairie to be used for
recreational opportunities as well as for land application of reclaimed water.
Actions:
a. Work with other entities to obtain a continuous open space buffer extending east/west across
the Rathdrum Prairie that will serve as open space and preserve agricultural land.
b. Facilitate planning for new bike trails within the open space and trail connections to the Prairie
Trail and Centennial Trail.
c. Consider other recreational opportunities within the open space such as sport fields, nature
hikes, mountain bike trails, and a host of other recreational programs.

GOAL 4: Provide a safe and well‐connected recreational trail system.
Objectives:
4.1.
Plan and develop a trail system that links existing trails using railroad corridors where possible,
and when off‐street corridors are not available, utilizes arterial and collector street right‐ of‐
ways to complete the trail system.
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Actions:
a. Utilize the Pedestrian and Bicycle Connectivity Plan and the Trails Recommendation Map (in
Appendix I) to guide trail planning efforts.
b. Identify funding opportunities for recreation trails and bike/pedestrian improvements.
c. Work with local railroad companies to identify opportunities to utilize railroad rights‐of‐way for
trails, rail banking, etc., particularly for relocating the portion of the Centennial Trail that is
currently Class 2 trail within the City and for extension under I‐90 from the Centennial Trailhead
to the W. Seltice Way bike trail.
d. Explore potential trail opportunities along utility corridors, as applicable.
e. Prioritize projects based on safety issues, level of use, and funding opportunities. Focus on
north/south connections to the Centennial Trail.
f. Look for trail partnering opportunities with other public entities, private development, and civic
organizations.
g. Increase safety for both pedestrians and cyclists through public education and signage to inform
motorists, pedestrians, and cyclists about the City of Post Falls trails system.
h. Pursue design and construction of a pedestrian bridge from Corbin Park to the Kroetch property
and extend trails to Riverview Drive utilizing grants, local donations, volunteers, and impact
fees.
i. Initiate discussions with Burlington Northern Railroad to extend the trail at Treaty Rock Park to
create connectivity between the Karen Streeter Trail and the Centennial Trailhead parking area
and to 4th Avenue.
j. Provide wayfinding signage indicating connections from Centennial Trail to adjacent attractions,
points‐of‐interest, and parks.
k. Provide interpretive signage along Centennial trail highlighting natural, historic, and cultural
features along the trail.
l. At Q’emiln Park, formalize trails in natural areas to prevent social trails and address erosion
concerns. Update trail maps and signage.
m. Coordinate consistent sustainable trail design and maintenance practices through staff and
volunteer training and scheduling (e.g., Kootenai Climbers for climbing trail route maintenance
at Q’emiln Park).
4.2.

Encourage and promote pedestrian and bicycle activities by promoting cycling as a viable
alternate mode of transportation within Post Falls and to reach other communities.
Actions:
a. Work with neighboring entities and trail organizations to coordinate long range plans for
connecting major trails.
b. Coordinate trail planning with open space acquisition, particularly for connection to the Prairie
Trail in Coeur d’ Alene and with the Huetter By‐Pass project.

GOAL 5: Strategically provide recreation programs and services in response to community
interests and needs.
Objective:
5.1. Tailor recreation programs based on community survey results and customer feedback.
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Actions:
a. Continue to offer and expand recreation opportunities identified as high priorities by the 2012
Parks and Recreation Survey including outdoor recreation, special events, and youth and adult
athletic leagues. Emphasize those opportunities that contribute to generating tourism.
b. Identify opportunities to expand recreation programs for teens. Explore partnerships with
middle and high schools and the Boys and Girls Club.
c. Work with existing outfitters to provide outdoor recreation opportunities such as programs and
equipment rentals (e.g., climbing, kayaking, etc.).
d. Work with others to provide fitness and wellness opportunities that promote active lifestyles.
(One idea is to build on the prescription trails program with the hospital to get people using area
trails. Trail improvements include amenities like mile markers and fitness stations.)
e. Work with other agencies to expand specialized needs recreation services to residents of the
county with disabilities.
f. Be responsive to emerging parks and recreation trends. (See trends document in Appendix C.)

GOAL 6: Raise awareness of parks and recreation services through proactive marketing and
communication.
Objective:
6.1.
Develop a coordinated marketing plan to promote unique recreation opportunities in Post Falls.
Actions:
a. Expand social media and other web‐based communications (e.g., electronic newsletter,
interactive park map, QR codes, etc.).
b. Continue printed Activity Guide, but expand promotion of and use of electronic Activity Guide.
Expand printed materials including trail maps, park brochures, etc.
c. Expand radio, video Public Service Announcements, and television publicity.
d. Maximize cross marketing opportunities with other organizations including the Post Falls
Chamber of Commerce, Kootenai County, and businesses such as area hotels.
e. Enhance signage to create awareness of parks, recreation, and trail locations.

GOAL 7: Incorporate best management and planning practices to ensure quality services and
efficient use of resources.
Objectives:
7.1.
Continue to incorporate the new 2010 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and
guidelines in parks and recreation facilities and services.
Actions:
a. Create and implement a “Transition Plan” to meet the new standards using the City’s ADA audit
of park facilities.
b. Identify an internal complaint process and designate an “ADA Coordinator/Responsible
Employee.”
c. Require all contractors/vendors to provide products and services in compliance with the new
standards for any facility or service.
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7.2.

Maintain updated planning documents and inventory of City owned and managed land, parks,
and facilities to facilitate the ongoing management of City resources.
Actions:
a. Update the Parks Capital Improvement Program to reflect the community priorities identified in
this Park and Recreation Master Plan.
b. Update the parks and recreation inventory annually.
c. Regularly (every five years as a minimum) survey the community to ensure that the City is
meeting demands for park facilities for all age groups.
d. Update the Master Plan every five years.

7.3.

Provide park and recreation facilities and services that promote environmentally sensitive design
principles and practices.
Actions:
a. Adopt and implement Low Impact Development site design and maintenance standards and
practices for parks.
b. Incorporate green building standards into new indoor facilities to ensure long‐term efficiencies
and community benefits. (LEED or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design is a widely‐
used rating system that was developed by the U.S. Green Building Council to provide a
framework for implementing green building design, construction, operations, and maintenance
solutions.)

7.4.

Enhance financial management tools to effectively track and manage costs to deliver services.
Actions:
a. Consider pursuing a cost recovery model. (See Pyramid Methodology in Appendix J.)
b. Expand tracking of costs for all facilities and program areas to illustrate a more complete
picture of the cost to operate and maintain parklands, facilities, and programs.
c. Identify current cost recovery levels for all services, programs, and facilities.
d. Identify target cost recovery goals for all services, programs, and facilities.
e. Communicate the value/cost to provide services and facilities so that transparent choices
can be discussed or alternatives sought when financial resources dictate. These choices
might include decreasing the level of service standard, exploring and securing alternative
funding sources, or increasing fees and charges.
f. Prepare a “life cycle” replacement schedule for existing park components.
g. Maintain a budget line for life cycle replacement items in the annual budget.
h. Conduct cost/benefit analysis to determine which capital construction projects should use
in‐house staff and which should contract out design and construction services.

7.5.
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Actions:
a. Finalize a Partnership Policy using the sample template provided.
b. Expand joint‐use partnerships with the School District. (Potential school partnerships to
explore include working to enhance athletic fields and a gym addition at River City Middle
School. Identify costs and coordinate planning and budgeting efforts as applicable.)
c. Continue to seek intergovernmental partnerships with the Kootenai County, Urban Renewal
Districts, and neighboring communities.
d. Expand public/private partnerships with nonprofit organizations, local corporations, and
citizens to encourage park and recreation program and facilities development. Partnerships
or collaborations may be possible with:
 Hospital and other health care providers/insurance – wellness programs/facility
 Chamber of Commerce/Business Groups – tourism and economic development
 Civic Organizations(e.g., Eagle Scouts, Post Falls Senior Center, Boys and Girls Club,
etc.) – parks
 Special Use/Recreation Organizations – special projects
7.6.

Expand the use of alternative funding through sponsorships, volunteers, grants, and donations.
(See Appendix K for potential funding sources.)
Actions:
a. Expand volunteer opportunities for parks, trails, and programs.
b. Continue to track volunteer hours and the value of volunteers used in lieu of necessary
staff and attribute this as cost recovery.
c. Develop a Sponsorship Policy using the sample template provided.
d. Strive to fully fund the scholarship program. (Consider seeking donations or a corporate
endowment to ensure adequate funding of the scholarship program for residents that
meet need criterion. Another strategy is to consider transferring excess revenue
generated from high demand and revenue positive services into a scholarship fund.)
e. Expand opportunities for private donations. (For example, promote the current
Memorial Tree Program and additional opportunities for donations.)
f. Develop a proactive strategy to solicit additional grants.

7.7.

Expand revenue generation opportunities as appropriate at parks and facilities (e.g., rentals,
concessions, etc.).
Actions:
a. Review user fees for services to identify opportunities for potential revenue. (For
example, revisit school contract limiting the collection of fees for school fields.)
b. Consider future concession facilities at key facilities (e.g., equipment rentals, etc.).
c. Encourage rentals of existing and new facilities (e.g., shelters and accessories, etc.).
d. Consider adding permit requirements for select park uses (e.g., rock climbing, etc.).
e. Provide revenue‐generating cemetery services in response to industry trends and
market rates (e.g., niches, family plots, etc.).
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C. Implementation Plan
Goals and Objectives

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

Goal 1: Maintain a high quality, diverse, and balanced Park and Open Space System.
Objective 1.1. In existing parks, upgrade aging park components, add new improvements, and provide quality
maintenance per community expectations, departmental standards, budget parameters, and the Park Capital
Improvement Program. (NOTE: The following park improvements are recommended based on the inventory
and needs assessment from the planning process for the Master Plan.)
Actions:
a. Upgrade playgrounds at Falls Park
and Q’emilin Parks. Consider themes
for playgrounds.
b. Prepare design and cost estimate for
improving BLM Pump House
property. Consider adding a boat
launch.
c. Improve access to Black Bay
(steps/paths) and add playground.
Develop an attractive entry
statement into park with signage and
streetscape improvements. Develop
into a destination park with a
diversity of components for all ages.
Relocate sledding hill. Add a day boat
dock.
d. Add a day boat dock at Kiwanis Park.
e. Implement improvements to Corbin
Park per master plan. Expand trails
and improve access and comfort
facilities at boat launch area.
Upgrade aging park components.
f. Address disc golf users’ damage of
natural resources and user conflicts
at Corbin Park.
g. Add sound buffering and screening
plantings within the Arboretum along
I‐90 or work with the Idaho
Transportation Department to secure
funding for a sound wall. Add
pathways and seating within the
Arboretum.
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Parks and Recreation
Department

$300,000

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

$10,000 (for
Conceptual Design)

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

$200,000

Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

$20,000

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

$500,000

Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

Plantings‐
$150,000
Pathways/Seating ‐
$20,000

Long‐Term
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Goals and Objectives
h. Install shelters in Beck Park,
Woodbridge Park, Park in the
Meadows, and Chase Fields.
i. Maintain and enhance views of the
gorge and WWP Bridge from the
overlooks in Falls Park and I‐90.
Consider relocating overlooks to
better viewing locations. Consider
adding lighting in Falls Park to
increase safety, usage, and visibility
of falls.
j. Pave and improve the parking area at
Hilde Kellogg Park.
k. Improve safety and access at the
overlook areas in Q’emiln Park.
Pave the parking area at Sportsman
Park, adding shade trees. Work with
local baseball organizations to raise
funds for upgrades to bleachers,
dugouts, and score booths.
m. Enhance tree plantings in Beck Park,
Syringa, and Park in the Meadows to
increase shade and wind protection.

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

Parks and Recreation
Department

$120,000

Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

2 viewing
platforms ‐
$100,000
Lighting ‐ $75,000

Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Street Department

Paving ‐ $25,000

Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

TBD

Short‐to
Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

Paving ‐$35,000
Trees‐ $5,000

Mid to
Long‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

$15,000/ea. Park

Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

$5,000

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

$7,500

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Capital Costs
(Varies)

Ongoing

l.

n. Add parking area landscaping and
screening along Poleline Ave. at
tennis courts.
o. Improve signage at Treaty Rock Park
and way‐ finding signage from the
City Center to the park.
p. Look for opportunities to add new
components in response to
community interests such as a dog
park and splash park.
q. Implement ADA accessibility
improvements through the parks and
recreation system as applicable. (Also
see Objective 7.1.)
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Goals and Objectives
Reinforce the priority for maintaining
and upgrading existing parks as
expressed by community stakeholder
and survey input.
s. When using portable restrooms,
install decorative screens.

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

$10,000 per screen

Ongoing

r.

Objective 1.2. Continue to acquire parkland to maintain the established level of service standard and to
preserve open space along the Spokane River and on the Rathdrum Prairie.
Actions:
a. Identify land acquisition
Staff Time,
Parks and Recreation
opportunities in the east and west
Acquisition Costs
Short‐Term
Department
areas of Post Falls identified as gaps
(TBD)
in neighborhood park availability.
b. Look for opportunities to preserve
public open space on the Spokane
River. (Maintain open discussions
with existing church camps along
the river with regard to their long
range plans and/or partnering
opportunities. Consider
conservation easements and living
trusts along the river. Look for
acquisition opportunities.)
c. Obtain parkland upon annexation
for residential development
commensurate with projected
population increases.
d. Continue to acquire open space on
the Rathdrum Prairie that is
contiguous with existing city‐owned
acreage.
e. Consider acquisition of land for a
park within the City Center to
establish a community gathering
place. Consider including an
interactive water feature.
f. Consider parcels less than 2 acres
for parks to provide service in
Northeast quadrant of city where
there is currently a gap.
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Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time,
Acquisition Costs
(TBD)

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Community
Development

Staff Time

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Administration

Staff Time,
Acquisition Costs
(TBD)

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time,
Acquisition Costs
(TBD)

Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing
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Goals and Objectives
g. Be responsive to opportunities to
acquire parkland as they arise. (For
example, if the park level of service
relies on private providers, the
potential removal of private
parkland acres may have a negative
impact on the overall community
level of service and should be
evaluated.)
h. Develop neighborhood parks within
walking distance (ideally ½ mile) of
all residential neighborhoods and
provide interest for all age groups
within the park.

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time,
Costs Vary

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Community
Development

Need (2)
Neighborhood
Parks, Acquisition
and Development
Costs (TBD)

Mid‐Term

Objective 1.3. Facilitate planning efforts that respond to the community’s demands for new facilities including
a community center and an outdoor athletic sports complex.
Actions:
a. Prepare a feasibility study for an
Parks and Recreation
outdoor athletic sports complex.
Department,
Study should address community
$30,000
Short‐Term
Community
need, market analysis,
Development
operating/business plan, financing
options, partnership opportunities,
and optimal location and timing.
b. Prepare a feasibility study for a
community center. Study should
Parks and Recreation
include public input, desired
Department,
$30,000
Mid‐Term
program, operating/business plan,
Community
partnership opportunities, location
Development
options, and timing.
Parks and Recreation
c. Look for opportunities to partner
Department and
Staff Time
Ongoing
with other organizations or public
Administration
agencies.
Objective 1.4. Offer a diversity of park facilities to meet the needs and interests of the community and
encourage “buy‐in” from special interest groups in the development of specialized facilities such as skate parks,
rock climbing, kayaking, disc golf, and BMX tracks, etc.
Actions:
a. Work with special interest groups in
the community to raise funds and
help plan for specialized park
facilities.
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Department

Staff Time

Ongoing
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Goals and Objectives

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

b. Look for opportunities to partner in
Parks and Recreation
the development of facilities where
Staff Time
Ongoing
Department
youth can “hang out” and engage in
positive activities.
Objective 1.5. Effectively design and manage parks with consideration for operation and maintenance costs.
Actions:
a. Incorporate the following policies
and best practices into park designs
as applicable.
a.1.Park design and master plans, either
by City or by developers, must be
reviewed with consideration for the
long‐term cost of maintenance.
a.2.Maintenance and functionality
should be given equal weight to
aesthetics when reviewing park
design.
a.3.Consider more natural plantings as
opposed to large areas of turf and
ornamental planting beds, when
appropriate.
a.4.Prepare an operating impact
statement for all future park
development, to assist in decision‐
making.
a.5.Balance neighborhood/resident
desires with community needs in the
design process.

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff time

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff time

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff time

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department and Legal

Staff Time

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Community
Development

Staff Time

Ongoing

b. Focus on improving areas of
Parks and Recreation
Staff time
Ongoing
maintenance of current parks based
Department
on community input.
Objective 1.6. When adding new parks or trails needed to maintain the established level of service, develop a
minimum design and equipment standard so that privately developed parks or playgrounds (i.e., as required in
SmartCode neighborhoods) are consistent with those developed by the City.
Actions:
Parks and Recreation
a. Develop minimum design standards
Staff Time
Short‐Term
Department
for park and trail design and
equipment.
b. Work with Community Planning to
Community
amend the SmartCode to be more
Development and
Staff Time
Short‐Term
specific in requirements and design
Park and Recreation
standards for various Civic Spaces.
Department
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Goals and Objectives
c. Work closely with Community
Development to ensure developers
are aware of requirements and that
City plans and regulations are
consistent.
d. Establish a policy and agreements for
acceptance of park ownership and
maintenance responsibilities when
the City is asked to accept parks
dedicated and constructed by others.

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

Community
Development and
Park and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Community
Development

Staff Time

Short‐Term

Goal 2: Strengthen sense of community through community gathering spaces and events.
Objective 2.1. Offer adequate public space for community gatherings and special events as well as facilities for
large sporting events and indoor activities.
Actions:
Parks and Recreation
a. Consider expanding or establishing
Department and City
Staff Time
Short‐Term
areas that will host large events (in
Council
addition to Q’emiln Park) as the
community grows.
Parks and Recreation
b. Consider a partnership with the Post
Department, City
Falls School District to build an
Staff Time
Mid to Long‐Term
Council and Post Falls
auditorium for large indoor events.
School District
c. Continue to offer and expand
community events such as Post Falls
Parks and Recreation
Days and community parades. Track
Staff Time
Short‐Term
Department
the value of planning and
maintenance support to be able to
quantify the effort.

Goal 3: Emphasize the unique attributes of Post Falls’ parks and open space to create community
identity and attract tourism and economic growth.
Objective 3.1. Highlight the positive and unique qualities of the Spokane River parks and promote the outdoor
recreational opportunities they offer to bolster the “Idaho’s River City” brand.
Actions:
a. Work with the Chamber of
Commerce and Tourism Bureau to
market the recreational opportunities
Parks and Recreation
Short‐Term,
Staff Time
within the waterfront parks through
Department
Ongoing
the department's website, social
media outlets, recreational
publications, and other media
sources.
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Goals and Objectives
b. Focus on promoting recreational
opportunities that are unique to Post
Falls, such as rock climbing, river
kayaking, rafting, and other water
sports. (Also see Goal 6.)
c. Reinforce Post Falls’ connection to
the river by working with special
interest outdoor recreation groups
and entrepreneurs to offer water
related programs, classes, and tours
that generate interest and revenue
within the community.
d. Develop Corbin ditch trail to take
advantage of river views and connect
to other future riverside trails.
e. Work with community leaders and
economic development groups to
attract outdoor recreation related
businesses in the City Center, close to
recreation opportunities.
f. Enhance open space partnership with
Avista to expand supervised public
access to islands owned by Avista for
recreational opportunities (e.g.,
nature walks and special events such
as triathlons).
g. Investigate routes and event
requirements appropriate for race
events (e.g., triathlons, etc.) Example:
Q’emiln Park would be a good
location to start due to parking
capacity.
h. Coordinate efforts with the Kootenai
County and Idaho Department of Fish
and Game to help protect existing
wildlife corridors.

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Capital Cost (TBD)

Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department, County,
and Idaho Department
of Fish and Game

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

Objective 3.2. Reinforce the importance of preserving open space on the Rathdrum Prairie to be used for
recreational opportunities as well as for land application of reclaimed water.
Actions:
a. Work with other entities to obtain a
Parks and Recreation
continuous open space buffer
Department and
Short‐Term,
Staff Time
extending east/west across the
Community
Ongoing
Rathdrum Prairie that will serve as open
Development
space and preserve agricultural land.
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Goals and Objectives

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

b. Facilitate planning for new bike trails
within the open space and trail
connections to the Prairie Trail and
Centennial Trail.
c. Consider other recreational
opportunities within the open space
such as sport fields, nature hikes, and
a host of other recreational
programs.

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Community
Development

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Mid‐Term,
Ongoing

Goal 4: Provide a safe and well‐connected recreational trail system.
Objective 4.1. Plan and develop a trail system that links existing trails, uses railroad and utility corridors where
possible and when off street corridors are not available, utilize street right‐of‐ways to complete the trail
system.
Actions:
Parks and Recreation
a. Utilize the Pedestrian and Bicycle
Department,
Connectivity Plan and the Trails
Engineering Division,
Staff Time
Short‐Term
Recommendation Map (in Appendix
Community
I) to guide trail planning efforts.
Development
b. Identify funding opportunities for
Parks and Recreation
recreation trail and bike/pedestrian
Department,
Short‐Term,
Staff Time
improvements.
Engineering Division,
Ongoing
Community
Development
c. Work with local railroad companies
to identify opportunities to utilize
railroad rights of way for trails, rail
banking, etc., particularly for
Parks and Recreation
relocating the portion of the
Short‐Term,
Department and
Staff Time
Centennial Trail that is currently Class
Ongoing
Engineering Division
2 trail within the City and for
extension under I‐90 from the
Centennial Trailhead to the W.
Seltice Way bike trail.
d. Explore potential trail opportunities
Parks and Recreation
along utility corridors, as applicable.
Department and
Staff Time
Staff Time
Engineering Division
e. Prioritize projects based on safety
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time, Capital
issues, level of use, and funding
Short‐Term
Department and
Costs (TBD)
opportunities. Focus on north/south
Engineering Division
connections to the Centennial Trail.
Parks and Recreation
f. Look for partnering opportunities
Department and
with other public entities, private
Staff Time
Short‐Term
Community
development, and civic
Development
organizations.
Parks and Recreation Master Plan
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Goals and Objectives

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

g. Increase safety for both pedestrians
and cyclists through education and
Parks and Recreation
signage to inform motorists,
Department and
Staff Time
Short‐Term
pedestrians, and cyclists about the
Public Safety
City of Post Falls Trail System.
h. Pursue design and construction of a
pedestrian bridge across Spokane River
Parks and Recreation
from Corbin Park to the Kroetch
$500,000
Mid‐Term
Department
property and extend trails to Riverview
Drive utilizing grants, local donations,
volunteers, and impact fees.
i. Initiate discussions with Burlington
Northern Railroad to extend the trail at
Parks and Recreation
Treaty Rock Park to create connectivity
Department and
Staff Time
Mid‐Term
between the Karen Streeter Trail and
Engineering Division
the Centennial Trailhead parking area
and to 4th Avenue.
j. Provide wayfinding signage indicating
connections from Centennial Trail to
Parks and Recreation
$35,000
Short‐Term
adjacent attractions, points‐of‐
Department
interests, and parks.
k. Provide interpretive signage along
Parks and Recreation
Centennial trail highlighting natural,
$50,000
Mid‐Term
Department
historic, and cultural features along
the trail.
l. At Q’emiln Park, formalize trails in
Parks and Recreation
natural areas to prevent social trails
Department, Partners
$200,000
Short‐Term
and address erosion concerns.
(i.e., Avista, etc.)
Update trail maps and signage.
m. Coordinate consistent sustainable
trail design and maintenance
Parks and Recreation
practices through staff and volunteer
Short‐Term,
Department and
Staff Time
training and scheduling (e.g.,
Ongoing
Partner Organizations
Kootenai Climbers for climbing trail
route maintenance at Q’emiln Park).
Objective 4.2. Encourage and promote pedestrian and bicycle activities by promoting cycling as a viable
alternate mode of transportation within Post Falls and to reach other communities.
Actions:
a. Work with neighboring entities and
Parks and Recreation
Short‐Term,
trail organizations to coordinate long
Staff Time
Department
Ongoing
range plans for connecting major
trails.
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Goals and Objectives
b. Coordinate trail planning with open
space acquisition, particularly for
connection to the Prairie Trail in
Coeur d’ Alene and with the Huetter
By‐Pass project.

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Community
Development

Staff Time

Mid‐Term, Ongoing

GOAL 5: Strategically provide recreation programs and services in response to community interests
and needs.
Objective 5.1. Tailor recreation programs based on community survey results and customer feedback.
Actions:
a. Continue to offer and expand
recreation opportunities identified as
high priorities by the 2012 Parks and
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Short‐Term
Recreation Survey including outdoor
Department
recreation, special events, and youth
and adult athletic leagues. Emphasize
those opportunities that contribute
to generating tourism.
b. Identify opportunities to expand
recreation programs for teens. Explore
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Short‐Term
partnerships with middle and high
Department
schools and the Boys and Girls Club.
c. Work with existing outfitters to
provide outdoor recreation
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Short‐Term
opportunities such as programs and
Department
equipment rentals (e.g., climbing,
kayaking, etc.).
d. Work with others to provide fitness
and wellness opportunities that
promote active lifestyles. (One idea is
to build on the prescription trails
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Ongoing
program with the hospital to get
Department
people using area trails. Trail
improvements include amenities like
mile markers and fitness stations.)
e. Work with other agencies to expand
specialized needs recreation services
to residents of the county with
disabilities.

f.

Be responsive to emerging parks and
recreation trends. (See trends
analysis in Appendix C.)

Parks and Recreation Master Plan

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time,
Financial Support
to Specialized
Needs Recreation
Services

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Ongoing
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Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

GOAL 6: Raise awareness of parks and recreation services through proactive marketing and
communications.
Objective 6.1. Develop a coordinated marketing plan to promote unique recreation opportunities in Post Falls.
(The plan should include the following elements.)
Actions:
Parks and Recreation
a. Expand social media and other web‐
Expanded Staff
Short‐Term,
Department and
based communications (e.g.,
Time
Ongoing
Public Information
electronic newsletter, interactive
Office
park map, QR codes, etc.).
b. Continue printed Activity Guide, but
Staff Time,
expand promotion of and use of
Short‐Term,
Parks and Recreation
Marketing Budget
electronic Activity Guide. Expand
Ongoing
Department
(TBD)
printed materials including trail
maps, park brochures, etc.
c. Expand radio, video Public Service
Announcements, and television
publicity.
d. Maximize cross marketing
opportunities with other
organizations including the Post Falls
Chamber of Commerce, Kootenai
County, and businesses such as area
hotels.
e. Enhance signage to create awareness
of parks, recreation, and trail
locations.

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Public Information
Office

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Chamber of
Commerce, etc.

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

GOAL 7: Incorporate best management and planning practices to ensure quality services and
efficient use of resources.
Objective 7.1. Continue to incorporate the new 2010 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and
guidelines in parks and recreation facilities and services.
Actions:
a. Create and implement a “Transition
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Short‐Term
Plan” to meet the new standards
Department
using the City's ADA audit of park
facilities.
Parks and Recreation
b. Identify an internal complaint
Department,
process and designate an “ADA
Staff Time
Immediate
Community
Coordinator/Responsible Employee.”
Development
c. Require all contractors/vendors to
Parks and Recreation
provide products and services in
Staff Time
Ongoing
Department
compliance with the new standards
for any facility or service.
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Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

Objective 7.2. Maintain updated planning documents and inventory of City owned and managed land, parks,
and facilities to facilitate the ongoing management of City resources.
Actions:
a. Update the Parks Capital
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Short‐Term
Improvement Program to reflect the
Department
community priorities identified in this
Park and Recreation Master Plan.
b. Update the parks and recreation
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Annually
inventory annually.
Department
c. Regularly (every five years as a
minimum) survey the community to
Parks and Recreation
ensure the City is meeting the
Staff Time
Mid‐Term
Department
demands for park facilities for all age
groups.
d. Update the Master Plan every five
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Mid‐Term
years.
Department
Objective 7.3. Provide park and recreation facilities and services that promote environmentally sensitive design
principles and practices.
Actions:
a. Adopt and implement Low Impact
Parks and Recreation
Development site design and
Staff Time
Mid‐Term
Department
maintenance standards and practices
for parks.
b. Incorporate green building standards
into new indoor facilities to ensure
long‐term efficiencies and
community benefits. (LEED or
Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design is a widely‐
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Mid‐Term
used rating system that was
Department
developed by the U.S. Green Building
Council to provide a framework for
implementing green building design,
construction, operations, and
maintenance solutions.)
Objective 7.4. Enhance financial management tools to effectively track and manage costs to deliver services.
Actions:
a. Consider pursuing a cost recovery
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time and/or
Short‐Term
model. (See Pyramid Methodology in
Department
Consultant Fee
Appendix J.)
b. Expand tracking of costs for all
facilities and program areas to
Parks and Recreation
illustrate a more complete picture of
Staff Time
Short‐Term
Department
the cost to operate and maintain
parklands, facilities, and programs.
Parks and Recreation Master Plan
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Responsibility

Financial Impact

c. Identify current cost recovery levels for
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
all services, programs, and facilities.
Department
d. Identify target cost recovery goals for
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
all services, programs, and facilities.
Department
e. Communicate the value/cost to
provide services and facilities so that
transparent choices can be discussed
or alternatives sought when financial
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
resources dictate. These choices
Department
might include decreasing the level of
service standard, exploring and
securing alternative funding sources,
or increasing fees and charges.
f. Prepare a “life cycle” replacement
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
schedule for existing park
Department
components.
g. Maintain a budget line for life cycle
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
replacement items in the annual
Department
budget.
h. Conduct cost/benefit analysis to
determine which capital construction
Parks and Recreation
projects should use in‐house staff
Staff Time
Department
and which should contract out design
and construction services.
Objective 7.5. Expand partnerships to encourage joint development of facilities and programs.
Actions:
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
a. Finalize a Partnership Policy using the
Department
sample template provided.
b. Expand joint‐use partnerships with
the School District. (Potential school
partnerships to explore include
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time,
working to enhance athletic fields
Department and
Capital Costs (TBD)
and a gym addition at River City
School District
Middle School. Identify costs and
coordinate planning and budgeting
efforts as applicable.)
c. Continue to seek intergovernmental
Parks and Recreation
partnerships with the Kootenai
Department and
Staff Time
County, Urban Renewal Districts, and
Other Government
neighboring communities.
Agencies
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Short‐Term
Short‐Term

Ongoing

Short‐Term

Short‐Term

Ongoing

Short‐Term

Ongoing

Ongoing
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Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

d. Expand public/private partnerships
Parks and Recreation
with nonprofit organizations, local
Staff Time,
Ongoing
Department and
corporations, and citizens to
Associated Costs
Other Groups
encourage park and recreation
program and facilities development.
Objective 7.6. Expand the use of alternative funding through sponsorships, volunteers, grants, and donations.
(See Appendix K for potential funding sources.)
Actions:
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Short‐Term
a. Expand volunteer opportunities for
Department
parks, trails, and programs.
b. Continue to track volunteer hours
Parks and Recreation
and the value of volunteers used in
Staff Time
Ongoing
Department
lieu of necessary staff and attribute
this as cost recovery.
c. Develop a Sponsorship Policy using
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Short‐Term
the sample template provided.
Department
d. Strive to fully fund the scholarship
program. (Consider seeking
donations or a corporate endowment
to ensure adequate funding of the
Parks and Recreation
scholarship program for residents
Short‐Term,
Department and Parks
Staff Time
that meet need criterion. Another
Ongoing
and Recreation
strategy is to consider transferring
Commission
excess revenue generated from high
demand and revenue positive
services into a scholarship fund.)
e. Expand opportunities for private
donations. (For example, promote
Parks and Recreation
Staff Time
Ongoing
the current Memorial Tree Program
Department
and additional opportunities for
donations.)
f. Develop a proactive strategy to solicit Parks and Recreation
Short‐Term,
additional grants.
Department and City
Staff Time
Ongoing
Administration
Objective 7.7. Expand revenue generation opportunities as appropriate at parks and facilities (e.g., rentals,
concessions, etc.).
Actions:
a. Review user fees for services to
Parks and Recreation
identify opportunities for potential
Staff Time
Short‐Term
Department
revenue. (For example, revisit school
contract limiting the collection of
fees for school fields.)
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Goals and Objectives
b. Consider future concession facilities
at key facilities (e.g., equipment
rentals, etc.).

Responsibility

Financial Impact

Timing

Staff Time

Short‐Term,
Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Ongoing

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Mid‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department

Staff Time

Short‐Term

Parks and Recreation
Department and
Concessionaires (as
appropriate)

c. Encourage rentals of existing and
new facilities (e.g., shelters and
accessories, etc.).
d. Consider adding permit requirements
for select park uses (e.g., rock
climbing, etc.).
e. Provide revenue‐generating
cemetery services in response to
industry trends and market rates
(e.g., niches, family plots, etc.).
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D. Recommended Capital Improvements
General cost estimates are included for recommended capital project in the Parks and Recreation
Master Plan to help guide the development and refinement of the department’s Capital Improvement
Plan. Potential funding sources as well as estimated annual operational costs are included in Table 12.
Recommended capital projects are identified as high or medium priority based on several decision‐
making criteria including the following.
 Project has broad City‐wide appeal and meets an identified need or interest (e.g., survey, etc.).
 Project addresses improvements to assets in poor physical condition.
 Project has identified funding or partnership resources.
 Project has a low cost and a high impact.
 Project is compatible with current City plans.
Recommended capital projects are identified as a lower priority based on the following criteria.
 Project fits with City’s long‐term vision.
 Project has a high cost and does not meet a priority identified need or interest.
General cost estimates are provided in 2012 dollars. These probable costs for specific recommended
improvements should be refined and adjusted as needed in future years. In some cases, it is
recommended the site master plans be developed for parks with multiple recommended improvements
to ensure a comprehensive approach to site planning and design. These estimates do not include costs
for some recommendations such as acquisitions since costs vary.
Table 12: Recommended Capital Improvements
*Estimated
Operational and
Maintenance
Cost (Annual)

Priority

Recommendation

Cost Estimate

Potential Funding
Source(s)

Upgrade Falls Park playground

$150,000

General Fund

n/a

High

Upgrade Q'emiln Park
playground and parking areas

$225,000

General Fund

n/a

High

Improve access down to Black
Bay (steps/paths)

$30,000

General Fund

$1,000

High

Add playground at Black Bay
Park

$150,000

Impact Fees

$1,000

High
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Recommendation

Cost Estimate

Potential Funding
Source(s)

*Estimated
Operational and
Maintenance
Cost (Annual)

Install entry signage and add
streetscape at Black Bay Park

$45,000

Impact Fees

n/a

High

Implement Corbin Park
improvements per
site master plan

$500,000

Impact Fees/RV
Grant

$5,000

High

Add buffer landscaping along I‐
90 at Arboretum(s)

$150,000

USDA Grant

$2,500

Low

Install pathways and seating in
Arboretum(s)

$20,000

Impact Fees

$1,500

Low

Add picnic shelter at Beck Park

$30,000

Impact Fees

$1,500

Medium

Add picnic shelter at
Woodbridge Park

$30,000

Impact Fees

$1,500

High

Add picnic shelter at Park in the
Meadows

$30,000

Impact Fees

$1,500

High

Add picnic shelter at Chase
Fields

$30,000

Impact Fees

$1,500

Medium

Relocate (2) overlooks to better
viewing locations at Falls Park
and upgrade lighting

$175,000

Avista, Donations

n/a

Medium

Pave parking area at Hilde
Kellogg Park

$25,000

General Fund

n/a

Medium

Install wayfinding trail signage
and upgrade trailhead signage at
Q’emiln Park

TBD

General Fund

n/a

High

Safety improvements at
Spokane River/Gorge overlook
at Q'emiln Park trail

$7,500

General Fund

n/a

High
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Recommendation

Cost Estimate

Potential Funding
Source(s)

*Estimated
Operational and
Maintenance
Cost (Annual)

Pave parking area at Sportsman
Park

$35,000

Impact Fees

n/a

Medium

Upgrade backstops, bleachers,
score booths, and dugouts at
Sportsman Park

n/a

Donations,
Volunteers

n/a

Medium

Add windbreak plantings at Beck
Park, Syringa Park, and Park in
the Meadows

$45,000

USDA Grant

n/a

High

Landscape tennis court parking
area and buffer

$5,000

General Fund

n/a

High

Wayfinding signage to Treaty
Rock Park & Park Sign

$7,500

General Fund

n/a

High

(2) Neighborhood Parks in
identified as "gap areas" on east,
west sides of City

TBD

Impact Fees

$10,000

High

Acquire property and construct
portions of Centennial Trail that
are not Class 1

$350,000
(acquisition not
included)

Recreational Trails
Program Grant

n/a

High

Design and construct “river trail”
(Corbin ditch property)

$500,000

Recreational Trails
Program Grant,
Impact Fee

$5,000

Medium

$500,000

Recreational Trails
Program Grant,
Impact Fees,
Donations,
Volunteers

$2,000

Low

Design and construct pedestrian
bridge crossing of Spokane River
at Corbin Park to Kroetch
property
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Cost Estimate

Potential Funding
Source(s)

*Estimated
Operational and
Maintenance
Cost (Annual)

$175,000

Recreational Trails
Program Grant,
Impact Fees,
Donations,
Volunteers

$3,000

Medium

$35,000

Recreational Trails
Program, Impact
Fees, General
Fund

n/a

Medium

Interpretive signage along
Centennial Trail

$50,000

Recreational Trails
Program, General
Fund

n/a

Medium

Improve trails in Q'emiln Park

$200,000

Recreational Trails
Program, Avista,
General Fund

n/a

Medium

Add pavilion, upgrade irrigation,
expand demonstration gardens
at Community Garden

$50,000

Impact Fees,
Grants, Donations,
Volunteers

$7,500

High

Add dog park

$45,000

Impact Fees,
Fundraiser,
Volunteer

$5,000

High

Expansions to Skate Park

$200,000

Impact Fees,
Fundraiser,
Volunteer

n/a

Medium

Complete planned
improvements to Park in the
Meadows

$100,000

Impact Fees

$3,000

High

Recommendation

Construct trails, parking,
signage, and access to rock
climbing on Kroetch property

Wayfinding signage from
Centennial Trail to points of
interest
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Recommendation

Cost Estimate

Potential Funding
Source(s)

*Estimated
Operational and
Maintenance
Cost (Annual)

Prepare design and add
playground and picnic area at
Ross Point Pumphouse

$150,000

Impact Fees

$3,500

High

Construct a splash park

$150,000

Impact Fees

$4,000

High

TOTALS

$4,195,000

Priority

*$62,000

*Estimated operational and maintenance costs include equipment and supplies. Staffing costs were not
included due to variables involved. Detailed staff operational costs will need to be developed at the time
of planning and development for each project.
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E. Acquisition Needs and Strategies
Acquisition Needs
The Inventory and Level of Service Analysis completed as part of this Post Falls Park and Recreation
Master Plan has identified gaps for neighborhood parks on the east and west sides of Post Falls, north of
Interstate 90. Parcels ranging from two acres to five acres in size should be the standard for a
neighborhood park.
The City’s current Level of Service (LOS) standard is 16 acres of parkland per 1,000 people (six acres per
thousand for Level 1 (active parkland) and 10 acres per 1,000 for Level 2 (passive parkland). By 2020,
17.6 additional acres of Level 1 park acreage and 378.5 acres of Level 2 acreage will be needed to
maintain ratios of parkland per 1,000 people based on project population growth. Future projections for
park acreage through 2030 are shown in Appendix F.
Other acquisition needs as expressed through the community survey and public input would depend
upon the ability and appropriateness of locating needed facilities on land already owned by the City.
Community support has been expressed for a dog park, a splash park, and a sports park. Should city‐
owned land be determined to not be the best fit based upon criteria mentioned below, land acquisition
would be required for these facilities.
A high priority for the relocation of Class 2 (on road) portions of the Centennial Trail has also been
voiced through the survey and public input. Acquisition of land for this major trail corridor should be
pursued with the Burlington Northern/Santa Fe Railroad or adjacent property owners so the Centennial
Trail can be a Class 1 trail in its entirety within Post Falls. North/South connections to the Centennial
Trail are also necessary and are delineated on the Trail Recommendations Map located in Appendix I of
this plan.
Obtaining parkland along the Spokane River and on the Rathdrum Prairie for open space and
recreational use is also a priority within the community. Opportunities to partner with other jurisdictions
and agencies to satisfy this goal and defray costs should be explored.

Acquisition Strategies
Land acquisition strategies are vital to every park and recreation master plan process to help evaluate
future property investments and acquisitions with the stated goals and objectives of the City and its
constituency.
In general, there are a variety of simple and sophisticated land acquisition methods that can be
implemented through the public domain. They include but are not limited to the following.
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Land Acquisition Methods
 Conservation Easements
 Preservation Easements
 Public Access Easements
 Negotiated Dedications
 Subdivision Exactions
 Annexation Agreements
 Fee Simple Purchases
 Lease Back Programs
 First Right of Refusal Options
 Land Partnerships and Agreements
 Utility Sharing and Agreements (i.e. Avista)
 Life Estates
 Land Trust Donations
 Future Acquisition Map Adoption
With a variety of physical options to acquire land, it is necessary to evaluate all potential properties
against the recommendations presented within this planning document. The following categories
present a general framework for parcel by parcel evaluation prior to implementation of a specific land
acquisition method.
Land Acquisition Categories
Proposed Land Acquisition Goals: All properties under acquisition review shall specify intended goals
and objectives prior to formal consideration. The department should review the goals and objectives of
each parcel against the recommendations stated within this Post Falls Parks and Recreation Master
Plan to ensure consistency.
Geographic Distribution and Level of Service: Properties should be identified and located in terms of
this plan’s proposed Level of Service recommendations and geographic position. Often, properties may
come available in areas that are heavily serviced and need to be measured directly against opportunities
in underserved geographic areas not only by land acreage but also by potential program delivery for the
parcel under review. Geographic distribution is also directly related to population growth trends and
should be measured accordingly.
Suitability for Intended Use: When a specific need is identified to enhance recreation opportunities or
provide better balance of park or recreation facilities, sites well‐suited to satisfy that need would rate
high for this criterion. These sites need to be evaluated in the context of this Master Plan regarding
specific program opportunity and need within that specific geographical area.
Land for Indoor Recreation Opportunities: Potential parcels should be evaluated for future indoor
recreation opportunities in context with geographical location and existing Level of Services metrics.
Natural Resource/Historic and Cultural Protection: This evaluation should consider how a proposed
acquisition may protect an existing conservation area from urban degradation, protect an historic or
cultural site, or incorporate unique and valuable natural features into the park system.
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Environmental Preservation and Enhancement: Some parcels available for open space, park, and
greenway use have been environmentally contaminated or disturbed, or have degraded habitat
conditions. The cost to clean up or restore these sites is often prohibitive. The City can significantly
improve the quality of life for its residents by expediting mitigation and making that land available for
public use. Parcels with a low risk and a high possibility of mitigation would rate high in this category.
The protection of water quality also falls under this category.
Greenway Access and Linkage: Traveling from urban centers, neighborhoods, and parks to other parks
or urban centers easily via scenic routes is highly prized by Post Falls citizens. Linkage and connectivity
along greenway river corridors is of particular interest. When connectivity and linkages are evaluated,
the ability of greenway corridors to accommodate bicycles, pedestrians, and wildlife should be
evaluated.
Urban Recreation Use: As the core of the City of Post Falls develops further, it is important to realize the
impact of urban recreation areas. Potential parcels are often smaller in size but can provide meaningful
urban recreation opportunities. All parcels should be reviewed in regards to urban park development
opportunities.
Method of Acquisition/Direct Costs: This criterion provides the opportunity to rate a site’s value
relative to how it will be acquired. Depending on the location and conditions, grants or gifts may rate
higher than purchases. Dedications, easements, and leases may also be preferable.
Multiple Use Benefit: Sites that provide opportunities for both recreation and environmental objectives
should be rated high on this criterion.
Initial Development Cost: All parcels should be reviewed for development infrastructure investment.
Some parcels may have high costs associated for recreation development due to steep slopes,
subsurface constraints, parcel shape and size, access, and infrastructure development limitations.
Long‐Term Maintenance Costs: Excessive maintenance costs that a potential acquisition site requires
would be a factor in the perceived value of the acquisition. Sites requiring minimal anticipated
maintenance costs would rate higher in this category.
Time Sensitive Acquisition: Certain parcels of land may require a faster decision making process
because there is a high potential for development that would lead to a loss of desirable land.

F. Funding Sources
An overview of current funding sources that support the City of Post Falls Parks and Recreation
Department as well as a variety of additional funding sources that the City could pursue in the future is
provided in Appendix K. These additional potential funding sources include: federal grant programs,
state administered grant programs, philanthropic, partnerships, sponsorships, other fee‐based revenue,
and miscellaneous sources.
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Appendix A – Survey Report
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Methodology
The purpose of this study was to gather public feedback on parks, recreation, open space and
trails, programs and services provided by the City of Post Falls Parks & Recreation Department
in order to assist the Department in the creation of a Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
Emphasis was put on providing critical information regarding community values, satisfaction
levels, needs and priorities for the Department’s planning efforts.
The survey was conducted using three methods: 1) a mail‐back survey, 2) an online invitation
only survey, and 3) an open link online survey for members of the public who did not receive a
randomly selected survey in the mail. Unless stated otherwise, the analysis herein focuses on
surveys received via the first two methods which represent the randomly selected sample of
residents and statistically valid responses.
The primary list source used for the mailing was a third party list purchased from Melissa Data
Corporation, a leading provider of data quality solutions with emphasis on U.S., Canadian, and
international address and phone verification. Use of the Melissa Data list also includes renters
in the sample who are frequently missed in other list sources such as utility billing lists.
A total of 4,266 surveys were mailed to a random sample of Post Falls residents in February
2012, with 4,091 being delivered after subtracting undeliverable mail. The final sample size for
the random survey was 413, resulting in a response rate of 10.1 percent and having a margin of
error of approximately +/‐ 4.8 percentage points calculated for questions at 50% response1.
Results from the open link survey generated an additional 20 responses.
As responses to the open‐link version of the questionnaire are “self‐selected” and not a part of
the randomly selected sample of residents, results from the open‐link questionnaire are kept
separate from the mail and invitation web versions of the survey for the overall analysis. The
analysis that follows focuses on results from the randomly selected sample of residents.
The underlying data for the random sample responses were weighted by age to ensure
appropriate representation of the City across different demographic cohorts in the sample. The
age profile of residents is distributed as follows (based on current US Census data from ESRI)
and served as the basis for the weighting of the survey data: 20 to 34 years (30 percent), 35 to
44 (20 percent), 45 to 54 (18 percent), 55 to 64 (15 percent), 65 to 74 (10 percent), 75 and over
(7 percent).

1

For the total sample size of 413, margin of error is +/‐4.8 percent calculated for questions at 50% response (if the response for a particular
question is “50%”—the standard way to generalize margin of error is to state the larger margin, which occurs for responses at 50%). Note that
the margin of error is different for every single question response on the survey depending on the resultant sample sizes, proportion of
responses, and number of answer categories for each question. Comparison of differences in the data between various segments, therefore,
should take into consideration these factors. As a general comment, it is sometimes more appropriate to focus attention on the general trends
and patterns in the data rather than on the individual percentages.

RRC Associates, Inc.
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Demographics
Years in the Area
 The average respondent has lived in the area for 12.8 years
 More than half of respondents have lived in the area for 10 years or less (59 percent)
Figure 1
Years in the Area
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Property Taxes and Own vs. Rent
 79 percent of respondents pay property taxes to the City of Post Falls
 86 percent of respondents own their residence; 14 percent rent their residence
Figure 2
Property Taxes and Own/Rent
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Household Income and Household Status
 48 percent of households have an annual income of $50,000 or below
 39 percent between $50,000 and $99,999
 13 percent $100,000 or above




56 percent are in households with children at home
17 percent are singles or couples with no children at home
27 percent are “empty nesters”
Figure 3
Household Income and Family‐Marital Status
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Household Size
 Average number of people per household: 3.0
Figure 4
Household Size
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Age and Gender
 Average age of respondents: 47.0 years; Median age: 44.0 years
 64 percent of respondents were female, 36 percent were male
Figure 5
Age and Gender
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Highlights from the Analysis of Results
Key findings from the study are summarized in the sections that follow. Analysis focuses on the
types of services and facilities residents want, level of current usage, alternative providers,
quality and satisfaction levels with existing services and facilities, priorities for the future, and
willingness to pay for new services and facilities. Additionally, several of the questions on the
survey form allowed respondents to “write in” additional information or comments. Major
themes that emerge from the comments are summarized in the report, while a complete set of
the comments is provided as an appendix.

RRC Associates, Inc.
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Values and Vision
Top Five Community Issues On Which To Focus
Respondents were asked to identify the top community issues or problems that they feel City of
Post Falls Parks & Recreation should focus on positively impacting.
The top community issues or problems include:
 Positive activities for youth (62 percent of respondents identified this among their top 5)
 Affordability of programs (48 percent)
 Maintaining what we have (47 percent)
 Reducing crime and vandalism (47 percent)
 Promoting healthy active lifestyles (44 percent)
Second tier of important community issues or problems:
 Implementing planned parks and trails projects (38 percent)
 Connectivity / alternative transportation (38 percent)
 Beautification of public areas (35 percent)
 Strengthen sense of community (32 percent)
Note that there were a few marked differences in top issues or problems when looking at
responses by household status. Households with children indicated a strong consensus for
“Positive activities for youth” (72 percent). The highest priority for “empty nesters” was
“Maintaining what we have” (57 percent) followed by “Reducing crime and vandalism” (54
percent). For households with no kids the highest priority is “Reducing crime and vandalism”
(60 percent) followed by “Connectivity / alternative transportation (trails, etc.) (47 percent).”

RRC Associates, Inc.
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Figure 6
Top Issues on Which Parks & Recreation Should Focus
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Current Services, Parks, and Facilities
Importance of City of Post Falls Parks & Recreation
Respondents indicated that the availability of local parks and recreation opportunities in the
City of Post Falls is very important to them. The average rating was 4.3 on a 5 point scale
(where 5 means “extremely important”) and 83 percent gave ratings of 4 or 5.
Respondents were also asked if they had registered for any classes or programs with the Post
Falls Parks & Recreation Department in the past year (29 percent had). Those who had done so
were asked to rate the customer service they received. Ratings were favorable with an average
rating of 4.1 on a 5 point scale and 76 percent gave ratings of 4 or 5.
Figure 7
Parks & Recreation – Importance, Registration and Service Rating
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Usage Frequency
Respondents were asked approximately how many times in the last twelve months they (or
someone in their household) used parks and facilities owned and/or operated by Post Falls
Parks & Recreation.
The following parks and facilities were used most frequently over the past year by residents of
Post Falls:
 Centennial Trail (14 times used on average in the last 12 months)
 Kiwanis Park (8 times)
 Other City parks (7 times)
 Falls Park (7 times)
 Q’emiln Park (7 times)
 School gyms (6 times)
 Athletic Fields (5 times)
Figure 8
Current Facilities – Frequency of Use, Last 12 Months
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Importance of Parks & Recreation Facilities
Respondents were asked to rate the importance of current parks and facilities owned and
operated by Post Falls Parks & Recreation to their household, using a scale from 1 to 5, where 1
means “Not at all Important” and 5 means “Very Important.”
The majority of parks and facilities were deemed “Very Important” (4 or 5 on a 5 point scale) by
more than half of all households. In fact, all but two of the parks and facilities had a greater
proportion of respondents indicating “Very important” vs. “Not at all important.” The two
exceptions were “Skate park” and “Disc golf.”
The following were rated the highest in importance:
 Q’emiln Park (78 percent of respondents rated this a 4 or 5 on a 5 point scale, or “Very
important”)
 Centennial Trail (77 percent)
 Falls Park (75 percent)
 Other City parks (70 percent)
Second tier of important parks and facilities:
 Natural areas (65 percent)
 Athletic fields (62 percent)
 Kiwanis Park (61 percent)
 Corbin Park (59 percent)
 School gyms (56 percent)
 Other trails (53 percent)

RRC Associates, Inc.
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Figure 9
Current Facilities – Importance to Household
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Degree to which Parks & Recreation Facilities are Meeting Household Needs
Respondents were then asked to rate the same list of current parks and facilities according to
how well they meet the needs of their household. The same parks and facilities that were the
most important also were meeting the needs of the community to the greatest extent.
Parks and facilities rated highest in the degree to which needs are being met include:
 Falls Park (82 percent of respondents rated this a 4 or 5 on a 5 point scale, or “Needs
completely met”)
 Q’emiln Park (81 percent)
 Centennial Trail (79 percent)
 Other City parks (74 percent)
For all parks and facilities, the proportion of the community that indicated their needs were
being met was larger than the proportion whose needs were not being met. However, there
were three parks and facilities in which roughly one third of respondents indicated their needs
were not at all being met:
 Skate park (32 percent)
 Tree House (30 percent)
 Disc golf (30 percent)

RRC Associates, Inc.
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Figure 10
Current Parks and Facilities – Degree to which Needs are Being Met
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Current Parks and Facilities ‐ Performance vs. Needs‐met Matrix
It is instructive to compare and plot the importance scores against the performance scores in
an “importance vs. needs‐met” matrix. All of the programs and facilities listed in the survey fell
into the “higher importance / higher level of needs being met” quadrant (when divided into
quadrants using the 5 point scale midpoint of “3”). Thus, as illustrated in Figure 11, it is more
revealing to look at the matrix using the midpoint of responses to both questions to divide the
quadrants (importance scale midpoint was 3.7; needs‐met midpoint was 3.6). This allows us to
better ascertain the position of each location relative to each other.
The top programs and facilities listed previously as meeting the needs of the community and
those having high importance are found in the top right quadrant. Maintaining these important
assets is an indispensable function of Post Falls Parks & Recreation:
 Centennial Trail
 Q’emiln Park
 Falls Park
 Other City parks
 Natural areas
 Kiwanis Park
 Corbin Park
 Athletic fields
Parks and facilities located near the needs‐met midpoint (vertical) in Figure 11 and close to the
importance midpoint (horizontal), indicate parks and facilities with the potential for making
improvements of relatively high importance and that could have a strong impact on the degree
to which needs are being met. These include:
 Other trails
 School gyms
 Park shelters
 Boat launch
Further below the importance midpoint (horizontal) and left of the needs‐met midpoint
(vertical), are programs not meeting needs particularly well, however, they are important to
fewer members of the community. These “niche facilities” may receive a small but passionate
following; therefore, there is merit to measuring participation and planning for potential future
enhancements accordingly.
 Tennis courts
 Tree house
 Disc golf
 Skate park

RRC Associates, Inc.
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Figure 11
Current Parks and Facilities – Performance vs. Needs‐met Matrix
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Open Ended Comments
Respondents who indicated ratings of 3 or below, were given the opportunity to make
suggestions for how to improve facilities to better meet the needs of the community. Table 1
lists the most prominent themes. The percent indicates the proportion that mentioned the
topic (positive or negative). For specific examples of comments, see the quotes below and note
that all comments are included in the appendix.
Table 1
Current Facility Prominent Themes ‐ Suggestions for Improvement
General Theme
clean up/maintenance
boat launch
fees
Q'emiln
seniors
Centennial trail
dogs
restrooms
playground
Black Bay
drugs/alcohol
Kiwanis
natural areas
trails
police/safety
disc golf
parking
river
tennis courts
too old
update
Corbin park
skate park/ramps

Percent
Mentioning
16%
8%
6%
6%
6%
5%
5%
5%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

Example Comments:
 Trash everywhere, kids parties, and poor care
 Install play equipment for children 8‐13 years old ‐ more things to climb on, over and
through like the big park by NIC and CDA resort. Need more picnic tables and benches.
Do not allow dogs within 100 yards of the beach ‐ the beaches, sand and grass nearby
are filled with dog poop ‐ no clean place to lay your towel and sit.
 More trash containers, hopeful way to curb disrespectful litterbugs. Better leash law
enforcement. More Porta potties.
 Boat launch often closed
 I think they should be either free or at the most discount items to use or park
 Q'emiln Park ‐ way too much goose poop, and I don't think people should be able to
drink alcohol ‐ I hate going there for these reasons

RRC Associates, Inc.
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Reasons for not using City of Post Falls Recreation Programs or Facilities
Respondents who do not use Post Falls recreation programs or facilities were asked, “Why?”
The most prominent reasons for not using Post Falls recreation programs or facilities included:
 No time / other personal issues (60 percent)
 Not aware of programs or facilities (30 percent)
 Price / user fees (23 percent)

Figure 12
Recreation Programs or Facilities – Reasons Do Not Use
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Recreation Programs or Facilities that Need Improvement
Respondents that use Post Falls recreation programs or facilities were asked which aspects they
feel are most in need of improvement:
 Not aware of programs or facilities (30 percent)
 Don’t have the programs I want (30 percent)
 Lack of facilities and amenities (27 percent)
 Price / user fees (26 percent)
Figure 13
Programs and Facilities – Areas Needing Improvement
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Open Ended Comments
Respondents were given the opportunity to write in additional information for the “reasons not
use / needs improvement” question. A full set of comments may be found in the appendix,
examples of responses are given below:
Don’t have the Programs I want, such as…
 Adult recreation; Single adult activities; Dancing for adults; beginner tennis lessons;
Softball; gymnastics; Arts and crafts; Track and Field
Lack of facilities and amenities, such as…
 Public pool; Adult and youth athletic fields, gym space; General rec. gym facility;
Centennial Trail needs completion; trash cans
Condition, maintenance or safety of facilities (specify):
 Black Bay, Q'emiln
Accessibility, explain…

Parking fees charged limit access; Accessibility for grandparents to spectator athletic
events; Steps to Black Bay swimming needed
Program / class was full (specify):
 Night only class. Need daytime; If you would offer classes for kids at 6pm for parents
who work!
Prefer other recreation providers / clubs (such as):
 CDA, Kroc, Peak Fitness
Other (please specify):
 No public pool ‐ we use McGrane; Water feature at some Post Falls park like in
Fieldstone or Montrose; Activities for teens and tweens; Youth outdoor recreation
opportunities

RRC Associates, Inc.
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Use of Other Parks & Recreation Providers and Programs
Respondents were asked to identify other parks and recreation providers and programs they
use. Ninety‐four percent use at least one other provider and half use State parks and open
space.
The greatest proportion of respondents use the following “other” providers of recreation
facilities:
 State parks and open space (50 percent)
 Churches (45 percent)
 Kroc Center (39 percent)
 County parks (33 percent)
 Private health and fitness clubs (31 percent)
 Private or public schools (31 percent)
Figure 14
Use of Other Parks & Recreation Providers
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Future Facilities, Amenities, and Services
Greatest Needs for Indoor Facilities to be Added, Expanded, or Improved
Respondents were given the following background information: Post Falls funds parks,
recreation, and trail operations and maintenance with user fees and property tax dollars As you
answer the following questions, please keep in mind that additional funds would be required to
build, operate, and maintain new parks, recreation, natural areas and trails.
Respondents were then asked to rate by importance, future additions, expansions, or
improvements to facilities in Post Falls in the next 5 or 10 years. All but 3 facilities received a
higher proportion of “very important” ratings compared to “not at all important” ratings. Five
of them stood out as being very important to the majority of households.
Respondents indicated the following facilities were the most important to be added, expanded
or improved:
 Pedestrian / bike paths and trails (64 percent indicated a 4 or 5 on a 5 point scale where
5 means “very important”)
 Playgrounds (54 percent)
 Community center (52 percent)
 Picnic areas / shelters (52 percent)
 Open space / conservation land (51 percent)
Second tier of important facilities:
 Community gardens (48 percent)
 Outdoor sports fields/courts (46 percent)
 Outdoor athletic sports complex (44 percent)
 Splash pad (43 percent)
 Indoor gymnasium space (42 percent)
 Nature center and environmental programs (41 percent)
 Dog park (39 percent)
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Figure 15
Greatest Needs for Additions, Expansions, or Improvements
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Top Three Priorities for Facilities to be Added, Expanded or Improved
For the same list of facilities, respondents were asked to indicate their top three priorities for
additions, expansions, and improvements. The highest rated priorities included:
 Pedestrian / bike paths and trails (37 percent)
 Community center (30 percent)
 Splash pad (26 percent)
Second tier or priorities included (all with 21 to 22 percent response):
 Dog park
 Community gardens
 Outdoor sports fields/courts
 Open space/conservation land
 Playgrounds
Priorities varied considerably depending on household status. Empty nesters led the way in
supporting “Pedestrian / bike paths and trails” with 49 percent selecting that as a top priority.
The top priority for households with children was “Splash pad” (38 percent) followed by
“Community center” (35 percent).
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Figure 16
Highest Priorities for Additions, Expansions, or Improvements
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Programs, Activities and Special Events
Usage Frequency
Residents of Post Falls were asked to indicate how many times they (or someone in their
household) used programs in the last 12 months. “Outdoor recreation” programs were used
significantly more frequently than other programs:
 Outdoor recreation (14 times in the past year)
 Fitness and wellness programs (3 times)
 Volunteer opportunities ( 3 times)
 Athletic leagues – youth (2 times)
Figure 17
Programs – Frequency of Use
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Importance of Programs
Respondents were asked to indicate the importance of Parks & Recreation programs to their
household. There were a number of programs that surfaced as important to a majority of
respondents and many others that showed about equal responses for “Very important” vs.
“Not at all important.”
The following were rated very important to a majority of households:
 Outdoor recreation (69 percent)
 Special events (e.g., festivals, parades) (61 percent)
 Athletic leagues – youth (59 percent)
Second tier of important programs:
 Volunteer opportunities (44 percent)
 Fitness and wellness (42 percent)
 Family programs (41 percent)
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Figure 18
Importance of Programs
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Degree to which Programs are Meeting Household Needs
Respondents were then asked to rate the same list of programs according to how well they are
meeting household needs. The top programs in terms of importance were also rated highest in
the degree to which they are meeting household needs.
Programs with the highest degree of needs being met:
 Special events (e.g., festivals, parades) (68 percent indicated 4 or 5 or “Needs
completely met”)
 Outdoor recreation (65 percent)
 Athletic leagues – youth (63 percent)
The programs with the greatest proportion of respondents that indicated their needs are not
being met include:
 Education (cooking, babysitting, etc.) (33 percent indicated 1 or 2 or “Needs not at all
met”)
 Teen programs (32 percent)
 Athletic leagues – adult (32 percent)
 Fitness and wellness programs (31 percent)
 Pre‐school programs (31 percent)
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Figure 19
Programs – Degree to which Needs are Being Met
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Highest Priorities for Programs to be Added, Expanded, or Improved
Respondents were asked to pick out of the same list of programs, those that they feel are
priorities for additions, expansions, or improvements. There were a handful of programs that
received the greatest proportion of top three selections:
 Outdoor recreation (42 percent)
 Special events (e.g., festivals, parades) (37 percent)
 Athletic leagues ‐ youth (32 percent)
 Family programs (25 percent)
 Fitness and wellness programs (23 percent)
The top priority for the greatest proportion of households with children was “Athletic leagues –
youth” (48 percent). The top priority for households without children was “Special events (e.g.
festivals, parades)” (41 percent).
Figure 20
Top Three Priorities to be Added, Expanded, or Improved
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Performance vs. Needs‐met Matrix
It is instructive to compare and plot the importance scores against the performance scores in
an “importance vs. needs‐met” matrix. Many of the programs listed in the survey fell into the
“higher importance / needs being met” quadrant (when divided into quadrants using the 5‐
point‐scale midpoint of “3”). Thus, as illustrated in Figure 21, it is more revealing to look at the
matrix using the mid‐point of both questions to divide the quadrants (importance scale
midpoint was 3.2; needs‐met midpoint was 3.2). This allows us to determine more detailed
positioning of each location in comparison to each other.
Many of the top programs listed previously as meeting the needs of the community are also
considered the most important. Maintaining these important assets is an essential function of
Post Falls Parks & Recreation.
 Outdoor recreation
 Special events (e.g. festivals, parades)
 Athletic leagues – youth
 Volunteer opportunities
Programs located closer to both midpoints indicate programs with the potential for making
improvements of relatively high importance and that could have a strong impact on the degree
to which needs are being met for a substantial proportion of the population. These include:
 Fitness and wellness programs
 Family programs
 Education (cooking, babysitting, etc.)
Below the importance midpoint and left of the needs‐met midpoint, are programs not meeting
needs well, however, they are important to fewer members of the community. These programs
are vitally important to a narrower population; however, there is merit to measuring
participation and listening to these audiences in order to plan for potential future
enhancements:
 Athletic leagues – adult
 Arts and crafts programs
 Summer camps – youth
 Dance or gymnastics classes
 55+ programs
 Teen programs
 Pre‐school programs
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Figure 21
Programs – Importance vs. Needs‐met Matrix
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Communication
Respondents were asked how they usually receive information on parks and recreation
facilities, services and programs. The vast majority of respondents get their information from
the Parks & Recreation Activity Guide (77 percent), followed by word of mouth (43 percent),
Coeur d’Alene Press (36 percent), and Internet/website (25 percent).
Respondents were also asked how the department can best reach them. Again, the Activity
Guide tops the list (42 percent) followed by email from the City (17 percent).
Figure 22
How Currently Receive Information and How Best Reach You
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Trails and Open Space
Respondents were asked how important Post Falls trails and open space objectives are to their
household. All of the objectives received very high importance ratings. The highest ratings
included:
 Preserve scenic views (88 percent rated this a 4 or 5; 5 means “Very important”)
 Preserve open space along the river (84 percent)
 Preserve wildlife habitat (80 percent)
 Preserve cultural and historic land uses (i.e. agriculture) (76 percent)
 Improve or provide access to natural areas (74 percent)
 Protect small town character of Post Falls (74 percent)
Figure 23
Importance of Trails and Open Space Objectives
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Financial Choices / Fees
Respondents were asked, “The City of Post Falls Department of Parks and Recreation funds the
development, operations, and maintenance of facilities and services with user fees, donations,
grants, and tax dollars. What is your opinion concerning where future funding for improvements
in the next 5‐10 years should be spent?”
The greatest proportion of respondents selected the following among their top three priorities
for future spending:
 Maintain and improve current Post Falls parks (77 percent)
 Increase access along the river (51 percent)
 Expand recreational trail connections (46 percent)
 Add an outdoor athletic sports complex (39 percent)
Figure 24
Future Spending Priorities
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Respondents were also asked, "As Post Falls grows in the next 10 + years, how important do you
think it will be for the City to consider adding a Community Center operated by property taxes
and fees? (Community Centers offer recreational opportunities for all ages and often include
amenities like a gym, swimming pool, and multi‐purpose rooms).” As indicated below, response
was generally positive (61 percent ratings of 4 and 5, or extremely important), although there
are about 1 in 5 residents who feel a community center is not important and 1 in 5 who are
neutral.
Respondents were also asked “As Post Falls grows, how important is it to protect and preserve
the Prairie through parks and open space?” As indicated below, response was almost
overwhelming positive with 83 percent ratings of 4 and 5, or extremely important.
Figure 25
Importance of Adding a Community Center and Importance of Protecting the Prairie
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Perception of Current Program and Facility Fees Charged
Respondents were asked how they feel about current program and facility fees charged directly
to them by the Post Falls Parks & Recreation Department. The majority of respondents feel that
fees are either acceptable (38‐45 percent) or they do not know (43‐49 percent).
Figure 26
Facility and Program Fees
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Potential Impact of Fee Increases
Respondents were asked, “If adjustments to fees were made due to increasing costs to provide
the programs or services you use or the facilities you visit, which of the following best describes
the potential impact, if any, fee increases would have on your current level of participation.”
Moderate fee increases would have little (26 percent) or no impact (30 percent) on the majority
of respondents’ ability to participate. About 1 in 5, however, said that moderate increases
would limit participation significantly.
Figure 27
Potential Impact of Fee Increases
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Tax Support
Respondents were asked, “Quality recreation facilities and programs cost money to provide and
maintain. How much additional property tax would you be willing to pay annually to increase
recreational opportunities in Post Falls?” As indicated, 72 percent of residents would accept at
least a small increase in property tax to support additional recreational opportunities in Post
Falls.

Figure 28
Acceptance of Additional Property Tax
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Suggestions / Open Ended Comments
The survey provided respondents with the opportunity to list any additional comments or
suggestions regarding parks, recreation facilities, open space, trails and programs provided by
Post Falls. The resulting comments cover a wide variety of issues important to residents as well
as a number of specific locations of potential improvements. The full set of comment, which
can be found in the appendix, should be viewed in order to understand the extent of issues
covered and the specific types and location of these issues.


















As Post Falls residents, we should not have to pay parking fees. Fees should be paid by out of
town people.
Allow private clubs/teams to provide snacks and refreshments (following all local and legal
standards). Develop a rules committee from team leaders and managers to interpret
competition and game rules, playoff and tournament layout.
Baseball/softball facility; splash pad
Can the porta potties‐ spend money more wisely to afford "real" restrooms
Disc Golf in Q'emiln park would be good for people. Pay to park and play would bring extra
money.
Finish the Centennial Trail through town. Many people do not know where it goes between 3rd
and Greensferry to Ross Point.
Focus on buying more open space, especially along the river. Let private business build things
like Sports and Recreation Centers‐ too expensive!
I can only stress that the number one priority should be to maintain to the highest level what we
do have first. All else is second.
I would like to see an ice arena for winter sports such as curling, hockey and figure skating
I would like to see some of the asphalt paving over property along Seltice, on the west side of the
overpass, ground up and some trees and greenery to replace it. Retrofit to current set back and
landscaping standards. Thanks!
I would love to see programs like archery, your rifle clubs. My boys are into Outdoor sports
(hunting, fishing) and not team sports such as football. Martial arts is too expensive for a family
with 2 children. We love the parks and picnic areas, and water that Post Falls have. Thank you.
Maintain trails and parks, improve security, do not build new facilities. Fund programs and use
areas with user fees, not taxes. Let private enterprise create programs that attract the poor‐
they will if the government would stop competing with other people's money.
More affordable activates for senior citizens. More benches and closer together so couples can
visit. Dog walking areas and signs for pet owners to pick up after their pets.
Mullan Ave. should have had bike lanes when it was "improved." Malfunction Junction has no
bicycle trail facilities (access from Cent. Tr. Under I‐90 to US 41). North side of town no safe
crossings over (illegible); user friendly bicycle access needed when Greens Ferry is redone.
Place to swim year round would be a healthy addition. It's hard to keep the natural river areas
clean with the "floaters" throwing cans, bottles, bags of fast food waste, etc off their rafts. I
would like to see more education to environmental issues. The majority, not the minority are
careless about garbage.
There is very little open space left above the dam and under the dam there's not much left. If
you want to increase floating traffic behind the dam it is beautiful but to hike down to the water
with everything is very hard. Might be able to pay for it by providing parking from pickup and
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drop‐off points. As a local I am very discouraged to park at Q'emiln Park as the price per hour is
way too high.
We need to keep Post Falls an outdoors city. Couer d’Alene already had the Kroc Center and we
do not need one. We have parks and outdoor activities. We should continue to focus on the
outdoors.
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Appendix B – Focus Group and Public Meeting Summaries
Post Falls, ID

Parks & Recreation Master Plan Project

Compilation of Stakeholder Focus Groups and Public Meeting Notes
February 2012
Focus Group #1: Commissions
Date & Time: February 13, 2012, 6 p.m.
Location: City Hall
Attendees: 14
1. What is your opinion of the current parks and recreation Level of Service (LOS) in Post Falls? Is the
LOS meeting expectations, or is there room for some improvements?









Need to remain focused on growing our parks as our community grows. This plan needs to look
at how we maintain and grow.
I think the department is doing a great job. I am proud of our system.
Need to pay attention to the staffing from the city perspective. We are acquiring land for new
parks, and we need to make sure we have employees available to support these locations and
the different facilities.
At the P&R commission we just accepted a new proposal for commercial use in hopes of doing
just that – raising revenue to help fund staff. We looked at the fee structure and sent this to city
council.
Gaps – off leash dog park. There is an association that raises funds and another organization
that promotes land donation – we can work with them. It can also be a natural area so we don’t
have to spend a lot of money on development.
Keep on planting street trees and park trees – keeping that program strong.
We have also talked about staycations – developing a campground within Post Falls – another
gap.

2. How important is it for the Parks and Recreation Department to seek revenue generating
opportunities? Should the Department seek opportunities to contribute to economic development?






I think we have to jump at cost share and grants at every chance we get. There is a fine line
between maintenance and acquisition. Right now we have been granted more land than we can
keep up with. We don’t want to acquire things and have them go downhill.
I think as we take on new opportunities – we are a nonessential public entity. The programs that
we run are revenue generating – covering the staff needed to run the programs. When we get
into land and maintenance – it is a tug of war that is a political thing – we need to address this. If
there is a time when our budget is cut, we don’t want to lose the ability to run those programs.
Tax payers and new council people who think certain programs are being run on the city’s
budget and they are not aware of the revenue generation that is also taking place.
We have to look at everything going on and think about everything we are doing and determine
what we can sustain.
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I don’t think we should shy away from revenue generation opportunities.
Would people tolerate an endowment model for Parks & Rec?
o Yes – you might be surprised as to where people might want to give their money.
o If this would support our growth in 5‐10 years – long enough for the money to accrue
interest – it would help us reach our goals.
o There are good opportunities out there for planned giving and endowment
opportunities. You can’t really plan on the amount but it is an overlooked opportunity.
Should the city subsidize a sports complex type of venue?
o No – perhaps funds for land acquisition but not for operations. The city needs to look at
opportunity to generate funds.
I sit on a national tournament committee – look to the business community who will reap the
benefits of hosting the tournaments in PF to help offset expenses.

3. What improvement/changes would you make to the parks and recreation system in the future?
What opportunities exist?











Foundation
More ball fields
Some sort of recreation center or dome
o We have had discussions in the past about creating a facility that could bring in
additional activities. Based on the size of the facility and a partnership with other
government agencies – it could be a focal point – multiple gyms‐ this could be a real
opportunity.
o If we build it, they would come.
o What would this look like? The trend is more about one large facility – one stop
shopping in one facility (sounds expensive)
o KROC center – more geared towards individuals though
o We are thinking more about domes – Tacoma dome, Prairie dome – we just need an
indoor open space – we don’t want to compete. Just need the space to run a volleyball
tournament, a multi‐ purpose venue. I know once you try and host an event over 250
people we don’t have many choices (one actually – Greyhound Park)
Baseball – I have 3 boys and last year we didn’t play because I couldn’t get them to their games
on Saturday and we couldn’t as a family watch
Corbin – hanging bridge – 75 acres to connect us
Rock climbing – marketability of that. If they could have that type of park more people would
come from a tourist destination.
Falls Park – upgrades – it is like a 50 year old who needs a facelift. It is a favorite spot – well used
– it just doesn’t represent all of the other pristine parks we have.
o When we upgrade it we should also add lights
o It is a historical place – it could be a great, themed park for our community
I am not a commissioner but my kids play youth sports. Would like to see more indoor spaces –
be it through school district or Parks & Rec. Also along the river – need easement so I am not on
private property when I walk my dog. Also need to improve the Centennial trail. Some of the
trail is really bad. As an adult you can figure it out but I wouldn’t take a kid.

4. What are potential partnership opportunities?
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Panhandle Parks Foundation – donation of land for parks – Coeur d’Alene foundation but they
want to broaden to the region
Kootenai County – raise money for off leash parks
Municipalities should work with each other. Be it schools, departments, within Post Falls and
beyond.
With people who want to purchase trees – memorial tree program
Centered a lot on parks – haven’t said much about the cemetery or the urban forestry program
Urban Renewal Districts – I am thinking of the Riverbend district in regards to access to the river
Think outside of the box in regards to partnerships. Grants are now about partnerships – be it
land donations, or volunteers – partnerships are key.
$350‐400K total for the state from Land & Water conservation – not much.

5. How do you think the citizens of Post Falls prefer to pay for the improvements or enhancements
they wish to have (capital and operating)?




In my opinion is depends on the perception of the community. It depends on what people
perceive they are getting back. I think it would be accepted but you have to communicate this.
The reputation is already there – lots of public support – people value the system and would be
willing to pay.
User fees are not always applicable
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Focus Group #2: Outdoor & Adventure Recreation
Date & Time: February 13, 2012, 7:30 p.m.
Location: City Hall
Attendees: 9
1. What are the strengths of the open space, trails, parks, and recreation services and facilities in the
Post Falls?











Use parks in the summer for family picnics, playgrounds, etc. – rental pavilions, White Pines is a
favorite spot
Natural topography and geography of area, enhance access to existing areas and advertising
Ride bikes to parks – some trails are a strength
River recreation – Riverwatch program to promote safety, water quality focus
Cooperation with many groups – Avista, City, organizations
Corbin Park disc golf course – brings in a lot of new people, beautiful setting, multiuse groups
Parks and recreation staff
Destination parks with climbing – anchors have been maintained, river access, etc.
Access to the natural environment is excellent – trails, river, access is good – variety
Quality

2. What are some key or unique features that set Post Falls apart from other areas?






White water use
Dam creates a bay for boating and skiing (4 months)
City government and Parks and Recreation Department are very helpful and easy to work with –
special events; examples in state government
Number of parks and access points in comparison to the number of people – ramps, trailheads
Amount of open prairie that hasn’t been developed

3. What are improvements?
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Trails connections – getting to Centennial Trail, connect to neighborhoods (to North, new
developments) – street separated trails; connections to parks; north/south connections
Trail system on Spokane Street
Awareness in neighboring communities about recreational opportunities – enhance website,
highlight to people not familiar with the area – how do I get there, what is there to do;
interactive map; City of Nelson, BC is a good example of an interactive website that builds on
the recreational amenities
Whitewater – nine play features but two fall in Idaho (Corbin Park is one of them), Corbin Park –
add groomed trail near whitewater area, provide access to restroom, area is currently isolated in
this corner of the park), Avista is working on another; Whitewater Park in Corbin Park – look at
Boise example
BLM pump house site – belongs to Post Falls, waterfront and beach area, only place for people
on east end to have park and beach; this needs to be addressed in the plan
City can work in partnership with the County, think regionally
Access to river – Avista is working on trail parkway, Corbin Park access is good – but signage
could be improved; people don’t know it exists; many users enjoying the park
The City of Post Falls, Idaho




Not many access points that are trailer‐friendly; Corbin Park not designed well for this – west
section of the park may be an opportunity; Stateline – flat area on the south bank (Spokane
River Forum is working on)
Rails to trails opportunities

4. What are priority areas for open space land preservation in Post Falls?






More public access to public waterways
Lower fifth canyon – private logging of some public areas; camping opportunities; acquisition
opportunities for preservation; need to work with private property owners; some quality
climbing and trail opportunities; access opportunities to the river
Parkland to the north as the city grows
Opportunities to protect the aquifer in the north – land holding to potentially use as parkland;
filter park; land application area; Rathdrum Prairie right of way for trail corridor to Hayden;
buffer area between the communities
Opportunities for disc golf and low impact development

5. How can the Department of Parks and Recreation best partner or collaborate with other
organizations?









Access Fund – acquiring property, City could be more involved in an Adopt a Crag at Q’emiln
Park
Collaboration with educational institutions, better coordination, engaging graduate students
Churches – may be some opportunities for use of gyms, etc.; tap into volunteers
Local clubs to work on fundraising, volunteer improvements
Friends of the Whitewater group in Spokane
Lake City Trail Builders – North Idaho focus, looking for public land projects
Outreach to groups based on the project
North Idaho Disc Golf Club

6. What are top parks, recreation, and open space priorities for the Department to address in the next
5‐10 years?







North /South trail connections
Refine existing parks along the river
More parks on the north and south of the river and tie in connections
Access, enhancing what you already have, linking parks, partnerships
Keep a regional focus – part of North Idaho, get identity out as a destination; sometimes Post
Falls gets looked over
Disc golf
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Focus Group #3: Recreation Special Interest
Date & Time: February 13, 2012 – 7:30 p.m.
Location: City Hall
Attendees: 11
1. What do you believe to be the most essential (of critical importance) services the Post Falls Parks
and Recreation Department provides the community? Why do you see it/them as essential?














Affordable sports, learning opportunities, exercise, under $40
Dance, affordable, introduction to dance, opportunities to try
Comparable opportunities to private opportunities, affordable
Sports, dance
Camps, outdoor activities, summer camps, getting kids outside
Sports, dance, can get them to practice, location, convenience
Opportunities for community building, opportunities for parents to become involved
Jobs, camp counselors
Adult classes, social opportunities, chance to get together, creativity avenues, approachable
Chance to try something without feeling locked into something
Variety
Community events, special events build community
Social event s and ability to try new things

2. What indoor or outdoor facilities in the Post Falls area do you use for recreational
programs/activities?






Peak recreation facility partnership
Tree House building – better than the shack house‐wonderful building
Dance classes at the Tree House are limited
Schools
Can use open turf area for outdoors sports practices

3. What are the key strengths of the programs and facilities operated by the Post Falls Parks and
Recreation Department?





Tree House works great for art classes
Good quality programs for the cost
Reputation of existing programs
Provide regional access to programs at a fair price

4. What improvements/changes would you make to the parks and recreation system?
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Better dance facility – more room
Need art building with a kiln
Better parking at Tree House
Safer facility for dance/art
Better flooring – place to separate parents from dance class
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Multi‐use facility for arts, dance
Gyms with seating areas for spectators and families
No late practice/game times for youth
A pool for swim lessons‐swim program

5. Are there opportunities for partnerships to improve or expand outdoor athletic facilities and/or
programs? If yes, please describe.








Peak Health & Wellness Center
Partner with neighboring cities – tri city league for teen sports
Kroc Center may be starting theater program, CYT programs are costly
Ballroom studios? But conflict of interest with other dance studios
Schools works pretty good
Tap into Burlington Northern
Market outside the city boundary – small difference in resident vs. nonresident fees

6. Are there programs/services or facilities you would like to see that are not currently offered?












Multi‐use facility
Expanded offerings
Pre‐school programs expanded
Summer day camp is great – with lunch at elementary school
Nice that covered tents are available for Cub Scouts
Extend the age range on some of the programs/sports into high school age
Teen coordinator, teen outings
Non‐competitive sports offerings
Theatre program
More practices for youth sports and practice time (limited to 1 hr per week)
Swim lessons‐swim program needed; Kroc Center too crowded and too far away

7. In your opinion, what should be the top Recreational facility and/or program priorities in the next 5‐
10 years? Why?










Kroc Center is too far
Need a smaller center in Post Falls
Pool, gym, multi‐purpose room type facility… not a big expensive rec center
Functional facility that could be expanded
Indoor more important than outdoor sports complex
Outdoor sports complex limited to a few months a year while indoor used year around
Tolerance may be limited to support facilities based on Kroc Center experience
Tolerance for slight increase in fees for new facility but little tolerance for bond
Cost of new schools and levy on schools is a drain on taxpayers
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Focus Group #4: School District
Date & Time: February 14, 2012 – 1:30 a.m.
Location: City Hall
Attendees: 3 (Beck Ford, Barney Brewton, Katrina Kelly)
1. What types of feedback do you hear from community members while working with the parks? What
do you see (e.g., user behaviors)?



Community is happy to use the school buildings
Observation by maintenance staff – have found some alcohol left by adult users, but not a parks
and recreation issue

2. What are strengths of the Post Falls parks and recreation system? What is working well?







Partnership is running smooth
Other community members come
We benefit – got new bleachers
MOU has evolved and improved, better communication; it’s working
Win/Win
Good staff oversight and monitoring

3. What are the key issues and values in Post Falls that need to be considered through the planning
process for this Master Plan?


Has been a bedroom community; people now expressing interest in wanting to be a community;
want to be self sufficient and have more local services

4. What are opportunities? What improvement/changes would you make to the parks and recreation
system?
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Community uses facilities – need more gyms, tennis courts, etc.; high demand for existing
facilities
Need more indoor facilities like gyms; get requests for indoor soccer and places to practice
indoor catching
Indoor play facilities with a climbing wall, etc. when the weather is bad
More fields, tennis courts, fieldhouse (have looked at concept for high school level), soccer
Trails that connect north/south to get to Centennial Trail
Disc golf and dog park is popular in Coeur d’Alene
Softball and baseball school facilities – have to turn people away
Joint development of facilities – built River City (newest school)– City was not able to add on a
double gym at the time it was built; remodeling of River City Middle School is planned –
expanding the gym (adding on 2nd floor, etc.)
Community would be receptive to supporting a joint school/park project – school bonds have
been in the high 70% support; broad appeal – adults and kids benefit, the whole community
benefits
Shared facility with the Boys and Girls Club (new building will be taking out some ballfields)
Skatepark is popular; hope is to expand to include adventure course like BMX, etc.
The City of Post Falls, Idaho



Geocaching – exploring open spaces

5. What barriers and challenges exist that you think must be resolved in order to provide parks and
recreation services to the community?






New families to the community need information about services
Low income families and cost of sporting equipment, etc.; poverty issues
Safe routes to school concerns, no bike lanes, no sidewalks in many areas
Participation in before and after school program has gone down – perception is the economy
may be a factor
Not a lot of activities for middle school age – they are hanging out at the library now; Boys and
Girls Club new facility should address some of this

6. Are there any other things we should be aware of moving forward so that this process is as effective
as possible?




Quantity issues not a quality issue – need more indoor
Identify large grant opportunities – but these opportunities are diminishing
Sponsorship opportunities
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Focus Group #5: Youth
Date & Time: February 14, 2012 – 3:30 p.m.
Location: City Hall
Attendees: 8
1. When you have free time, what do you do for recreation? (Small group activity)
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Doing something active
Soccer (2)
Basketball (2)
White water rafting/kayaking
Baseball
Swimming
Music
Rock climbing
Hiking/running (2)
Camping
Fishing (2)
Hunting (2)
Skiing/snowboarding
Football
Golf
Rugby
Tennis weights
Track
Sleepovers
Wakeboarding
Repelling
Hang gliding
Hanging out with friends
Acting
Dancing
Swimming
Sleeping
Eating
Camping
Roadtrips
Photography
Texting
Giving makeovers
Track
Skateboarding
Disc golf
Ultimate Frisbee
Volleyball

The City of Post Falls, Idaho

2. What needs to be improved (i.e., fixed, changed, added regarding recreation facilities, etc.)?













Wish they had a whitewater park in Corbin Park
Bike jump area (some build their own); BMX like in Cherry Hill in Coeur d’Alene
Open gym times where you don’ t have to pay
Place to work out and have fun; fitness or community center
Community pool; place to practice rolls with kayak
Mountain biking areas at Cable Peak; parking and trailhead is needed (private land)
Black Bay – garbage in the park, it’s a party spot
Snowboarding club; there is one at the high school but not middle school; discount pricing
would be nice
Parks on the north eastern side are needed; most are on the southwestern side
Community centers – Kroc Center is crowded and far away
Boat rentals
Like parks with shady spaces to hang out and grassy areas to kick a ball around

3. What programs or special events would you like to participate in that are not currently available in
Post Falls?








Sky diving
Hang gliding
Climbing – not a lot of people have gear, department could loan out equipment
Singing/choir/music – many benefits
More high school programs for soccer, basketball, etc. – more recreational and less competitive;
co‐ed; club sports/off season are expensive
Recreation variety – cultural arts, etc.; more sports
More music concerns, open mics (have one at the Coffee Cottage)

4. Where do you get your information about events and activities? What is the best way for the City to
communicate with you and provide you information?






Program Guide in the mail
Billboards
TV ads
Internet
Facebook

5. What are top parks, recreation, and open space priorities for the City to address in the future?




Top Priority: Community center – someplace for the whole family, year‐round recreation, extra
space for clubs and multipurpose rooms
More high school sports recreational programs, especially soccer
Community events, movie’s and concerts in the park, etc.
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Focus Group #6: Sports/Athletics
Date & Time: February 14, 2012, 6 p.m.
Location: City Hall
Attendees: 10 (plus two staff)
1. What indoor or outdoor facilities in the Post Falls area do you use for athletic programs/activities?







Using local schools – in need of a local community center. Can be a challenge though to get time
in the schools.
Gyms, multiple soccer fields, Warren fields, t‐ball fields
Warren fields, school gyms (Ponderosa or Mullen Trail)
Men’s baseball – Bret James & the high school fields – Rathdrum fields as well
Travel to Spokane Valley with a league
Is Quad Field still available? It is just sitting there. Who still owns it? The department was able to
purchase the backstop, the lights for a nominal fee but not the land due to the ownership
structure.

2. What are the strengths of the current indoor and outdoor facilities for athletic programs/activities?






All the sites we use are great – the elementary schools (Breck, Woodbridge) inside and out are
great. The schools are fairly new – we just need more.
Distribution is really good also
Challenges – the small gym facilities in the elementary schools, the fact that there is one gym for
the high school, no performing arts facility so athletic programs are bumped for concerts, etc.
Kroc Center – 400 person auditorium is where lots of the performing arts concerts are held.
Can only be in the schools from 6‐9:30 so the custodians can clean and close the building by
10PM. School district is now contracting for these services to staying open later is not an option.

3. What other improvement/changes would you make to the parks and recreation system?
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Can we enhance what we currently have? No – there is no room in many of them. You could pull
out the bleachers so you could get more kids in but then no one can watch then.
High School – can expand. A plan for a second gym & an 800 person auditorium but a levy is
needed to support these expansions. Middle School can also expand.
Also need a new community center. This community needs both – the school expansions plus
the community center.
What would the community center look like? Gyms, indoor soccer facility, swimming pool would
be wonderful.
School levies have passed to support the educational component of the schools but the funding
for the sports aspects was either not passed or isn’t even presented for a vote.
We are good on the baseball fields and soccer fields – no – disagree on the baseball fields. Need
practice fields for youth in particular.
Indoor soccer facility with dual use for indoor baseball training. A new facility is coming in
Commerce – privately owned but a facility for practice. $75.00/hour
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The Hub Sports Center – a large warehouse with 5 basketball courts, 10 drop down volleyball
courts in Liberty Lake. Private – used to be a country club. Just hosted a wrestling tournament.
Not sure what the fee structure is.
Eastern Washington University is the model for this community – basketball courts, baseball,
and indoor track. It is a big shell and then they drop the amenities in to support basketball,
soccer, baseball, volleyball.
The concept of a flexible space is key. Something that can also be built out.
We have a lot of outdoor space for youth but nothing for adults

4. Are there opportunities for partnerships to improve or expand outdoor athletic facilities and/or
programs? If yes, please describe.





Always looking for grant opportunities. Fewer and fewer opportunities though for pure athletic
opportunities. When the emphasis on the educational component overlaps with the program,
we go for it.
Need to establish a steering group to tell the powers that be that with recreation, we create
better students, better citizens. This steering committee would be able to influence the decision
makers into seeing that recreation is important. Need fields and facilities for the youth – four
our community.
Parents do help with park maintenance and host work days where they can volunteer in the
park.

5. In your opinion, what should be the top sports/athletic facility and/or program priorities in the next
5‐10 years? Why?






Community center – a town of our size – is it feasible?
I don’t think people would support it (community center) either
Go one school at a time and improve each location. Gather volunteers to facilitate a school
improvement day – see if the materials can be donated.
Talk to some of the partners like churches to explore those options.
80 acres purchased out on the prairie – what is happening with that?

6. In your opinion, what should be the level of focus regarding coach training, sportsmanship issues,
program scholarships, etc.?






The quality of the coaching is great. The P&R staff does a great job.
A coaching seminar prior to the beginning of each season is important
Little League – mandatory for coaches to come to training once every 3 years
Volleyball we do the same thing
90 minute free coaching training through the school district. Parks and recreation coaches are
invited.
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7. What is the role of the Parks & Rec department in providing these facilities vs. the private
companies?
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Need to look at capitalizing on more school facilities than we do now. River City middle school
for example – little league could be hosted there. The quality is not there though – not safe due
to the low quality used to build it initially.
17 years ago – soccer was one major field and then we branched out to other school grounds.
The fields we used to use have sat idle so they are no longer playable.
The scheduling of school park space is booked through the Parks and Recreation Department.
Tracy also manages the booking of the school gyms.
Another untapped resource is our churches. Some of them have gyms and outdoor spaces that
we are not working with them to access.
AU programs are the next step after Parks & Rec – parents will pay for AU level programming.
These programs use the same facilities as Parks & Rec.
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Focus Group #7: Regional Park & Recreation Directors
Date & Time: February 15, 2012 – 12 p.m.
Location: City Hall
Attendees: 3
(Nick Synder – Kootenai County, Mike Stone – City of Spokane Valley, Steve Anthony – City of Coeur d’Alene)

1. What do you believe to be the community/regional issues/problems that parks and recreation
services can help to resolve?) What opportunities exist for the Department to address these issues?














Sports facility – this region is in need of additional facilities. From a Sun Valley standpoint – it is a
need for open space.
River is also getting a tremendous amount of support
Spokane Sports Commission – looking at Spokane but they are not ignoring the other entities
River commission – state line – west focus
Centennial Trail – economic development opportunity?
Who is facilitating the regional conversation – Spokane Regional Sports Council – majority of the
funds are spent in Spokane
Hub Sports Center is in the City of Liberty Lake – lots of the private schools in North Idaho play
at the Hub Sports Center. Hub Sports Center is struggling though – up and down financially.
Started as a non‐profit five years ago.
Regional sports facility is the only way to go. Even if Post Falls would agree to manage it, other
entities would start writing checks.
County is now collecting impact fees for parks and it would make more sense to engage Post
Falls for recreation needs. County population 143K. Is there a capital plan for how the funds are
spent? Master plan process & $11M were two items that were approved for the impact fees to
finance.
Rathdrum and Hayden also collect impact fees for parks/recreation
Indoor needs? Kroc Center is taking care of needs in Coeur d’Alene. Between the schools and
P&R – there is no time left.
Center Place – regional event center doing very well. Don’t have any rec centers or indoor
facilities in Spokane Valley, but I am also not getting calls every day asking for where they can
play. Regionally though we would want to be a player. Don’t do rec programs currently so
Spokane County still supports some recreation programs.

2. What are some key or unique features that set’s Post Falls apart from other areas?






I am citizen of Post Falls – my boys actually utilize the recreation program. Top rate recreation
program. Post Falls is really going to be challenged for both indoor/outdoor facilities. As a citizen
I would like to see a recreation center. Rec program is first rate – summer camp programs – do a
great job.
Willing to adapt to the needs of their constituents. Most of the publicity is around the recreation
program. Probably as many residents as non‐residents participating.
Spokane Valley doesn’t offer a lot of recreational programming so our citizens participate in Post
Falls. Idaho is a bit of a throwback – still strong recreation staff model. Washington (state) has
made the decision to outsource the program – provide the facility.
“we will not build facilities for private entities to make a profit off our facilities” (county)
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Post Falls is on the map for boating, white water rafting, rock climbing. Unique to Post Falls – no
other county can even host those opportunities.
Avista donated the land – opening a new park next year, 2.3 acres on the river

3. What do you see as future trends for recreation/parks in this region?














Coeur d ‘Alene is losing 2 softball fields (260 games) for a new park with no expectation of
replacing them. When Quad Park closed, Coeur D Alene saw a huge influx of additional teams.
Coeur d’ Alene – cannot have alcohol in the parks
Demand is more for diamonds, less for multi‐purpose fields Coeur d’Alene
If we were going to open a sports complex – what would it look like? Post Falls could open 10
multi‐purpose fields; turf would be ideal which would allow for more use.
For practice purposes – teams seem to find anywhere to go
Idea of a synthetic field might help with an extended season
Sports are being played 12 months out of the year
Lacrosse & rugby requests in Post Falls
Skate parks/BMX parks
Pet parks (dog park at State Line – 3 acres)
Coeur d‘Alene has two dog parks – 100% funded by the users
Snow cross – snowmobile racing and motor cross (11, 250 registered motor cross riders; 50%
are racing). Super cross races – need the space of an arena. High revenue, low infrastructure.
Opportunity for outdoor concert venue (close name is Gorge at George)

4. What are the opportunities for creative financing?






Districts? Coeur d’Alene looked at a rec district – in theory it is good but it is a tough nut to
crack. The county commissioners have to set the boundaries & then those within that boundary
must agree to fund it. Coeur d’Alene hit a road block with the business community who saw just
another taxing district. Tried 6‐7 years ago.
County – recent discussion regarding a rec district. It is a control issue. County commission
would like to have say over all of their entities.
Mostly political
MOU’s and cooperative agreements are probably more appealing. Centennial trail is the best
example for this.

5. What are regional parks and recreation priorities?
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If the Hub Sports Center goes away‐ huge impact on indoor sports facility
Post Falls will be probably inheriting an ice skating rink
Four field complex – even if it is multi‐use – it would be filled. Make money on adult leagues.
Spokane has tripled their fees so many tournaments are looking to CDL now for a most cost
effective model
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Appendix C – Trends
A challenge for parks and recreation departments is to continue to understand and respond to the
changing recreation interests of those it serves. In this fast‐paced society, it is important to stay on top of
current trends impacting parks and recreation. The following information highlights relevant local,
regional, and national parks and recreational trends from various sources that may influence the Post
Falls for the next ten years.

Athletic Recreation National Trends
Sports Participation
The 2010 National Sporting Goods Association, (NSGA) survey on sports participation found some of the
top athletic activities ranked by total participation included exercise walking, exercising with equipment,
camping, swimming, bowling, and working out at athletic clubs. Additionally, the following active
recreation activities remain popular bicycle riding, hiking, running/jogging, basketball, golf, and soccer.
Table 13 further outlines the top twenty sports ranked by total participation in 2010 and the percent
change from 2009.
Table 13: Top Twenty Sports Ranked by Total Participation 2010
Sport
Total
Exercise Walking
95.8
Exercising with Equipment
55.3
Swimming
51.9
Camping (vacation/overnight)
44.7
Bicycle Riding
39.8
Bowling
39.0
Aerobic Exercising
38.5
Hiking
37.7
Workout at Club
36.3
Running/Jogging
35.5
Fishing
33.8
Weight Lifting
31.5
Basketball
26.9
Billiards/Pool
24.0
Golf
21.9
Yoga
20.2
Boating, Motor/Power
20.0
Target Shooting (net)
19.8
Hunting with Firearms
16.3
Soccer
13.5

% Change*
2.6%
‐3.4%
3.4%
‐12.0%
4.3%
‐13.3%
16.3%
10.9%
‐5.3%
10.3%
2.8%
‐8.8%
10.1%
14.8%
‐2.0%
28.1%
‐16.2%
0.3%
‐13.5%
‐0.3%

*Percent Change is from 2009
Source: NSGA 2010
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The Ten‐year History of Sports Participation Report, published by NSGA, shows national trends in team
sports and individual sports. Overall participation trends indicate a decrease in general. Team sports
such as basketball, soccer, tackle football, softball, and volleyball had an increase in participation
through 2008; however, by 2010, they show a decline. Since publication of the report, lacrosse has
become one of the country’s fastest growing team sports. Participation in high school lacrosse has
almost doubled this decade. An estimated 1.2 million Americans over age seven have played lacrosse
within the previous year. Individual sports show an increase in backpacking, swimming, boating,
camping, and exercising with equipment. Table 14 illustrates a ten year change in participation for
selected activities including both team sports and individual sports.
Table 14: Ten‐Year History of Sports Participation (in millions) 2000‐2010
Aerobic Exercising
Backpack/Wilderness Camp
Basketball
Bicycle Riding
Billiards/Pool
Boating, Motor/Power
Bowling
Camping
Canoeing
Cheerleading
Exercise Walking
Exercising with Equipment
Fishing
Football (tackle)
Golf
Hiking
Hockey (ice)
Hunting w/Bow & Arrow
Hunting with Firearms
In‐Line Roller Skating
Mountain Biking (off road)
Muzzleloading
Paintball Games
Racquetball
Running/Jogging
Scooter Riding
Skateboarding
Skiing(alpine)
Snowboarding
Soccer
Softball
Swimming
Target Shooting
Target Shooting – Airgun
Tennis
Volleyball
Water Skiing
Weight Lifting
Workout at Club
Wrestling

2010
38.5
11.1
12.5
26.9
39.8
20
39
44.7
N/A
N/A
95.8
55.3
33.8
9.3
21.9
37.7
3.3
5.2
16.3
7.4
7.2
3.1
6.1
N/A
35.5
7.4
7.7
7.4
6.1
13.5
10.8
51.9
19.8
5.3
12.3
10.6
5.2
31.5
36.3
2.9

2008
36.2
13
15.2
29.7
44.7
27.8
49.5
49.4
10.3
2.9
96.6
63
42.2
10.5
25.6
38
1.9
6.2
18.8
9.3
10.2
3.4
6.7
N/A
35.9
10.1
9.8
6.5
5.9
15.5
12.8
63.5
20.3
5
12.6
12.2
5.6
37.5
39.3
N/A

2006
33.7
13.3
14.6
26.7
35.6
29.3
44.8
48.6
7.1
3.8
87.5
52.4
40.6
11.9
24.4
31
2.6
5.9
17.8
10.5
8.5
3.7
8
4
28.8
9.5
9.7
6.4
5.2
14
12.4
56.5
17.1
5.6
10.4
11.1
3.6
32.9
37
N/A

2004
29.5
15.3
15.9
27.8
40.3
22.8
43.8
55.3
7.5
3.8
84.7
52.2
41.2
8.6
24.5
28.3
2.4
5.8
17.7
11.7
8
3.8
9.4
N/A
26.7
12.9
10.3
6.3
6.6
13.3
12.5
53.4
19.2
5.1
9.6
11.8
5.3
26.2
31.8
N/A

2002
29
14.8
15.6
28.9
39.7
26.6
42.4
55.4
7.6
N/A
82.2
46.6
44.2
7.8
27.1
27.2
2.1
4.6
19.5
18.8
7.8
3.6
6.9
N/A
24.7
13.4
9.7
7.4
5.6
13.7
13.6
53.1
18.9
4.1
11
11.5
6.9
25.1
28.9
N/A

2000
28.6
15.4
15.6
27.1
43.1
24.2
43.1
49.9
6.2
N/A
86.3
44.8
49.3
7.5
26.4
24.3
1.9
4.7
19.1
21.8
7.1
2.9
5.3
3.2
22.8
11.6
9.1
7.4
4.3
12.9
14
60.7
14.8
3
10
12.3
5.9
24.8
24.1
N/A

Source: NSGA 2010
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The City of Post Falls 2012 Community Survey indicated that Youth Sports
ranked third (59%) in terms of importance to residents. When asked about
needs being met, adult leagues ranked third highest (63%).

Youth Sports
Specific offerings for children’s fitness are slowly increasing in recreation facilities. Facilities are offering
more youth‐specific exercise equipment. Individualized youth sports training opportunities are
becoming more popular as well. For youth ages 7 to 11, bowling, bicycle riding, and fishing had the
highest number of participants in 2010; however, ice hockey, mountain biking, and tennis saw the
highest percent of increase of the sports in 2010. Important to note of the six mentioned sports above,
ice hockey is the only team sport. In‐line skating experienced the largest percentage decrease in
participation followed by scooter riding and fishing.

Youth athletic leagues were ranked third in preference (32%) in the 2012 Post
Falls Community Survey in Top Three Programs to be Added, Expanded, or
Improved.

Aquatics National Trends
According to the NSGA, swimming ranked third in terms of participation in 2010. There is an increasing
trend towards indoor leisure and therapeutic pools. Additional amenities like “spray pads” are becoming
increasingly popular as well. Post Falls does not currently have an indoor pool. In the summer, residents
swim in the Spokane River. The 2012 Post Falls Community Survey indicated a high interest in adding
spray pads in the future. There was also interest expressed in adding a Community Center with indoor
aquatics in the future.

Baby Boomer/Older Adult Trends – Planning for the Demographic Shift
Baby boomers are those born between 1946 and 1964, as stated in Leisure Programming for Baby
Boomers, authored by Cochran, Rothschadl, and Rudick in 2009.They are a generation that consists of
nearly 76 million Americans. Beginning in 2011, this influential population will begin their transition out
of the workforce. As baby boomers enter retirement, they will be looking for opportunities in fitness,
sports, outdoors, arts and cultural events, and other activities that suit their lifestyles. With their varied
life experiences, values, and expectations, baby boomers are predicted to redefine the meaning of
recreation and leisure programming for mature adults.
In the leisure profession, this generation’s devotion to exercise and fitness is an example of its influence
on society. When boomers entered elementary school, President John Kennedy initiated the President's
Council on Physical Fitness; physical education and recreation became a key component of public
education. As boomers matured and moved into the workplace, they took their desire for exercise and
fitness with them. Park and recreation professionals are faced with new approaches to provide both
passive and active programming for older adults. Jeffrey Ziegler, a past president of the Arizona Parks
and Recreation Association identified “Boomer Basics” in his article, "Recreating Retirement: How Will
Baby Boomers Reshape Leisure in Their 60s?” in Parks and Recreation magazine, published in 2002.
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Boomer Basics
Boomers are known to work hard, play hard, and spend hard. They have always been fixated with all
things youthful. Boomers typically respond that they feel ten years younger than their chronological age.
Their nostalgic mindset keeps boomers returning to the sights and sounds of their 1960s youth culture.
Swimming pools have become less of a social setting and much more of an extension of boomers' health
and wellness program. Because boomers have, in general, a high education level, they'll likely continue
to pursue education as adults and into retirement.
Boomers will look to park and recreation professionals to give them opportunities to enjoy many life‐
long hobbies and sports. When programming for this age group, a customized experience to cater to
their need for self‐fulfillment, healthy pleasure, nostalgic youthfulness, and individual escapes will be
important. Recreation trends will shift from games and activities that boomers associate with senior
citizens. Ziegler suggests activities such as bingo, bridge, and shuffleboard will likely be avoided because
boomers relate these activities to being old. Boomers will reinvent what being a 65‐year‐old means.
Parks and recreation agencies need to adapt programming to these trends.

Recreation Facility National Trends
According to Recreation Management magazine’s “2011 State of the Industry Report,” national trends
show an increased user‐base of recreation facilities. To meet that growing need, a majority of the 2011
State of the Industry Survey respondents (60.3%) reported that they have plans to build new facilities or
make additions or renovations to their existing facilities over the next three years. Nearly a quarter
(24.2%) of respondents said they have plans to build new facilities, and just over a quarter (25.9%) said
they plan to add to their existing facilities. Another 43.6 percent are planning renovations.
Also according to the report, parks and recreation respondents said that the average amount planned
for construction for parks fell by 12.7 percent, from an average of $3,907,000 in last year's survey, to
$3,411,000 this year. There was very little change in the types of features and amenities included in the
facilities of the survey respondents from last year to this year. The most commonly found features
include locker rooms (57.5% of respondents have locker rooms); classrooms and meeting rooms
(57.4%), bleachers and seating (56.8%); outdoor sports courts for basketball, tennis, etc. (54.1%); and
concession areas (53.9%).
The current national trend is toward “one‐stop” indoor recreation facilities to serve all ages. Large,
multi‐purpose regional centers help increase cost recovery, promote retention, and encourage cross‐
use. Agencies across the U.S. are increasing revenue production and cost recovery. Multi‐use facilities
verses specialized space is a trend, offering programming opportunities as well as free‐play
opportunities. “One stop” facilities attract young families, teens, and adults of all ages.
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Amenities and specialty parks that are still considered “alternative” but increasing in popularity include
the following:
 Climbing walls
 Cultural art facilities
 Green design techniques and certifications such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED). A recent Building Commissioners Association (BCA) survey indicated that 52
percent of the recreation industry survey respondents said they were willing to pay more for
green design knowing that it would significantly reduce or eliminate the negative impact of
buildings on the environment and occupants.
 Two of the emerging specialty parks include skate parks and adult fitness parks. The Sporting
Goods Manufacturers Association estimates there are about 1,000 skateboard parks in the
United States.
Outdoor fitness equipment provides a new opportunity for park and recreation departments to increase
the health of their communities, while offering them the opportunity to exercise outdoors. Such
equipment can increase the usage of parks, trails, and other outdoor amenities while helping to fight the
obesity epidemic and increase the community’s interaction with nature.

Fitness and Health National Trends
There have been many changes in fitness programs in the last ten years. What clients wanted then is not
necessarily what they want today. Fitness programs that have increased in popularity in the last ten
years include outdoor exercise, boot camp, personal training, post‐rehabilitation, dance fitness, and
sport‐specific training. Declining programs include health fairs, sports clinics, aerobics, stress‐
management classes, and weight‐management classes. (IDEA Health and Fitness Association)
The American College of Sports Medicine’s (ACSM’s) Health and Fitness Journal conducted a survey to
determine trends that would help create a standard for health and fitness programming. Table 15 shows
survey results that focus on trends in the commercial, corporate, clinical, and community health and
fitness industry. The Worldwide Survey indicates the following shift in fitness trends between 2011 and
2012.
Table 15: Worldwide Fitness Trends for 2011 and for 2012
2011
2012
1. Educated and experienced fitness
1. Educated and experienced fitness
professionals
professionals
2. Fitness programs for older adults
2. Strength training
3. Strength training
3. Fitness programs for older adults
4. Children and obesity
4. Exercise and weight loss
5. Personal training
5. Children and obesity
6. Core training
6. Personal training
7. Exercise and weight loss
7. Core training
8. Boot camp
8. Group personal training
9. Functional fitness
9. Zumba and other dance workouts
10. Physician referrals
10. Functional fitness
Source: American College of Sport Medicine
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Zumba and other dance workouts and group personal training were added to the top ten fitness trends
in 2012.

Health and Obesity Trends
The United Health Foundation has ranked Idaho 19th in its 2011 State Health Rankings, down ten ranks
from 2010.
Idaho’s biggest strengths include:
 Low incidence of infectious disease
 Low rate of preventable hospitalizations
 Low violent crime rate
Some of the challenges that Idaho faces include:
 Limited availability of primary care physicians
 Low immunization coverage
 High rate of uninsured population
In the last decade the annual improvement in America’s health has declined 69 percent compared to the
1990s (comparison is based on the annual growth rate from 1990 to 2000). Obesity continues to be a
serious issue in America, growing at an epidemic rate—almost tripling since 1990. In fact, about 1 in
every 3 adults is currently considered obese. This statistic illustrates the importance of intercepting the
epidemic in youth. Currently 27.5 percent of people in the United States are obese.
Healthy Lifestyle Trends
The health care issue is front and center. Park and recreation departments are finding they are in a
position to be a catalyst in creating healthy lifestyles in communities. Steps such as assessments, policy
creation, financial analysis, and management process are occurring around the country to create and
validate a method for building healthy communities and gaining credibility as a public health provider.
According to a study published in the Journal of Environmental Science and Technology in February of
2011, research indicates that outdoor exercise is healthier than gym workouts. Researchers found that
going for a run outdoors is better than exercising in the gym, because it has a positive impact on mental,
as well as physical health. Levels of tension, confusion, anger, and depression were found to be lowered.
This aligns with the trend of adult fitness playgrounds that are popping up all over the world. There is
also a link between health and the built environment. Communities are increasingly incorporating active
living and physical activity into daily routines.
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Events and Festivals
From the early 1980s, there has been a process that can be characterized as “festivalization,” which has
been linked to the economic restructuring of towns and cities and the drive to develop communities as
large‐scale platforms for “cultural experiences.” There is an interest in the Post Falls area in special
events, which are not only attractive to residents but often to visitors as well.
The City ranked special events high in the 2012 Community Survey – first in Program
Needs Being Met, second in Importance of Programs, and second Most Important to
Expand or Add.

General Programming Trends – National Trends
One of the most common concerns in the recreation industry is creating innovative programming to
draw participants into facilities and services. Once in, participants recognize the many benefits.
According to Recreation Management magazine’s, June 2011 “State of the Industry Report,” the most
popular programs, offered by more than half of the survey respondents include holiday events and
other special events (64.3 %); fitness programs (61.1%); educational programs (60.4%); day camps and
summer camps (56.3%); mind‐body/balance programs such as yoga, tai chi, Pilates and martial arts
(51.4%); and youth sports teams (50.7%). Sports training was not in the top ten; however, golf
instruction and tennis lessons are a fast paced trend.
The report also suggested slightly less than a third (31.9%) of respondents indicated that they are
planning to add additional programs at their facilities over the next three years. The most common
types of programming they are planning to add include:
 Fitness programs (planned by 26.8% of respondents planning to add programs)
 Educational programs (25%)
 Teen programming (24%)
 Mind‐body/balance programs (22.5%)
 Active older adults (20.9%)
 Day camps and summer camps (20.8%)
 Environmental education (20.3%)
 Individual sports activities (18.9% )
 Holiday events and other special events (18.6%)
 Sports tournaments or races (18%)
Intergenerational programming is still in demand. While parents are finding themselves hitting the gym,
they are in need of programs for children at the same time.
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Marketing
Niche marketing trends have experienced change more frequently than ever before as technology
affects the way the public receives information. Web 2.0 tools and now Web 3.0 tools are a trend for
agencies to use as a means of marketing programs and services. Popular social media marketing tools
include:
 Facebook
 Twitter
 You Tube
 Tagged
 LinkedIn
Mobile marketing is a trend of the future. Young adults engage in mobile data applications at much
higher rates than adults in age brackets 30 and older. Usage rates of mobile applications demonstrate
that chronologically across four major age cohorts, millennials tend to get information more frequently
using mobile devices such as smart phones. For example, 95 percent of 18‐to‐29‐year‐old cell phone
owners send and receive text messages, compared to 82 percent of 30‐to‐49‐year‐olds, 57 percent of
50‐to‐64‐year‐olds, and 19 percent of 65 and older. It is also a fact that minority Americans lead the way
when it comes to mobile access. Nearly two‐thirds of African‐Americans (64%) and Latinos (63%) are
wireless internet users, and minority Americans are more likely to own a cell phone than are their white
counterparts (87% of African‐Americans and Hispanics own a cell phone, compared with 80% of whites).

Natural Environments and Open Space
Economic and Health Benefits of Parks
There are numerous economic and health benefits of parks, including the following:
 Trails, parks, and playgrounds are among the five most important community amenities
considered when selecting a home.
 Research from the University of Illinois shows that trees, parks, and green spaces have a
profound impact on people’s health and mental outlook. US Forest Service research indicates
that when the economic benefits produced by trees are assessed, total value can be two to six
times the cost for tree planting and care.
 Fifty percent of Americans regard outdoor activities as their main source of exercise.
According to the 2012 Community Survey, trails ranked at the top of
the list of the Most Important Outdoor Facilities to Add or Expand.
The Trust for Public Land has published a report titled: “The Benefits of Parks: Why America Needs More
City Parks and Open Space.” The report makes the following observations about the health, economic,
environmental, and social benefits of parks and open space:
 Physical activity makes people healthier.
 Physical activity increases with access to parks.
 Contact with the natural world improves physical and physiological health.
 Residential and commercial property values increase.
 Value is added to community and economic development sustainability.
 Benefits of tourism are enhanced.
 Trees are effective in improving air quality and act as natural air conditioners.
 Trees assist with storm water control and erosion.
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Crime and juvenile delinquency are reduced.
Recreational opportunities for all ages are provided.
Stable neighborhoods and strong communities are created.

Nature Programming
The National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) sent out a survey to member agencies in order to
learn more about the programs and facilities that public park and recreation agencies provide to
connect children and their families with nature. A summary of the results follow:
 Sixty‐eight percent (68%) of public park and recreation agencies offer nature‐based
programming, and 61 percent have nature‐based facilities.
 The most common programs include nature hikes, nature‐oriented arts and crafts, fishing‐
related events, and nature‐based education in cooperation with local schools.
 When asked to describe the elements that directly contribute to their most successful programs,
agencies listed staff training as most important followed by program content and number of
staff/staff training.
 When asked what resources would be needed most to expand programming, additional staff
was most important followed by funding.
 Of the agencies that do not currently offer nature‐based programming, 90 percent indicated
that they want to in the future. Additional staff and funding were again the most important
resources these agencies would need going forward.
 The most common facilities include: nature parks/preserves, self‐guided nature trails, outdoor
classrooms, and nature centers.
 When asked to describe the elements that directly contribute to their most successful facilities,
agencies listed funding as most important followed by presence of wildlife and community
support.

Outdoor Recreation
Local parks and recreation departments are a common place for residents to look when getting outside
for leisure activities. It is often the mission of parks departments as well as private or non‐profits to get
more people outdoors.
The Outdoor Foundation released the 2011 Participation in Outdoor Recreation Report. The report
highlights participation in outdoor recreation in 2010 remained steady for a third year in a row,
matching levels seen in 2008. Notably in 2010, ethnically diverse participants made up a significantly
higher percentage of participants than in previous years, up over four percentage points since 2007 to
29.5 percent of participants. Adventure sports, including triathlon, adventure racing, backpacking,
climbing, kayaking, rafting, and scuba diving, showed significant growth in 2010 as well, up 2.3 percent
in participation as a group. Compared to 2009, youth participation in outdoor activities was flat among
ages 6 to 12, but increased slightly among ages 13 to 17 and 18 to 24. Running, biking, and camping
were popular among youth, ages 6 to 24, though bicycling and backyard, car, and RV camping continued
to see participation decreases in 2010, part of a three‐year trend.
Outdoor recreation consistently ranked high in the 2012 Community Survey:
1st in Top Three Priorities to be Added, Expanded, or Improved
1st in Importance of Programs
st
1 in Frequency of Use (average of 14 times in past year)
2nd in Needs Being Met (68%)
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Recreation and Park Administration National Trends
Municipal parks and recreation structures and delivery systems have changed, and more alternative
methods of delivering services are emerging. Certain services are being contracted out and cooperative
agreements with non‐profit groups and other public institutions are being developed. Newer partners
include the health system, social services, justice system, education, the corporate sector, and
community service agencies. These partnerships reflect both a broader interpretation of the mandate of
parks and recreation agencies and the increased willingness of other sectors to work together to address
community issues. The relationship with health agencies is vital in promoting wellness. The traditional
relationship with education and the sharing of facilities through joint‐use agreements is evolving into
cooperative planning and programming aimed at addressing youth inactivity levels and community
needs.
Listed below are additional administrative national trends:
 Level of subsidy for programs is lessening and more “enterprise” activities are being developed,
thereby allowing subsidy to be used where deemed appropriate.
 Information technology allows for better tracking and reporting.
 Pricing is often determined by peak, off‐peak, and off‐season rates.
 More agencies are partnering with private, public, and non‐profit groups.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) ‐ Compliance
On September 14, 2010, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) issued an amended regulation
implementing the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA 2010 Standards). On March 15, 2011, the
amended act became effective, and for the first time in history, includes recreation environment design
requirements. Compliance with the regulations was to be effective March 15, 2012. This includes design
and construction requirements and a three‐year transition. By March 15, 2015 implementation of the
three‐year transition plan must be complete.

Trend Analysis Highlights
In summary, the following are key behavioral trends that may impact planning for parks and recreation.
These will be important to evaluate for future planning efforts in Post Falls.
 Trails, parks, and playgrounds are among the five most important community amenities
considered when selecting a home.
 Some of the top ten athletic activities ranked by total participation included exercise walking,
exercising with equipment, camping, swimming, bowling, and working out at athletic clubs.
 The most common programs offered in communities are holiday events and other special
events; fitness programs; educational programs; day camps and summer camps; mind‐
body/balance programs such as yoga, tai chi, Pilates, and martial arts; and youth sports teams.
 Fitness programs, educational programs, teen programs, mind body balance, and active adults
were listed at the top of the ten programs parks and recreation departments are planning to
add within the next three years.
 National trends in the delivery of parks and recreation systems reflect more partnerships and
contractual agreements reaching out to the edges of the community to support specialized
services.
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The majority of Americans agree that preserving undeveloped land for outdoor recreation is
important. A large percentage of outdoor participants also believe that developing local parks
and hiking and walking trails is important.
Web‐based niche marketing tools are becoming more popular for agencies to use as a means of
promoting programs and services, especially when targeting younger populations.
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Appendix E – Inventory Descriptions

INVENTORY DESCRIPTION
Parks
The City of Post Falls has 27 park facilities described within this section and has access to five other
parks within the planning area. The park system serves a city population of approximately 29,000.
Overall, it is highly regarded within the community and region, offering a wide variety of recreational
opportunities with quality maintenance and operation of these park facilities. Many of the parks,
particularly on the Spokane River, are also used by non‐residents from surrounding communities,
including users from across the Idaho/Washington state line.
The number of large‐acreage parks with waterfront access to the Spokane River is especially
noteworthy. In recent years, Post Falls has been diligent in acquiring parkland upon annexation of
property for residential development and through land purchases financed with parks impact fees. This
has resulted in several neighborhood parks in new subdivisions and additional parkland on the Spokane
River and elsewhere in the community.
Like many growing communities, Post Falls strives to keep up with the demand for sport fields and
facilities in its park system. It has a long‐standing relationship with the Post Falls School District in
utilizing school gymnasiums for indoor sport and recreational programs.
Post Falls is fortunate to have a portion of the Centennial Trail, a major east‐west regional multi‐purpose
trail, routed through the center of the city, providing trail connection to Spokane, Washington, and
Coeur d’ Alene.
Following is a brief description of each park and general suggestions for future improvements based on
the Level of Service Inventory analysis scoring and comments. Parks are listed alphabetically.
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4th Street Trailhead
Located in the City Center of Post Falls,
this parking area is the trailhead for the
Centennial Trail. Recently paved and
improved, it offers bike racks, benches,
picnic tables, and parking for trail users.
Possibilities should be explored to
construct a trail under I‐90 to connect
with Treaty Rock Park and city trails along
West Seltice Way from this location.

Arboretum
Located on the north and south sides of I‐90
within the city core, the Parks and Recreation
Department has been “growing” an
arboretum over the past 15‐20 years, adding
plants as budget allows and opportunities
arise. Plant identification placards have been
added recently.
Although these green strips adjacent to the
freeway do provide valuable green space,
beautification, and a location and opportunity
to grow specimen plant materials, the
experience is somewhat diminished by the
noise and proximity of the freeway. Sound
walls or heavily planted buffers, as well as
benches and walkways, would improve the
functionality of the arboretum and make the
spaces more inviting and enjoyable to visit.
The arboretum also includes the city center
gateway water features and interchange
landscaping at the Spokane Street/I‐90
interchange.
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Beck Park
A recently developed park in the
northeast quadrant of Post Falls and
located within the Prairie Meadows
residential development, Beck Park
offers a variety of new park components,
a loop trail, restrooms, parking, and a
large multi‐purpose field. The off‐street
parking is limited when used for soccer
programs and can result in conflicts from
on‐street parking with the surrounding
residents.
A shade shelter and wind breaks would
add some comfort to this very nice eight
acre park space.

Black Bay

A combined natural area and active park,
this beautiful community park is 53 acres of
prime waterfront property. Although it has
been owned by the City for many years, its
development has been gradual over the
past 15 years. Recent improvements are
lighted tennis and basketball courts on the
upper tier of the property. A beautiful deep
water bay extends into the park and
provides opportunities for swimming and
fishing.
An attractive park entry sign and
enhancement of the access road leading
into the park is recommended. The sledding
hill has a short run‐out at the base and
another location should be considered.
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Chase Fields

Acquired in a land trade with the school
district, Chase Fields is a multi‐purpose
sports field with a dual‐diamond softball
complex that includes a plaza area with
concessions, restrooms, and a playground,
which was donated and constructed by the
local Rotary Club.
Located adjacent to the River City Middle
School and surrounded by residential
neighborhoods on three sides it is a nicely
developed and valued green space.
Re‐grading of the ballfields would improve
drainage around the plaza hardscape area.
A shelter would be a nice amenity here as
well.

City Hall
Post Falls’ new City Hall anchors the
north end of the city center revitalization
efforts and provides an urban plaza
setting with seating, grass areas,
opportunities for small group gatherings,
and ample parking.
Site fixtures and equipment set the
theme for future city center upgrades.
The site is nicely landscaped and includes
a water feature in the plaza. The City Hall
sets the bar for a higher level of design
within the city center.
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Community Gardens

Corbin Anselmo

These remnant properties were put to good
use as community gardens and the facility is
“growing” as funds become available. There
is currently a demonstration garden and
community garden area, and education
classes are offered. Future plans include a
pavilion, where teaching will be offered.
The site is approximately three acres and is
easily accessible.
This recently acquired 5.4 acre property is
located adjacent to Corbin Park in
Southwest Post Falls. The former pasture
area is currently used as a multi‐purpose
field, primarily for soccer. The property has
been cleared of most vegetation except for
a nice buffer along the east property line
and around the structures.
Formerly a residential “ranchette” property
owned by the Anselmo family, the house
and outbuildings will remain as part of the
park. The house is being remodeled to be
used as a caretaker’s home for Corbin Park.
The long range plan for the property is to
link to Corbin Park as a group event area,
and possibly a RV camping area.

Corbin Park
This 28 acre waterfront community park is
located on the west side of Post Falls and
offers a variety of components for activities
such as fishing, access for rafting/kayaking,
and disc golf. Formerly a county park,
Corbin developed somewhat unplanned;
with the City assuming existing site
elements that would have been arranged
differently given an initial park master plan.
Some park components (i.e., BBQ grills) are
in need of upgrading and disc golf creates a
conflict with picnic parking.
Corbin Park is a perfect park for family or
group gatherings. Other program elements,
such as overnight camping are being
considered for this park.
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Evergreen Cemetery

Falls Park

Evergreen Cemetery is a 20 acre city‐own
Evergreen Cemetery was established around
1880, the first burial recorded was 1881. A
prairie fire prior to 1894 destroyed the
wooden markers as well as a wooden shed
which contained record books of earlier
burials. About 12 acres of the cemetery is
developed, and approximately 850
gravesites and niches are available.

A favorite tourist attraction, Falls Park has
many amenities to offer locals as well. An
interpretive kiosk, kids’ fishing pond, picnic
areas, and a playground greet the user
from the parking area. Historical
interpretive signage and overlooks of the
dam and gorge are located along a looping
trail system.
This 22 acre gem located in the city center
tells the story of how and where Post Falls
originated.
Because this park is a centerpiece for the
park system and a tourist destination,
some upgrades are needed to the
playground equipment, handrails along the
walking trail, and to the landscaping
around the parking area. Action should also
be taken to maintain open views of the
gorge, WWP bridge, and the dam from the
overlooks within the park and from I‐90.
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Hilde Kellogg Park
A five acre irrigated multi‐purpose field,
this park was dedicated to the City by its
namesake, a community activist and long‐
time state legislator. Primary use is for
soccer programs and for neighborhood
green space.
Recommended improvements include
paving of the parking area and addition of a
permanent restroom.

Karen Streeter Trail

A park node along a city trail located on the
north side of W. Seltice Way, the landscaping
and benches installed on this site provide a
passive area for trail users to rest, while
visually improving an odd shaped remnant of
city property sandwiched between two
streets.
Walking trails surfaced with asphalt grindings
may need to be replaced by asphalt paving
for a more permanent surfacing. This
exposed area will become more inviting as
trees mature and provide shade.

Kiwanis Park
Through a long‐term lease agreement with
the Kiwanis Club, this 40 acre community
waterfront park has a number of non‐sports
park components integrated into a natural
setting. The park is popular for weddings,
picnic events, family reunions and is well‐used
by neighbors as a great place to walk in the
park.
There is a small unguarded swimming beach
and natural trails throughout the park.
Facilities are new, well‐designed, and it is a
popular location for kid camps.
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Kroetch Property
Located on the south side of the Spokane
River, the recently purchased “Kroetch
property” is 80 acres of natural
undeveloped land with waterfront access.
Located south and east of Corbin Park, this
property has the potential to be connected
by pedestrian bridge across the Spokane
River. The long range vision is to make trail
connections to Q’emiln Park and into the
city.

Park in the Meadows
This five acre neighborhood park is
located in the Meadows Subdivision in
the Northwest quadrant of Post Falls.
Currently under construction, Park in the
Meadows will include a playground area,
looping trail system, open grass areas,
fitness pads, pickle ball courts, restroom,
and a sand volleyball court.

Polities Park
Polities Park is a one acre wayside green
space in the Pine Villa neighborhood of
Southeast Post Falls.
No park components are located here. It is
primarily a passive grass area, perfect for
exercising the dog.
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Q’emiln Park
Q’emiln (pronounced “ka‐mee‐lin”) Park is
Post Falls’ most heavily used and diverse park.
Located south of the Spokane River at the end
of the Spokane Street Bridge, this 78 acre park
has a guarded swimming beach, picnic areas,
several pavilions, playground, boat launch,
concession, a 40‐acre trail system that loops
along the river, and a host of other amenities.
Location of the annual community picnic and
a number of other community events,
Q’emiln also offers water access above and
below the dam, natural areas, rock climbing,
and water recreation to a regional area.
One of the oldest parks in the city, some of
the park components are in need of
upgrading (i.e., playground equipment, BBQ
grills, trail signage). Consideration should be
given to protecting riparian areas near the
climbing walls and better signage throughout
the trail system is needed. There are several
opportunities for interpretive signage and
overlooks along the river, although vandalism
is a problem in these secluded areas. Security
cameras are installed in the beach/park area.

Ross Point Pumphouse
This 1.7 acre waterfront site is located on
the east end of the city and is owned by
the Bureau of Land Management. It was
formerly a river pump site for an irrigation
district. The pump and waterlines have
been removed. The City currently has a
Memorandum of Understanding with the
BLM to maintain the property in exchange
for allowing public access as a park site.
The generally undeveloped property is
used as a swimming beach and an informal
park. A Sani‐Can restroom is provided and
parking is unimproved. There is great
opportunity for future development into a
nice waterfront park and the City is
working with the BLM to allow further
development.
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Singing Hills Park

A neighborhood park in the Singing Hills
Subdivision, this seven acre park connects to a
neighborhood trail system and includes a
playground, multi‐purpose sports field, and a
small shelter. A small parking area is available.

Skate Park
Millennium Skate Park is located on an acre
of property along a Class 2 portion of the
Centennial Trail. The park also has an open
turf area, restroom, and a parking area. The
skate park is open from sunrise to sunset
only.
Landscape improvements to the site and a
parking area would enhance this park.

Sportsman Park

This five acre park offers two baseball fields
and a restroom. Tennis courts have
recently been removed so that outfield
fences can be moved to meet regulation
distance. Smaller pickle ball courts will be
installed in their place.
A gravel parking area is located along the
east side of the fields and pavement with
shade trees should be considered.
Bleachers, dugouts, and score booths
should also be scheduled for upgrades.
Most of these improvements were
constructed by local baseball organizations
over the years.
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Syringa Park

Centrally located in the Fieldstone Subdivision,
this recently developed seven acre park has
large areas of open turf and typical
neighborhood park components grouped
within a looped perimeter trail. Park
equipment and facilities are fairly new and in
good condition.
Located on the prairie with only recently
planted trees, the park is open and exposed to
the elements. A natural or man‐made
windbreak around the core activity area would
be a welcome addition. Many of the trees
appear to be stressed.

Treaty Rock
Treaty Rock Park is the site of the legendary
treaty between Chief Seltice of the Coeur d’
Alene Indians and Fredrick Post, the Town’s
founder, which is scribed into a rock.
Unfortunately, this natural park site is difficult
to find and is exposed to the noise of I‐90.
A beautiful natural area with gravel paths,
native vegetation, and interesting rock
formations, this 3.8 acre park has a small
picnic area next to the parking lot. A trail
loops through the park, down a rock gorge,
and passes the treaty rock on the way back to
the parking lot.
There is an opportunity to connect under I‐90
to the Centennial Trail trailhead and into the
City Center if agreement could be reached
with the Burlington Northern Railroad. The
trail could also be extended to the north and
connect with the West Seltice trail. Park
signage is in need of an upgrade.
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Warren Playfield

The City purchased this two acre site in 1999
and began development of a sports field with
a playground, picnic area, and basketball half‐
court.
Patrons park on the grass area outside the
fence just off the street. Although it is not an
ideal parking arrangement, it seems to work
for this park site because of the excessively
wide street rights‐of ‐way and neighborhood
setting.
The park brought a major improvement and
valued green space into the neighborhood.

White Pine Park

A well‐used neighborhood park located
adjacent to Sportsman Park, this five acre
shady site is a nice setting for family
gatherings when playground equipment or
basketball courts are desired.
A popular park for teens to shoot hoop, the
fenced multi‐purpose court is used mostly for
basketball.
The volleyball court needs new sand and some
attention. Parking is plentiful and is often used
as over‐flow parking for Sportsman Park.
Separated from White Pine Park by Poleline
Ave., the new tennis courts are easily
accessible by bike or vehicle. The site has
three courts and a 12 space parking area. A
city water reservoir and Evergreen Cemetery
is located to the north.
A landscape screen along Poleline Ave. and
plantings between the courts and the
parking area would help buffer the users
from adjacent traffic.
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Woodbridge Park
This seven acre park site is located along
Seltice Way on the west side of Post Falls.
The site serves as centrally located green
space for the Woodbridge Subdivision and a
buffer from the Seltice Way traffic. The large
sport field accommodates two soccer fields
and a playground area. A parking area and
restroom is located at the east end of the
park and a half‐mile walking trail follows the
perimeter.
Bleachers and a shade structure are
suggested additions to this park.
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City Indoor Facilities
Trailhead Pavilion

Located in Q’emiln Park, this facility has
been repurposed from a large shelter
into an indoor facility. A popular location
for weddings and receptions, the large
open room can be used for multiple
purposes.
It includes a kitchen and restrooms, is
easily accessible, and has adequate
parking.
Some recreation programs are held here.

Tree House
Once the Post Falls Chamber of Commerce
building, this structure has been repurposed
for dance and art classes.
Two smaller multi‐purpose rooms are mostly
useful for smaller classes and recreation
programs.
Located in the Arboretum north of I‐90, it has
limited off‐street parking but significant on‐
street parking space is readily available.
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Alternative Park Providers
Following is a brief overview of other relevant providers of park and recreation indoor and outdoor
facilities that Post Falls residents may use.

County Parks
Gateway Park – Located at the Washington/Idaho state line, this four acre wayside to the Centennial
Trail provides a resting spot for trail users with a vault toilet, a hand pump for water, and seating. No
parking is available.
Greensferry Boat Launch – This County‐owned launch site is on the south side of the Spokane River. The
.3 acre site has very little room for trailer parking or maneuvering. Access from Riverview Rd. is poor.
Greensferry Park – This is a nice .4 acre neighborhood park with unguarded swimming beach, picnic
tables, BBQ grills, and parking. It is not heavily used.
McQuire Park – This is a .6 acre lot with general water access to the Spokane River below the dam,
picnic tables, and parking.
Avista River Access – A two acre parcel located below the dam on the north shore of the Spokane River,
this popular location allows kayakers to access the “trailer park wave.” Avista Power provided this
access as a part of their FERC dam re‐licensing requirements.

Unique Parks in the Area
Dog Parks – there are two recently developed dog parks in Coeur d’ Alene and one at the
Idaho/Washington state line.
 Central Bark is a 1.8 acre dog park located in the Northshire Park neighborhood.
 Cherry Hill Dog Park is a .68 acre manicured dog park located in the corner of Cherry Hill Park.
 State Line – Part of the former WSDOT truck weigh station site at the state line, this dog park
serves a greater population area, has plenty of parking, and is well‐used.
Sports Fields/ Unique Facilities – Coeur d’ Alene
 Canfield Sports Complex – This 16‐acre park hosts four Little League fields, a tournament size
soccer field, off‐street parking, a restroom, and shelters.
 Ramsey Park – This is a 30 acre park with five softball diamonds, soccer fields, tennis courts,
volleyball, basketball, play equipment, restrooms, and access to Prairie Trail.
 Cherry Hill Park – This unique park includes an 18 station disc golf course, a dog park,
basketball, a BMX track, tennis, sledding hill, off street parking, restrooms, 9/11 memorial
playground, and the Fallen Heroes Plaza. Additional land is available for a sports field in this 30
acre park site.
Note: This list does not list many other beautiful and unique parks that are in the region, including those
in Spokane, Spokane Valley, and Liberty Lake, Washington as well as other parks in Kootenai County and
surrounding cities. The parks listed are generally accessible in 10‐15 minutes and offer some specific
activities lacking in Post Falls at this time.
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Alternative Indoor Facilities
The Kroc Center – A 12 acre facility with a chapel/performing arts center, teen activities center, aquatics
center, sports training, recreation center, recording studio, and parking garage. Owned and managed by
the Salvation Army and largely funded by the Joan and Ray Kroc Foundation, this community center
serves a wide region from its location in the city of Coeur d’ Alene. Reasonable memberships and a
nicely designed and well‐managed facility have made this community center very popular and
successful.
The HUB Sports Center – Built in 2003, this 66,670 sq. ft. sports center has five full‐size basketball courts
and large studios for dance, aerobics, and classrooms. Basketball courts can be divided into nine
volleyball courts, and portable bleachers can seat up to 3,000 spectators. The HUB has sponsored major
sports tournaments and events. Located in Liberty Lake, 20‐30 minutes from Post Falls, this site has
room around it to develop outdoor sport facilities as well.
YMCA – Located in the City of Spokane Valley at Mirabeau Point, this 48,000 sq. ft. facility is a regional
destination for families, teens, and youth. The YMCA is typical of others in that it offers programs and
facilities for all age groups. Activities include aquatics, children camps, parties and rentals, sports
programs, health and wellness classes, and a teen center. The YMCA is approximately a 20 minute drive
from Post Falls.
Post Falls Boys and Girls Club – Construction will begin in late April 2012 and will be completed in
October for this club, located at 200 West Mullan Avenue, adjacent to the Post Falls Library. This facility
will include a 5,000 square foot gymnasium. There will be six swing away basketball hoops and include
components for one volleyball court. The floor will be striped for both sports.
One existing baseball field will be lost. The existing parking lot will be lost but a new, improved asphalt
parking lot will be constructed as part of the project that will provide for 51 parking stalls.
The 10,000 sq. ft. facility may be able to accommodate programs after hours for parks and recreation
and will have an art room and technology lab. Outdoor components will include a playground to be
constructed by the Panhandle Kiwanis Club.
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Appendix F – Park Types and Acreage
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**Corbin Ditch acreage included
***Q'emiln Trail acreage included
****Tennis Courts acreage included

1.1
8
8.8
61.7
NA
9.1
2.7
5.4
41.2
22.9
4.3
7.7
37.1
80
5.4
1.8
2.6
81
7.6
1.1
6.3
7.4
3.8
2.3
5.6
5.4

420.3

1.1
6
8.7
58.97
26
9
2.7
5.5
48.98
22
5
7.3
40
75
5
1.8
2.2
78.5
7
1.25
5
7.6
4
2.2
6.5
5.4
442.7

Level 2 (10/1,000)

OWNER
City of Post Falls
D.O.T. ‐ Idaho
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
Avista
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
Coeur d'Alene Kiwanis
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
BLM
City of Post Falls/Avista
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls
City of Post Falls

Level 1 (6/1,000)

LOCATION
4th Street Trailhead
Arboretum
Beck Park
Black Bay
Centennial Trail
Chase Fields
Community Gardens
Corbin Anselmo
Corbin Park**
Falls Park
Hilde Kellogg
Karen Streeter Trail
Kiwanis Park
Kroetch
Park in the Meadows
Polities
Ross Point Pumphouse
Qemiln***
Singing Hills
Skate Park
Sportsman
Syringa
Treaty Rock
Warren Playfield
White Pine****
Woodbridge
Total

GIS_ACRES

Post Falls Acreage Chart

CITY REPORTED ACREAGE

APPENDIX F:

1.1
6
8.7
22
26
9
2.7
5.5
15.55
12
5
7

36.97

33.43
10
7.3
33
75

5

33
7
1.25
5
7.6

1.8
2.2
45.5

4
2.2
6.5
5.4
187.5

255.2
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Post Falls Acreage Projections

Year
Current Ratio‐2012*

Population

(acres per 1000)

29,062
32,881
37,848
60,492

Projected Need‐2017
Projected Need‐2020
Projected Need‐2030

*Note: 29,062 is the forecast Post Falls 2012 population.

Level 1‐
Added
Level 1 Acreage

Level 2

Level 2‐
Added
Acreage

6.5
197.29
227.09
362.95

8.8
328.81
378.48
604.92

NA
73.6
255.2
328.8

NA
0.0
39.6
175.5

Appendix G – GRASP® History and LOS Methodology
Composite Values Methodology (CVM) for Level of Service
Analysis
A. Level of Service Analysis
Analysis of the existing parks, open space, trails, and recreation systems are often conducted in order to
try and determine how the systems are serving the public. A Level of Service (LOS) has been typically
defined in parks and recreation master plans as the capacity of the various components and facilities
that make up the system to meet the needs of the public. This is often expressed in terms of the size or
quantity of a given facility per unit of population.
Brief History of Level of Service Analysis
In order to help standardize parks and recreation planning, universities, agencies and parks and
recreation professionals have long been looking for ways to benchmark and provide “national
standards” for how much acreage, how many ballfields, pools, playgrounds, etc., a community should
have. As examples, in 1906 the fledgling “Playground Association of America” called for playground
space equal to 30 square feet per child. In the 1970’s and early 1980’s, the first detailed published works
on these topics began emerging (Gold, 1973, Lancaster, 1983). In time “rule of thumb” capacity ratios
emerged with 10 acres of parklands per thousand population becoming the most widely accepted
standard application. Other normative guides also have been cited as “traditional standards,” but have
been less widely accepted. In 1983, Roger Lancaster compiled a book called, “Recreation, Park and Open
Space Standards and Guidelines,” that was published by the National Park and Recreation Association
(NRPA). In this publication, Mr. Lancaster centered on a recommendation “that a park system, at
minimum, be composed of a core system of parklands, with a total of 6.25 to 10.5 acres of developed
open space per 1,000 population (Lancaster, 1983, p. 56). The guidelines went further to make
recommendations regarding an appropriate mix of park types, sizes, service areas, and acreages, and
standards regarding the number of available recreational facilities per thousand population. While the
book was published by NRPA and the table of standards became widely known as “the NRPA standards,”
for Level of Service Analysis, It is important to note that these standards were never formally adopted
for use by NRPA.
Since that time, various publications have updated and expanded upon possible “standards,” several of
which have also been published by NRPA. Many of these publications did benchmarking and other
normative research to try and determine what an “average LOS” should be. It is important to note that
NRPA and the prestigious American Academy for Park and Recreation Administration, as organizations,
have focused in recent years on accreditation standards for agencies, which are less directed towards
outputs, outcomes and performance, and more on planning, organizational structure, and management
processes. The following table gives some of the more commonly and historically used “capacity
standards.”
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Common Historically‐Referenced LOS Capacity “Standards”
Activity/
Facility

Recommended
Space
Requirements

Baseball
Official

3.0 to 3.85 acre
minimum

Little League
Basketball
Youth

1.2 acre minimum

High school

5,040 – 7,280 s.f.

Football

Minimum 1.5 acres

Soccer

1.7 to 2.1 acres

Softball

1.5 to 2.0 acres

Swimming
Pools

Varies on size of
pool & amenities;
usually ½ to 2‐acre
site

Tennis

Volleyball

Total land
Acreage

2,400 – 3,036 vs.

Minimum of 7,200
s.f. single court
area (2 acres per
complex
Minimum 4,000 s.f.

Service
Radius and
Location Notes
¼ to ½ mile
Unlighted part of neighborhood complex; lighted
fields part of community complex

¼ to ½ mile
Usually in school, recreation center or church
facility; safe walking or bide access; outdoor courts
in neighborhood and community parks, plus active
recreation areas in other park settings
15 – 30 minute travel time
Usually part of sports complex in community park or
adjacent to school
1 to 2 miles
Youth soccer on smaller fields adjacent to larger
soccer fields or neighborhood parks
¼ to ½ mile
May also be used for youth baseball
15 – 30 minutes travel time
Pools for general community use should be planned
for teaching, competitive & recreational purposes
with enough depth (3.4m) to accommodate 1m to
3m diving boards; located in community park or
school site
¼ to ½ mile
Best in groups of 2 to 4 courts; located in
neighborhood community park or near school site
½ to 1 mile
Usually in school, recreation center or church
facility; safe walking or bide access; outdoor courts
in neighborhood and community parks, plus active
recreation areas in other park settings
Various types of parks ‐ mini, neighborhood,
community, regional, conservation, etc.

Number of
Units per
Population
1 per 5,000;
lighted 1 per 30,000

1 per 5,000

1 per 20,000

1 per 10,000

1 per 5,000 (if also used for
youth baseball)
1 per 20,000 (pools should
accommodate 3% to 5% of
total population at a time)

1 court per 2,000

1 court per 5,000

10 acres per 1,000

Sources:
David N. Ammons, Municipal Benchmarks ‐ Assessing Local Performance and Establishing Community
Standards, 2nd Ed., 2002
Roger A. Lancaster (Ed.), Recreation, Park and Open Space Standards and Guidelines (Alexandria, VA: National
Recreation and Park Association, 1983), pp. 56‐57.
James D. Mertes and James R. Hall, Park, Recreation, Open Space and Greenways Guidelines, (Alexandria, VA:
National Recreation and Park Association, 1996), pp. 94‐103.
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In conducting planning work, it is important to realize that the above standards can be valuable when
referenced as “norms” for capacity, but not necessarily as the target standards for which a community
should strive. Each community is different and there are many varying factors which are not addressed
by the standards above. For example:
 Does “developed acreage” include golf courses”? What about indoor and passive facilities?
 What are the standards for skateparks? Ice Arenas? Public Art? Etc.?
 What if it’s an urban land‐locked community? What if it’s a small town surrounded by open
Federal lands?
 What about quality and condition? What if there’s a bunch of ballfields, but they haven’t been
maintained in the last ten years?
 And many other questions….
B. GRASP® Composite‐Values Method (CVM) for Level of Service Analysis
In order to address these and other relevant questions, a new methodology for determining Level of
Service was developed. It is called a Composite‐Values Methodology (CVM) and has been applied in
many communities across the nation since 2001, to provide a better way of measuring and portraying
the service provided by parks and recreation systems. Primary research and development on this
methodology was funded jointly by GreenPlay, LLC, a management consulting firm for parks, open space
and related agencies, Design Concepts, a landscape architecture and planning firm, and Geowest, a
spatial information management firm. While Composite‐Values Methodology can be utilized by anyone,
the proprietary trademarked name for the CVM process that these three firms use is called GRASP®
(Geo‐Referenced Amenities Standards Process). The GRASP® name for the methodology for analysis is
proprietary, but the CVM process is generic and the software used is common and typical for most
agencies. The data and information collected is owned and can be updated and managed by the agency
for ongoing usage.
For CVM analysis, capacity is only part of the LOS equation. Other factors are brought into consideration,
including quality, condition, location, comfort, convenience, and ambience. To create GRASP® inventory
and analysis, parks, trails, recreation, open space and any other relevant amenities and properties being
studied are looked at as part of an overall infrastructure for a community made up of various
components, such as playgrounds, multi‐purpose fields, passive areas, etc. The methodology inventories
characteristics that are part of the context and setting of a component. They are not characteristics of
the component itself, but when they exist in proximity to a component they enhance the value of the
component.
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The characteristics of components include:
Quality – The service provided by anything, whether it is a playground, soccer field, or
swimming pool is determined in part by its quality. A playground with a variety of
features, such as climbers, slides, and swings provides a higher degree of service
than one with nothing but an old teeter‐totter and some “monkey‐bars.”
Condition – The condition of a component within the park system also affects the amount of
service it provides. A playground in disrepair with unsafe equipment does not offer
the same service as one in good condition. Similarly, a soccer field with a smooth
surface of well‐maintained grass certainly offers a higher degree of service than one
that is full of weeds, ruts, and other hazards.
Functionality – Functionality is a measure of how well something serves its intended purpose,
and is a result of its quality and condition.
Location – To receive service from something, you need to be able to get to it. Therefore,
service is dependent upon proximity and access. All components are geographically
located using GPS coordinates and GIS software.
Comfort – The service provided by a component is increased by having amenities. For example,
outdoor components are often enhanced by attributes such as shade, seating, and a
restroom nearby. Comfort enhances the experience of using a component.
Convenience – Convenience encourages people to use a component, which increased the
amount of service that it offers. Easy access and the availability of trash receptacles,
bike rack, or nearby parking are examples of conveniences that enhance the service
provided by a component.
Ambience – Simple observation will prove that people are drawn to places that “feel” good. This
includes a sense of safety and security, as well as pleasant surroundings, attractive
views, and a sense of place. For example, a well‐designed park is preferable to
poorly‐designed one, and this enhances the degree of service provided by the
components within it.
Capacity is still part of the LOS analysis and the quantity of each component is recorded as well. By
combining and analyzing the composite values of each component, it is possible to measure the service
provided by a parks and recreation system from a variety of perspectives and for any given location.
Typically this begins with a decision on “relevant components” for the analysis, collection of an accurate
inventory of those components, analysis and then the results are presented in a series of maps and
tables that make up the analysis of the study area.
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Data for Analysis and Making Justifiable Decisions
All of the data generated from the GRASP® evaluation is compiled into an electronic database that is
then available and owned by the agency for use in a variety of ways. The database can help keep track of
facilities and programs, and can be used to schedule services, maintenance, and the replacement of
components. In addition to determining LOS, it can be used to project long‐term capital and life‐cycle
costing needs. All portions of the information are in standard available software and can be produced in
a variety of ways for future planning or sharing with the public.
It is important to note that CVM analysis provides not only accurate LOS and facility inventory
information, but also works with and integrates with other tools to help agencies make decisions. It is
relatively easy to maintain, updatable, and creates easily understood graphic depictions (analysis maps
and/or “Perspectives”) of issues. Combined with a needs assessment, public and staff involvement,
program and financial assessment, CVM analysis allows an agency to defensibly make recommendations
on priorities for ongoing resource allocation along with capital and operational funding.
C. Inventory Data Collection Process
A detailed inventory of relevant components for the project is conducted. The inventory locates and
catalogues all of the relevant components for the project, and evaluates each one as to how well it was
serving its intended function within the system. The planning team first prepares a preliminary list of
existing components using aerial photography and the community’s Geographic Information System
(GIS). Components identified in the aerial photo are given GIS points and names according to a list of
standard components.
Next, field visits are conducted by the consulting and project team staff to confirm the preliminary data
and collect additional information. Additionally indoor facilities are scored and for the purposes of this
study, each relevant space is considered a component and is scored based on its intended function.
During the field visits and evaluations, any missing relevant components are added to the data set, and
each component is evaluated as to how well it meets expectations for its intended function. During the
site visits the following information is collected:






Component type and location
Evaluation of component functionality
Evaluation of comfort and convenience features
Evaluation of park design and ambience
Site photos and general comments

After the inventory is completed, it is given to the project team for final review and approval for
accuracy.
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D. Standardized Process for Scoring Components
Component Scoring
The approved inventory is the basis for the creation of values used in analysis. Each component received
a functionality score that is related to the quality, condition, and ability of the space to meet operational
and programming needs.
For the GRASP® process, the range of scores for each component is as follows:





Below Expectations (BE) – The component does not meet the expectations of its intended
primary function. Factors leading to this may include size, age, accessibility, or others. Each such
component is given a score of 1 in the inventory.
Meeting Expectations (ME) – The component meets expectations for its intended function.
Such components are given scores of 2.
Exceeding Expectations (EE) – The component exceeds expectations, due to size, configuration,
or unique qualities. Such components are given scores of 3.
If the feature exists but is not useable because it is unsafe, obsolete, or dysfunctional, it may be
listed in the feature description, and assigned a score of zero (0).

If a feature is used for multiple purposes, such as a softball field that is also used for T‐Ball or youth
soccer games, it is scored only once under the description that best fits the use that for which the
component is designed.
Neighborhood and Community Scoring
Components are evaluated from two perspectives: first, the value of the component in serving the
immediate neighborhood, and second, its value to the entire community.
Neighborhood Score
Each component is evaluated from the perspective of a resident that lives nearby. High scoring
components are easily accessible to pedestrians in the neighborhood, are attractive for short
and frequent visits, and are unobtrusive to the surrounding neighborhood. Components that do
not have a high neighborhood score may not be located within walking distance of residents,
may have “nuisance features” such as sports lighting, or may draw large crowds for which
parking is not provided.
Community Score
Additionally each component is evaluated from the perspective of residents in the community
as a whole. High scoring components in this category may be unique components within the
parks and recreation system, have a broad draw from throughout the community, have the
capacity and associated facilities for community‐wide events, or are located in areas that are
accessible only by car.
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Indoor Components
Indoor components are generally thought to be accessible to the entire community, partially
because it is often not financially feasible to provide indoor facilities at a walking distance from
every distance from each residence. Additionally indoor facilities often provide programs and
facilities that are geared to the community as a whole, or in larger communities, are intended
for a region of the community. For these reasons, unless a detailed indoor analysis is completed,
indoor facilities are given only one score.
Modifiers (Comfort and Convenience Features) Scoring
Outdoor Modifiers
Besides standard components, this inventory also evaluates features that provide comfort and
convenience to the users. These are things that a user might not go to the parks specifically to
use, but are things that enhance the users’ experience by making it a nicer place to be and
include: drinking fountains, seating, BBQ grills, dog stations, security lighting, bike parking,
restrooms, shade, connections to trails, park access, parking, picnic tables, and seasonal and
ornamental plantings. These features are scored as listed above with the 1‐3 system. In this case
it is not important to get a count of the number or size of these components; instead the score
should reflect the ability of the item to serve the park.
Indoor Modifiers
For indoor facilities the comfort and convenience features change slightly to reflect the
characteristics of the building. Building modifier categories include: site access, setting
aesthetics, building entry function, building entry aesthetics, overall building condition, entry
desk, office space, overall storage, and restrooms and/or locker rooms.
Activity and Sports Lighting
This modifier accounts for lighting that allows for component use in the evening/night hours and
is applied to the quantity of the component as it affectively expands the capacity of the
component. This modifier does not apply to security lighting.
Shade
Like Activity and Sports lighting, shade can be added to outdoor components to extend use
beyond normal hours or seasons.
Design & Ambience Scoring
Using the same rating system that is used for components and modifiers, the quality of Design and
Ambience is scored. Good design not only makes a place look nice, it makes it feel safe and pleasant,
and encourages people to visit more often and stay longer
Trails and Greenways Scoring
Trails and/or greenways can be scored as independent parcels or as individual components within
another parcel. The former type of trail receives its own set of scores for modifiers and design and
ambiance. The trail in the latter situation takes on the modifiers and design and ambiance of the larger
park in which it resides. Multi‐use trails are assumed to consist of three components including one
active component, one passive component, and the parcel itself. Because traveling the length of any
given trail is time consuming, trail information is often collected with the aid of staff.
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For the purposes of most studies, a list of trails is obtained to provide a reasonable dataset that offers
some park and recreational value to the public. While no specific listing of components at each greenway
or trail is generated, it is assumed that each greenway provides a value equivalent to three (3)
components. Think of these as one active component (walking, running, biking, etc.), one passive
component (quiet contemplation along the trail), and one experiential component (observing nature,
perhaps art and interpretive signage).
These three components and the parcel are assumed to be meeting the expectations (scores 2) of the
community in the same way that park components meet expectations. The other parts to the GRASP®
score relate to the comfort and design of the location, and are called modifiers. The aesthetic and
recreational standards for greenways are typically similar to those for parks, so
modifiers at greenways are generally assigned a value of meeting expectations (score 2). Multi‐use trails
that typically are adjacent to major roads are assumed to have less aesthetic and recreational standards
and are therefore assigned a value of below expectations (score 1). The final component in the GRASP®
score is the ownership modifier. This is a percentage that is applied to the score that relates to the
general public’s ability to access the facility.
This translates into the following formula for calculating the GRASP® score:
Trails or Greenway Scoring
(Component number + Parcel) x Component score x (Comfort x Design) x ownership = GRASP® score or
(3 +1) x 2 x 2.2 x 1 = 17.6
Multi‐Use Trail Scoring
(Component number + Parcel) x Component score x (Comfort x Design) x ownership = GRASP® score or
(3 +1) x 2 x 1.1 x 1 = 8.8
In the GRASP® Perspectives t, that value is assigned to the location where each trail is found and buffered
accordingly. This value also is included in computations for the GRASP® Indices that are calculated along
with each Perspective.
Ownership Modifier
This modifier is generally weighted with a percentage that is applied to the GRASP® score after other
modifiers have been applied. It accounts for access and control of components that are provided by
alternative providers. For example, in most cases components that are owned and managed by schools
are given a 50% weighted ownership modifier, which halves the GRASP® score to account for the limited
access that the neighborhood has to school facilities (it’s only open to the public outside of school
hours).
E. Calculating GRASP® Functional Scores
Once the components are inventoried and scored, calculations can be made for any combination of
components to derive average scores, scores per combinations of various components, scores per sub‐
areas, etc., depending on the key issues being studied and objectives for the project. These are very
helpful for analyzing area comparisons and setting of target scores for component service and agency
target standards.
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For example, a total composite GRASP® score for each individual component is determined by using the
following formula:
(total component score) x (adjusted modifier score) x (design and ambiance score) x (ownership
modifier) = Composite GRASP® Score
These individual scores can be additively combined in various ways to examine service from various
subsets of the agency’s system.
F. GRASP® Perspectives and Target Threshold Scores
GRASP® scores are often used to create analysis maps to show how the study area is being served for
parks and recreation benefits. These maps are called Perspectives, because each one provides a certain
perspective on the way service is being provided. Types of Perspectives include heat maps, threshold
maps, and composition maps, as well as others.
On heat maps, the numerical value of LOS available to a person at any given location is represented by
an orange tone. Where the tone is darker, the available LOS is higher. Locations on the map with no
orange tone (i.e a grey tone) have no service. Heat maps can be produced from any set of components
in the inventory. For example, if the intent is to measure the relative LOS available for seniors, then a
heat map can be generated using only those components in the inventory that relate to seniors.
Heat maps can be further analyzed to determine where the LOS on them falls above or below a certain
threshold. The threshold may vary, and can be set to represent an assumed “target” value for LOS, or
can be the median, average, or other value for the Perspective. On the threshold maps, colors are used
to show whether any given location is above or below the threshold value.
The types of Perspectives used to analyze and depict the community’s LOS will depend upon the key
issues being studied.
Typical and Standard GRASP® Perspectives
Below are some types of Perspectives typically used to analyze service in an area.
 Neighborhood Composite
This Perspective depicts service from a neighborhood point of view. Multiple buffers (or
“catchment areas”) are used to reflect multiple ways of travelling to reach components. The
threshold for this Perspective is typically the value that results from being within 1/2 mile of 4
recreation components and one recreational trail.
 Walkability (same as Neighborhood Composite but with only 1/2 mile buffers)
The threshold scores for this Perspective are normally the same as for the Neighborhood
Composite.
 Perspectives showing Neighborhood LOS for one component
The threshold here is equivalent to being within 1/2 mile of the selected component, and
assumes that the component, modifiers, and design and ambiance are meeting expectations.
Note: Aside from meeting a single goal, the mix of components also needs to be considered. For
example, a home that is within 1/2 mile of four tennis courts and no other amenities would meet the
basic numeric standard, but not the intent of the standard. Composition analyses are another type of
Perspective that is used to analyze the mix of options available to residents.
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On a composite map, selected components are grouped into categories and the map shows how many
categories are represented by at least one component within a given proximity to any location on the
map.
G. GRASP® Project Technical Standards for GIS Data
The GRASP® Team utilizes the most up to date computer hardware and software to produce and
enhance project‐based GIS data. The following technical details are standard with all GRASP® Team
projects.
 All GRASP® Team GIS workstations employ Microsoft® Windows® operating systems. All project
files conform to PC‐based architecture and extension naming standards.
 The GRASP® Team employs ESRI® ArcGIS™ 9.3 for all GIS applications. Final project GIS data is
submitted to the client in Microsoft® Access™‐based Geodatabase (*.mdb) Feature Class format
and/or Shapefile (*.shp/*.dbf/*.shx) format. ArcMap™ Layer files (*.lyr) are submitted to ease
client replication of all project map legend formats. The GRASP® Team will not resubmit original
client source data that has not undergone enhancement.
 All final GIS datasets (deliverables) area submitted to the client using the geographic coordinate
system(s) from the original client source data. The GRASP® team will assign a coordinate system
that is most appropriate for the client location if the client does not require a predetermined
standard coordinate system. Most GRASP® project data is submitted in State Plane Coordinates
(Feet) with a NAD83/NAD83 HARN datum.
 All GRASP® Perspectives and Resource Maps (deliverables) are submitted to the client in
standard PDF and JPEG formats. The project PDFs are high resolution, print‐ready files for
scalable print operations. Most project map‐based PDFs are 300dpi, 36”x54” images. The
project JPEGs are lower resolution digital presentation‐ready files for insertion into Microsoft®
Office® productivity suite applications – MS Word®, MS Power Point®, etc. Most project map‐
based JPEGs are 300dpi 4”x6” images.
Project Deliverables and Future Use
All information and deliverables are transmitted “as‐is” to fulfill specific tasks identified in a
scope of services for a contract. While these may be useful for other purposes, no warranties or
other assurances are made that the deliverables are ready for such use. The database can be
modified to add, change, or delete information as needed by personnel trained in use of these
standard software applications. For example, if new parks or facilities are constructed, the
components of these may be added to the database to keep it current. The database may also
be queried in a variety of ways to produce tables, charts, or reports for use in operations,
management, and planning or other agency tasks. Such modification, updating, reformatting, or
other preparation for other purposes is the sole responsibility of the client.
Similarly, the database information can be used to prepare a variety of maps and analysis
perspectives using GIS software. Such use by the client is beyond the scope of a single contract,
and no warranties or assurances are made that the deliverables are ready or intended for such
future use. If desired, the GRASP® Team can make such modifications, and/or prepare additional
or updated maps or Perspectives upon request for a negotiated fee.
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Appendix H – Analytical Maps
Perspective Map A – Access to All Components
Perspective Map B – Walkable Access to All Components
Perspective Map C – Walkable Access to All Components
Threshold Analysis with Population Density Consideration
Perspective Map D – Access to Fields
Perspective Map E –Walkable Access to Playgrounds
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Appendix J – Cost Recovery Pyramid Methodology
THE PYRAMID METHODOLOGY: COST RECOVERY AND SUBSIDY ALLOCATION PHILOSOPHY
The creation of a cost recovery and subsidy allocation philosophy
and policy is a key component to maintaining an agency’s financial
control, equitably pricing offerings, and helping to identify core
services including programs and facilities.
Critical to this philosophical undertaking is the support and buy‐in of
elected officials and advisory boards, staff, and ultimately, citizens.
Whether or not significant changes are called for, the organization
should be certain that it philosophically aligns with its constituents.
The development of a financial resource allocation philosophy and
policy is built upon a very logical foundation, based upon the theory
that those who benefit from parks and recreation services
ultimately pay for services.
The development of a financial resource allocation philosophy can be separated into the following steps:
Step 1 – Building on Your Organization’s Values, Vision, and Mission
The premise of this process is to align agency services with organizational values, vision, and mission. It is
important that organizational values are reflected in the vision and mission. Oftentimes, mission statements
are a starting point and further work needs to occur to create a more detailed common understanding of the
interpretation of the mission and a vision for the future. This is accomplished by engaging staff and
community members in a discussion about a variety of Filters.

Step 2 – Understanding the Pyramid Methodology, the Benefits Filter, and Secondary Filters
Filters are a series of continuums covering different ways of viewing service provision. Filters influence the
final positioning of services as they relate to each other and are summarized below. The Benefits Filter,
however; forms the foundation of the Pyramid Model and is used in this discussion to illustrate a cost
recovery philosophy and policies for parks and recreation organizations.
Filter
Benefit
Access/Type of Service

Organizational Responsibility
Historical Expectations
Anticipated Impacts
Social Value
Parks and Recreation Master Plan

Definition
Who receives the benefit of the service? (Skill development,
education, physical health, mental health, safety)
Is the service available to everyone equally? Is participation or
eligibility restricted by diversity factors (i.e., age, ability, skill,
financial)?
Is it the organization’s responsibility or obligation to provide the
service based upon mission, legal mandate, or other obligation or
requirement?
What have we always done that we cannot change?
What is the anticipated impact of the service on existing resources?
On other users? On the environment? What is the anticipated
impact of not providing the service?
What is the perceived social value of the service by constituents, city
staff and leadership, and policy makers? Is it a community builder?
205

THE BENEFITS FILTER
The principal foundation of the Pyramid is the Benefits Filter. Conceptually, the base level of the pyramid
represents the mainstay of a public parks and recreation system. Services appropriate to higher levels of the
pyramid should only be offered when the preceding levels below are comprehensive enough to provide a
foundation for the next level. This foundation and upward progression is intended to represent public parks
and recreation’s core mission, while also reflecting the growth and maturity of an organization as it enhances
its service offerings.
It is often easier to integrate the values of the organization with its mission if they can be visualized. An ideal
philosophical model for this purpose is the pyramid. In addition to a physical structure, pyramid is defined by
Webster’s Dictionary as “an immaterial structure built on a broad supporting base and narrowing gradually to
an apex.” Parks and recreation programs are built with a broad supporting base of core services, enhanced
with more specialized services as resources allow. Envision a pyramid sectioned horizontally into five levels.

MOSTLY COMMUNITY Benefit
The foundational level of the Pyramid is the
largest, and includes those services including
programs and facilities which MOSTLY benefit the
COMMUNITY as a whole. These services may
increase property values, provide safety, address
social needs, and enhance quality of life for
residents. The community generally pays for these
basic services via tax support. These services are generally offered to residents at a minimal charge or with no
fee. A large percentage of the agency’s tax support would fund this level of the Pyramid.
Examples of these services could include: the existence of the community parks and recreation system, the
ability for youngsters to visit facilities on an informal basis, low‐income or scholarship programs, park and
facility planning and design, park maintenance, or others.
NOTE: All examples above are generic – individual agencies vary in their determination of which services
belong in the foundation level of the Pyramid based upon agency values, vision, mission, demographics,
goals, etc.

CONSIDERABLE COMMUNITY Benefit
The second and smaller level of the Pyramid represents
services which promote individual physical and mental
well‐being, and may begin to provide skill
development. They are generally traditionally expected
services and/or beginner instructional levels. These
services are typically assigned fees based upon a
specified percentage of direct (and may also include indirect) costs. These costs are partially offset by both a
tax subsidy to account for CONSIDERABLE COMMUNITY benefit and participant fees to account for the
Individual benefit received from the service.
Examples of these services could include: the capacity for teens and adults to visit facilities on an informal
basis, ranger led interpretive programs, beginning level instructional programs and classes, etc.
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BALANCED INIDIVIDUAL/COMMUNITY Benefit
The third and even smaller level of the Pyramid represents
services that promote individual physical and mental well‐
being, and provide an intermediate level of skill development.
This level provides balanced INDIVIDUAL and COMMUNITY
benefit and should be priced accordingly. The individual fee is
set to recover a higher percentage of cost than those services
that fall within lower Pyramid levels.
Examples of these services could include: summer recreational day camp, summer sports leagues, year‐round
swim team, etc.

CONSIDERABLE INDIVIDUAL Benefit
The fourth and still smaller Pyramid level represents specialized
services generally for specific groups, and those which may have a
competitive focus. Services in this level may be priced to recover full
cost, including all direct and indirect expenses.
Examples of these services could include: specialty classes, golf, and outdoor adventure programs.

MOSTLY INDIVIDUAL Benefit
At the top of the Pyramid, the fifth and smallest level represents services
which have profit center potential, may be in an enterprise fund, may be in
the same market space as the private sector, or may fall outside the core
mission of the agency. In this level, services should be priced to recover full
cost in addition to a designated profit percentage.
Examples of these activities could include: elite diving teams, golf lessons, food concessions, company picnic
rentals, and other facility rentals such as for weddings or other services.

Step 3 – Developing the Organization’s Categories of Service
In order to avoid trying to determine cost recovery or subsidy allocation levels for each individual agency
service including every program, facility, or property, it is advantageous to categorize agency services into
like categories. This step also includes the development of category definitions that detail and define each
category and service inventory “checks and balances” to ensure that all agency services belong within a
developed category. Examples of Categories of Service could include: Beginner Instructional Classes, Special
Events, and Concessions/Vending.
Step 4 – Sorting the Categories of Service onto the Pyramid
It is critical that this sorting step be done with staff, governing body, and citizen representatives involved.
This is where ownership is created for the philosophy, while participants discover the current and possibly
varied operating histories, cultures, and organizational values, vision, and mission. It is the time to develop
consensus and get everyone on the same page − the page that is written together. Remember, this effort
must reflect the community and must align with the thinking of policy makers.
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Sample Policy Development Language:
XXX community brought together staff from across the department, agency leadership, and citizens to sort
existing programs into each level of the Pyramid. The process was facilitated by an objective and impartial
facilitator in order to hear all viewpoints. It generated discussion and debate as participants discovered what
different people had to say about serving culturally and economically varied segments of the community,
about historic versus active‐use parks, about the importance of adult versus youth versus senior activities,
and other philosophical and values‐based discussions. This process gets at both the “what” and “why” with
the intention of identifying common ground and consensus.

Step 5 – Determining (or Confirming) Current Subsidy/Cost Recovery Levels
This step establishes the expectation that the agency will confirm or determine current cost recovery and
subsidy allocation levels by service area. This will include consideration of revenues sources and services
costs or expenses. Typically, staff may not be cost accounting consistently, and these inconsistencies will
become apparent. Results of this step will identify whether staff members know what it costs to provide
services to the community, whether staff have the capacity or resources necessary to account for and track
costs, whether accurate cost recovery levels can be identified, and whether cost centers or general ledger
line items align with how the agency may want to track these costs in the future.
Step 6 – Defining Direct and Indirect Costs
The definition of direct and indirect costs can vary from agency to agency. What is important is that all costs
associated with directly running a program or providing a service are identified and consistently applied
across the system. Direct costs typically include all the specific, identifiable expenses (fixed and variable)
associated with providing a service. These expenses would not exist without the service and may be variable
costs. Defining direct costs, along with examples and relative formulas is necessary during this step.
Indirect costs typically encompass overhead (fixed and variable) including the administrative costs of the
agency. These costs would exist without any specific service but may also be attributed to a specific agency
operation (in which case they are direct expenses of that operation). If desired, all or a portion of indirect
costs can be allocated, in which case they become a direct cost allocation.

Step 7 – Establishing Cost Recovery/Subsidy Goals
Subsidy and cost recovery are complementary. If a program is subsidized at 75%, it has a 25% cost recovery,
and vice‐versa. It is more powerful to work through this exercise thinking about where the tax subsidy is used
rather than what is the cost recovery. When it is complete, you can reverse thinking to articulate the cost
recovery philosophy, as necessary.
The overall subsidy/cost recovery level is comprised of the average of everything in all of the levels together
as a whole. This step identifies what the current subsidy level is for the programs sorted into each level.
There may be quite a range within each level, and some programs could overlap with other levels of the
pyramid. This will be rectified in the final steps.
This step must reflect your community and must align with the thinking of policy makers regarding the broad
picture financial goals and objectives.
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Examples
Categories in the bottom level of the Pyramid may be completely or mostly subsidized, with the agency having
established limited cost recovery to convey the value of the experience to the user. An established 90‐100%
subsidy articulates the significant community benefit resulting from these categories.
The top level of the Pyramid may range from 0% subsidy to 50% excess revenues above all costs, or more. Or,
the agency may not have any Categories of Service in the top level.

Step 8 – Understanding and Preparing for Influential Factors and Considerations
Inherent to sorting programs onto the Pyramid model using the Benefits and other filters is the realization
that other factors come into play. This can result in decisions to place services in other levels than might first
be thought. These factors also follow a continuum; however, do not necessarily follow the five levels like the
Benefits Filter. In other words, a specific continuum may fall completely within the first two levels of the
Pyramid. These factors can aid in determining core versus ancillary services. These factors represent a
layering effect and should be used to make adjustments to an initial placement on the Pyramid.
THE COMMITMENT FACTOR: What is the intensity of the program; what is the commitment of the
participant?
Drop‐In
Opportunities

Instructional –
Basic

Instructional –
Intermediate

Competitive – Not
Recreational

Specialized

THE TRENDS FACTOR: Is the program or service tried and true, or is it a fad?
Basic

Traditionally
Expected

Staying Current
with Trends

Cool, Cutting Edge

Far Out

THE POLITICAL FILTER: What is out of our control?
This filter does not operate on a continuum, but is a reality, and will dictate from time to time where certain
programs fit in the pyramid
THE MARKETING FACTOR: What is the effect of the program in attracting customers?
Loss Leader

Popular – High Willingness to Pay

THE RELATIVE COST TO PROVIDE FACTOR: What is the cost per participant?
Low Cost per
Participant

Medium Cost per
Participant

High Cost per
Participant

THE ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FACTOR: What are the financial realities of the community?
Low Ability to Pay
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FINANCIAL GOALS FACTOR: Are we targeting a financial goal such as increasing sustainability, decreasing
subsidy reliance?
100%
Subsidized

Generates Excess
Revenue over Direct
Expenditures

Step 9 – Implementation
Across the country, ranges in overall cost recovery levels can vary from less than 10% to over 100%. The
agency sets their goals based upon values, vision, mission, stakeholder input, funding, and/or other criteria.
This process may have been completed to determine present cost recovery levels, or the agency may have
needed to increase cost recovery levels in order to meet budget targets. Sometimes, simply implementing a
policy to develop equity is enough without a concerted effort to increase revenues. Upon completion of steps
1‐8, the agency is positioned to illustrate and articulate where it has been and where it is heading from a
financial perspective.
Step 10 – Evaluation
The results of this process may be used to:
 articulate and illustrate a comprehensive cost recovery and subsidy allocation philosophy
 train staff at all levels as to why and how things are priced the way they are
 shift subsidy to where is it most appropriately needed
 benchmark future financial performance
 enhance financial sustainability
 recommend service reductions to meet budget subsidy targets, or show how revenues can be
increased as an alternative
 justifiably price new services

This Cost Recovery/Subsidy Allocation Philosophy: The Pyramid Methodology Outline is provided by:

GreenPlay, LLC, 211 North Public Road, Suite 225, Lafayette, Colorado 80026
(303) 439‐8369; Fax: 303‐664‐5313; Info@GreenPlayLLC.com; www.GreenPlayLLC.com
All rights reserved. Please contact GreenPlay for more information.
Copyright 2001, 2008, 2009, 2011
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Appendix K – Funding Sources
An overview of current funding sources that support the City of Post Falls Parks and Recreation
Department is provided, followed by a review of a variety of additional funding sources that the City
could pursue in the future. These additional potential funding sources include federal grant programs,
state administered grant programs, philanthropic, partnerships, sponsorships, other fee‐based revenue,
and miscellaneous sources.

Current Funding Sources
City of Post Falls
General Fund
The primary fund for all City departments as adopted in the annual or bi‐annual budget. It
provides the funds to sustain the day‐to‐day activities of the City thus pay for all operating and
administrative expenses. Property taxes provide a large portion of the General Fund.
In addition, the following Park and Recreation fees go toward the revenue side of the General
Fund.
 Reservations
 Programs
 Parking
 Concessionaire
Development Impact Fees
Fees charged to new development to help fund the expansion and construction of necessary
capital improvements due to population growth. This fund is currently the primary source of
funds for park improvements and acquisition of parkland.
Post Falls Parks and Recreation Trust Fund
Donations – A trust fund established by the City of Post Falls that accepts donations of land and
money specifically to be used for Parks and Recreation purposes.
Percentage of program registration fees – A percentage of the program registration fees are
placed in the trust fund.
Overage of revenue projections – Fees that exceed the projected general fund revenue in the
following categories are placed in the Parks Trust Fund.
 Parking
 Picnic shelter registration
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Current Grants
The following grants have been utilized by the City of Posts Falls in the past to support parks,
open space, and trails‐related projects.
Land and Water Conservation Fund – This federally funded grant program provides funds to
states for outdoor recreation sites and facilities. The program requires a 50% match and can be
applied for every two years. Post Falls has averaged approximately $200,000 in recent grant
applications.
US Department of Agriculture
USFS Community Forest and Open Space Program – The Community Forest Program is a grant
program that authorizes the Forest Service to provide financial assistance to local governments,
Tribal governments, and qualified nonprofit entities to establish community forests that provide
continuing and accessible community benefits.
The Community Forest Program was authorized by the 2008 Farm Bill (Section 8003 of the Food,
Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008 (Public Law 110‐234)), which amends the Cooperative
Forestry Assistance Act of 1978. The full title is the “Community Forest and Open Space
Conservation Program.” The working title is the “Community Forest Program.”
Idaho Department of Lands
Community Transportation and Enhancement Program (CTE) – Communities throughout the
state may apply for funding to landscape and enhance community transportation corridors
through the Community Forestry Program in partnership with the Idaho Transportation
Department.
Arbor Day Grant – Offered to Idaho communities in partnership with Idaho Nursery and
Landscape Association, Idaho Department of Lands and Idaho Utilities. Recent awards are $300
per community.
Transportation Enhancement Act – There are many types of programs that have been funded under
SAFETEA‐LU including the Recreational Trails Program to develop, construct, maintain, and rehabilitate
trails and trail facilities. Direction on how the new 2012 transportation bill (MAP‐21) will affect SAFETEA‐
LU had not been given at the time of the Master Plan.
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Potential Funding Sources
Federal Grant Programs
U.S. Department of Education ‐ Recreational Programs – This program provides recreation and
related activities for individuals with disabilities to aid in their employment, mobility,
independence, socialization, and community integration. Programs are designed to promote the
development of social skills that are necessary in order to integrate individuals with disabilities
into the community.
This current funded program awards discretionary grants on a competitive basis to states, public
agencies, and nonprofit private organizations, including institutions of higher education. The
statute requires the Federal contribution for projects funded under this authority to decrease
over the three‐year project period. Grantees are required to maintain services during the
second and third years of the project at the level provided in the first year. The federal share of
the costs of the project is 100 percent for the first year, 75 percent for the second year, and 50
percent for the third. The applicant is required to include a description in the application of how
the project will continue after federal assistance ends.
Projects funded under this program must provide recreational activities for individuals with
disabilities in settings with peers without disabilities when possible and appropriate.
U.S. Department of Justice Community Oriented Policing Services ‐ Problem‐Solving
Partnerships (COPPS) Program – This program establishes an organizational strategy to target
specific problems in the community. Police Departments have partnered with Parks and
Recreation Departments under this program to develop strategies for solving problems in City
parks.
Federal Recreational Trail Program – Funded by the National Highway Trust Fund, the Federal
Recreational Trail Program provides matching grants to different levels of government that pair
up with a local trail organization. The funds can go toward maintaining and rehabilitating
motorized and non‐motorized trails, trail linkages, side trails, and facilities. Objectives can also
be to move trails to minimize the impact to the environment, but they can't be to condemn
trails or create new ones in federally designed areas of wilderness. The amount for grants can be
a minimum of $1,000 and a maximum of $150,000. However these funds are allocated to
reimburse for services already incurred. Also projects must have a 50 percent match in funds in
order to be eligible for the grants.
Outdoor Recreational Grant Program – The National Park Service sponsors the Outdoor
Recreational Grant program. Grants are used to acquire land and plan and develop recreational
areas such as playgrounds, tennis courts, outdoor swimming pools, hiking trails, picnic areas,
campgrounds, and boat‐launching ramps. Funds are also used to build restrooms, water systems
and other support facilities for the general public. States, cities, counties and park districts are
eligible to apply for these grants.
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State Administered Grant Programs
Recreational Vehicles – The Idaho Recreational Vehicle Account was established by the 1985
Legislature in response to requests from RV users to receive benefits from their license fees. The
purpose is to provide for the acquisition, lease, development, improvement, and maintenance
of facilities designed to promote the health, safety, and enjoyment of recreational vehicle users.
Recreational Trails Program (RTP) – The federal Recreational Trails Program of 1998 establishes
a program for allocating funds to the States for recreational trails and trail‐related projects.
Permissible uses of the funds are: maintenance and restoration of existing trails; development
and rehabilitation of trailside and trailhead facilities and trail linkages for recreational trails;
purchase and lease of trail construction and maintenance equipment; and construction of new
recreational trails (with restrictions for new trails on Federal lands). Environmental mitigation
projects are given priority consideration. At least 30 percent of the funds received each year
must be allocated to non‐motorized projects. Another 30 percent of the funding must
be allocated to motorized projects. The remaining 40 percent of the funding is allocated to
projects that serve diverse trail use types either motorized, non‐motorized, or a combination of
both motorized and non‐motorized trail uses.
All projects are reviewed by the Recreational Trails Program Advisory Committee, which makes
recommendations to the Idaho Park and Recreation Board for final approval.
The purpose of the program is to fund the maintenance and restoration of existing trails,
development and rehabilitation of trailhead facilities, purchase and lease of trail construction
and maintenance equipment, and construction of new recreational trails.
Waterways Improvement Fund – This program was created to promote public safety, improve
waterways for boating purposes, and construct and improve boating support facilities
statewide. Some examples include boat ramps, docks, buoys, parking areas, search and rescue
equipment and patrol boats. Funding is provided by boating enthusiasts who pay fuels tax to
operate their vessels but cannot use them on state highways. As a result, 0.84% (percent) of the
state fuels tax goes back to this program to be distributed in the form of grants.
All projects are reviewed by the Waterways Improvement Fund Advisory Committee, which
makes recommendations to the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Board for final
approval.
Recreational Road and Bridge Fund – The legislature passed HB 185 in 1993 which authorized
the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation to administer .44% of state gas tax revenues to
be used “solely to develop, construct, maintain, and repair roads, bridges, and parking areas of
the state.” The typical grant funding level is approximately $300,000 annually.
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Neighborhood Improvement Grant (STORE Legislation 67‐4247) – A state trust fund for outdoor
recreation enhancement was created and established in the state treasury as a fund to be
known as the "state trust for outdoor recreation enhancement (STORE)." This fund was created
as a proactive measure to replace the dwindling Land and Water Conservation Funds. The park
and recreation board may dedicate funds acquired by gift, agreement, donation, appropriation
or otherwise to the STORE fund.
The department uses the moneys appropriated from the interest income on the STORE fund to:
(a) Operate a grant program (i.e., Neighborhood Improvement Grant) to fund capital
improvements, repairs, renovations, and land acquisitions that enhance opportunities
for outdoor recreation. Indoor swimming pools and indoor ice rinks shall be eligible to
receive grant funding provided use is primarily for public recreation. Grant recipients
shall be required to provide a fifty percent (50%) match for all grants.
(b) Organize and operate a recreation incentive program to initiate positive growth
activities for children and young adults and which will assist rural communities to meet
the growing demand for recreation services.
The state of Idaho and any of its subdivisions legally authorized to provide public recreation
facilities may apply for and receive grant funds.
Because public, private, and corporate moneys will be contributed to the STORE fund, it is the
intent of the legislature to protect the STORE fund against appropriations for purposes other
than those stated in this act.
NOTE: Currently, the program is under‐funded and no grants are available.
Community Development Block Grant ‐ The Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) sponsors the State Administered Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program.
Grants from this program are used to acquire real estate property for public use, demolish
blighted structures and construct, and renovate public service and recreational facilities and
public and private buildings. Funds are also used to support economic development activities
including assisting micro‐enterprises. Grants are administered by states to cities and counties
with less than 50,000 and 200,000 residents respectively. Up to three percent of the grant can
be allocated to cover technical assistance and administrative expenses.
Surface Transportation Program (as administered by LHTAC)
Purpose: The Idaho Transportation Board designates an amount of money from the Surface
Transportation Program every year to be administered by the Local Highway Technical Assistance
through the Local Federal‐Aid Incentive Program. This money is used for projects in rural areas, and in
cities with populations below 5,000 as well as for urban areas with populations between 5,000 and
50,000. These funds can be used for new construction, reconstruction, or rehabilitation of roadways
functionally classified as collector and arterials. These projects can include bicycle/pedestrian facilities.
These funds can also be used for activities such as transportation planning and corridor studies.
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Eligible Applicants:
 Local governments, including highway districts, with jurisdiction over roadways
Reimbursable Expenses:
 Administration
 Infrastructure
 Planning
Funding Information:
 Local project sponsors are responsible for at least 7.34% of the total project cost eligible for
reimbursement
Selection Criteria:
 LHTAC reviews, ranks and submits a prioritized list of projects to the Idaho Transportation Board
for inclusion in the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
 Statewide competitive program
Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program
Purpose: This program provides assistance to locally led natural resource conservation and outdoor
recreation projects. RCTA staff provides assistance for partnership building, organizational development,
assessing resources, developing concept plans, public education/participation, and funding program
identification.
Eligible Applicants include: federally recognized tribes, local governments, non‐profit organizations,
private organizations, and state agencies.
Projects are evaluated on the following criteria.
 Ability to protect or improve important natural resources or enhance outdoor recreation
activities.
 Goals, partners, and community support is well‐defined and present.

Philanthropic
Panhandle Parks Foundation – This is a tax‐exempt, non‐profit organization with the purpose of
receiving land, gifts, and donations to be used for specific public park purposes in and around
Post Falls and North Idaho. This foundation works with the cities to raise funds and/or hold land
or easements for future park development.
Life Estate – This would be available for someone wanting to leave their property to the City, yet
continue to live on their property until death. Life Estates may have favorable tax advantages,
particularly for wealthy property owners.
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Trust Corpus – Corpus is the principal or property of an estate or trust. It does not include the
income it earns, receives, or realizes from the corpus. Income is earned by the estate or trust on
its assets and could be realized in the following six classes of income: 1. Interest, 2. Dividends, 3.
Net Income or Loss from the operation of a Business, Profession or Farm, 4. Net Gain from the
Sale, Exchange or Disposition of Property, 5. Net Income or Loss from Rents, Royalties, Patents
or Copyrights, and 6. Estate or Trust Income.
Idaho Community Foundation – The mission of the Idaho Community Foundation is to “enrich the
quality of life throughout Idaho.” Grants are awarded through the Regional Grant Cycle for a wide range
of organizations and for a wide range of projects consistent with that mission. Grants are made to fund
activities, services, and projects of established organizations, as well as to provide assistance for new
organizations to fill unmet and/or emerging community needs. Grant areas include, but are not
necessarily limited to: Arts and Culture, Conservation/Environment, Education, Health, Public Projects,
and Recreation.
North Idaho Centennial Trail Foundation – The North Idaho Centennial Trail Foundation was established
in 1989 as a non‐profit organization to oversee the maintenance, stewardship and continued
improvements of the Centennial Trail. In addition, the Foundation’s efforts are directed to promoting,
recommending, and assisting with the standardization of trail designs and construction in Kootenai
County. The Foundation’s work is funded entirely through memberships, donations, and grants.
The Foundation also coordinates and shares efforts in support of new and existing trail systems
throughout North Idaho. Current projects include the continuation of the Prairie Trail from Huetter Rd
to Meyer Rd (approx. 1 mile), extension of the trail from Higgins Point east to eventually join the Trail of
the Coeur d’Alene, and a bypass route to avoid the dangerous intersection of Seltice Way and Hwy 41 in
Post Falls.

Partnerships
Partnerships – Joint operational and development funding source between the city and other
public agencies, non‐profits, or private business. A partnership policy or plan should be prepared
to identify additional and future partnerships.
School District – The Post Falls School District has an important partnership with the City Parks
and Recreation Department, particularly in sharing gymnasium space. Other opportunities to
partner on financing and sharing facilities could be explored.
Marketing – Cost savings and overall effectiveness can be realized from partnering in marketing
efforts with the Chamber of Commerce, Post Falls Tourism, and recreational special interest
groups or organizations within the community. Marketing Post Falls’ unique outdoor
recreational qualities is a key component in the City’s economic development by showcasing
Post Falls’ waterfront parks and interface with the river.
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Inter‐Agency – Co‐ordination with other agencies in the region can be an effective strategy in
developing larger and costlier facilities such as pools, community centers or a sports complex.
Pooling funding and maintenance resources would require detailed inter‐agency use
agreements but can prove to be a method of providing services that would otherwise be
unattainable.

Sponsorships
Corporate Sponsorships – Corporate Sponsors often invest in the development of parks and
facilities. A policy that provides guidelines for new facility sponsorship, enhancement of existing
facilities or single event sponsorship should be developed for this revenue‐funding source.
Naming Rights – This funding source is becoming common in funding large sport facilities but
can also be used for smaller scale new buildings or parks in exchange for the development costs
associated with the improvement. A policy that establishes guidelines for the funding levels and
timeframe of the naming rights should be adopted.

Other Fee‐Based Revenue Sources
Franchise Fees – A cable franchise fee is presently collected in Post Falls. The fees have been a
source of funding for street improvements but could also be considered for capital
improvements in parks or for land acquisition.
Concessionaires/Vendors – This funding source can be from contracted services or city managed
concession revenue. If contracted, the city can receive a percentage of gross revenue or full
revenue if City‐managed. Leasing booth space to vendors within parks or at special events can
also be considered.
Cell Towers – Leasing park property to cell tower companies is another revenue source.
Membership/Passes – Typically used to offset operational costs of recreational facilities such as
pools, community centers or ice rinks, the City could consider these for such facilities in the
future.

Miscellaneous Funding Sources
Lease to Developers/Contractors – Lease of park land or recreational facilities to or from private
contractors or developers can be a method of building revenue producing facilities if capital is
not available to the City. The private investor builds the facility and the city would lease it for a
set term. If capital is available to the City, it could build and lease the facility to a private
management company to operate for a percentage of the gross dollars.
Local Improvement District – By forming a specific taxing district, improvements that benefit a
group of affected properties can be constructed or purchased and assessed until the debt is
retired. Improvements should be of a significant amount due to the City’s costs of forming and
administering a Local Improvement District.
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Land Swap – A situation where the City would benefit by trading land with a private developer
or other entity. Typically the City would gain additional land for open space, protect a valuable
resource or improve access.
U.S. Soccer Foundation Grant – The U.S. Soccer Foundation awards field grants to schools,
colleges, nonprofit organizations and local governments for soccer field development and
renovations. General field grants are awarded in amounts up to $100,000 and may be used for
irrigation, lighting, and field maintenance. Grants will be awarded in amounts up to $200,000 for
the installation of a synthetic field. There is one application deadline in the fall of each year.
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Appendix L – Benchmarking
The National Recreation and Park Association published an Operating Ratio Study in July 2009. Data
from this study was used as a comparison or benchmark for select City of Post Falls parks and recreation
data. See comparison table below. When Posts Falls data on expenditures per capita and expenditures
per acre of land managed were compared with the median (or mid‐point of the data) for municipal
parks and recreation agencies that participated in the study, Post Falls rated lower. Capital construction
and acquisition expenditures per capita were also lower in comparison. However, acres of land managed
per 1,000 population and acres of land managed per jurisdiction square mile was higher. Yet the Post
Falls acres of land managed per FTE (full‐time equivalent park employee) was more than double that of
the municipal median values (34 acres per FTE for Post Falls versus 15 acres per FTE for municipal
average.) This brief comparison indicates that in general Post Falls shows efficiencies in operation when
compared to municipal agencies across the country.
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City of Post Falls – Benchmarking
NRPA
Ratio
(Municipal)*
Operating expenditures per capita
Operation expenditure per acre of land managed (Post Falls‐park
only)
Operation expenditure per acre of land managed (Post Falls‐full
Dept.)
Revenues per capita
Capital construction & acquisition per capita (General Fund)
Acres of land managed per 1,000 pop.
Acres of land managed per jurisdiction sq mile
Acres of land managed per FTE (park only)
Jurisdiction population per Department FTE
Jurisdiction population per Department FT (only)

Post
Falls
Ratio

Total
Dept.

Total Dept.

Revenue

Expenditure

$73

$67

$1,955,875

$6,049

$1,840

$813,251
$1,955,875

$24
$15
12
18
15
1,235

$4,635
$22
$2
15
**31
34
882
1,710

FTE

$651,884

* Source: National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA), 2009 Operating Ratio Report, July 2009.
** Jurisdiction acres for Post Falls do not include county pockets or area of city impact. (14.36 square miles).
***Full‐Time Equivalent (FTE) ‐ Includes all seasonal, part‐time, and contract employees.
General Notes on Post Falls data used: 442 total park acres; 29,062 estimated 2012 population; FY 2011 budget actual.

$70,285

13.17
***32.94
17

